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Pastor Issues Warning, Poses Paradigm Shift:
It’s About "Economic," Not "Social" Equality
by Roger K. Clendening
was no different.
Challenger Staff Writer
Unless all Americans—
CLEARWATER those around the nation,
BEACH—The Rev. C. Don around the region, around
Steger speaks plainly, espe the state, and around the
cially when it comes to block, in Pinellas County—
advocating for, and helping change the way they do
lift up those forced to go "business," and find ways
without.
to bring economic equality
Last week, in front of to the have nots, all
hundreds
of
Pinellas Americans will sustain
County’s business, educa some consequences, he
tion, government, and civic warned.
leaders, the Baptist preach
It’s a new day, Steger
er, PhD, and university
research director from Equality
Charlotte, North Carolina, continued on pg. 9
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WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

Challenger General
Manager Tells
College Marketers
Why Minority
Newspapers Matter

Photos by Bill Thomas

Keynote Speaker, Rev. C. Donald Steger, Ph.D.

Barry A. McIntosh receives the Urban League’s
Business & Industry Award for The Weekly
Challenger, from Urban League President & CEO
Janies O. Simmons

Youths Learn Teamwork and Giving B
ack
to Community------------------------------

Photos by Barry A. McIntosh

L to R: Tori Brook. Kayt Lehner, Sylvia Kapous, Chistopher Osbourn, and
____

Jessica Cook of St. Petersburg High School

by Barry A. Me Intosh
Challenger General Manager
ST. PETERSBURGOn Thursday, May 16, sev
eral graduates from the
YOUthLE/W program, one
of many under the umbrella
of Family Resources, Inc.,
athered
at
the St.
tersburg Times, to pres
ent Team projects to com
munity leaders, mentors,
family, and friends.

high schools participated in
a unique program aimed at
developing their leadership
Skills to benefit the com
munity. In every instance,
the teens demonstrated that
they can make a positive
impact right now. The pro
gram consists of 8 skill
building sessions; one per
month. Topics include
diversity, alternative career
choices, and communica

Six St. Petersburg area

tion. The highlight of the

program took place on
Thursday, with multimedia presentations by
each team.
Community
leaders
served as panelists to pro
vide positive feedback, and
guidance to the youth pre
sentations. Along with
myself, the other panelists
were Rene Flowers, Chair
St. Petersburg City Coun-

Youth
continued on pg. 2

Gibbs Alumni Game, Filled With
The 2002 Ebony Scholars
Awards Celebrates Leaders Celebrities, Is Crowd ■Pleaser—
ious to see local celebrities
Past and Present
match up against the talent

Photos by Bill Thomas

L to R: Kathy Lambert, Joanne Newton, Sue
Piper, Shauan King and Barbara Shorter

Photos by Bill Thomas

Kimekeshia Barker, of Osceola High School, being congratulated by Barry A.
McIntosh, General Manager of The Weekly Challenger, as the recipient of The
Weekly Challenger Ebony Scholars Scholarship
bv Candace K, Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
St. PETERSBURGEach year, the Ebony
Scholars program awards
outstanding African-Ame
rican students. This year’s
annual program, held at the
Holiday Inn’s Sunspree
Hotel, brought back Des
mond Whitney, 25, a for
mer Lakewood High gradu
ate. Vyrle Davis, the pro

gram’s founder and presi? Florida A&M University in
dent, knew how much of an Tallahassee. Having just
impact this would make. recently received his MBA
Although in the past the in Marketing (Suma Cum
program has brought in Laude), Whitney has spent
adult keynote speakers, the last three months in
Davis finds that the best Indianapolis,
Indiana,
connections are made to his working with Eli Lilly and
scholars through former Company, a leader in the
students.
pharmaceutical industry.
Whitney, a 1995 gradu
ate of Lakewood High Scholars
School, went on to study at continued on pg. 13

The Weekly Challenger welcomes the following new advertisers:

Prayer Tower Summer Camp, Hope Expo, Elks Lodge,
Buccaneer Mortgage
There are many choices for Summer Camp for your kids. Make sure to see the Prayer Tower Summer Camp
ad for another one on page 4. If you’ve been wondering how you can own your own home, you don’t want to
miss llope Expo 2002. See.their ad on page 8. There’s all kinds of activities going on at the Elks Lodge. It ,
may be just what you’re looking for, so check out their ad on page 24. Getting financing for your new home
doesn’t have to be major task. See what Buccaneer'Mortgage has to offer on page 24.
The Weekly Challenger appreciates the fact that advertisers spend their precious dollars with us. It is a privilege to offer
their services to our readers. And we hope that as readers, you patronize their businesses since they are investing in a prod
uct that is targeted specifically to our communities. As an added bonus to advertisers who put their trust in the power of The
Weekly Challenger, we want to call attention to them as they begin to appear in our paper.

by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Staff Reporter
ST. PETERSBURGThe 3rd annual Freddie

of the Gladiator basketball
team, young and old, but
nonetheless well spirited.
The game also featured a
half-time slam dunk con
test, as well as a between
games step show perform
ance by both Dunedin and
Boca Ciega High Schools.
The game, held in
honor of the 30-year career
of Pinellas County’s "win
ningest" basketball coach, a
term coined by current
principal and friend Bar
bara Shorter. Dyles, retiring
in 1993, passed away only
six years later, leaving

DUE TO THE MEMORIAL DAY
HOLIDAY, DEADLINE FOR
NEWS AND ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR THE
MAY 30th. ISSUE
IS

Dyles Memorial Game was
held last Saturday, filling
the Gibbs High School Alumni
gymnasium with those anx- continued on pg. 21

Despite Resident Efforts,
Communication Confusion
Among City Officials, Bartlett
Park Loses Trees------ ——-------by Candace K. Clarke
Challenger Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG
(May 23, 2002)- It’s
become an old familiar
case of "he said, she said."
At the heart of the contro
versy lies the planning and
development of Bartlett
Park.
Back in April, The
Weekly Challenger report
ed in an exclusive story,
that the city planned to cut
down the laurel oak trees
that lined Bartlett Park’s
4th street southside since
the 1950s.
Citizen concern began

Challenger General Manager Barry A. McIntosh
and Stephanie Green, President of St. Petersburg
College’s FACC Chapter
by CAa/fenger Correspondent pay more attention to
TARPON SPRINGS- newspapers than any other
The importance of minori medium."
ty newspapers to college
Moreover, he said,
marketing personnel was many of them read minoridiscussed by General ty newspapers because
Manager Barry McIntosh they tire of seeing them.. of
Weefejy dtallenger selves depicted negatively
last week at St. Petersburg in the mainstream print
College.
media.
Addressing a day-long
A recent reader survey,
workshop of Florida two- McIntosh said, showed that
year college marketers "the minority newspapers
from as far away as portray the community
Pensacola and Key West, more accurately . . . and is
McIntosh told the group more apt to report what
that
while
AfricanAmericans listen to radio Newspapers
and watch television, "they continued on pg. 7

with Driftwood resident, smaller trees that would
John Schuh, an avid envi not interfere with the
ronmental
advocate, power lines. Scheduled to
Schuh’s position was that be finished in about a day
the. city was hastily making and a half, by today, the
the decision to destroy removal should be com
trees that still had potential. plete. Although there were
For several weeks, and 13 trees marked for re
as a result of several phone moval, another 3 had been
calls to city councilwoman added to the list.
Virginia Littrell, (District
■. It seems that communi
4), and his own investiga cation between residents
tions, the city plans seemed such as Schuh, Evelyn
to have halted. As of last Rosetti, program manager
week, however, a final with internal services, and
decision has been made on councilwoman
Littrell
the part of the city’s admin
istration to cut down the Trees
oaks, replacing them with continued on pg. 1}
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Youth

continues from front

L-R: Amy Pendergrass, Erica Coronado, Devron Wilson, Monica Marshall and
Richard Jones of Gibbs High School

L-R: Yakechia Lindsey, Leon Highsmith, Bonnie Carney and David Messer of
Northeast High School (Missing from photo: Jackie Pace and Shaquelia Smith)

L-R (back): Chantel Dorsey, Erika TYeveno of Dixie Hollins, Manuel Wilson,
Mathew Orozco, Irene Culican, Heather Dimiceli, Jennifer Armstrong and Megan
Oster of Boca Ciega; (seated): Margaret Deller and Rebecca Zolger, Boca Ciega
cil, and fellow city counsel
member for District 1,
Richard Kriseman. Also
providing valuable cri
tiquing
were
Kerry
O’Reilly,
Marketing
Manager, St. Petersburg
Tumsy^ Linda; j Lernefj-

School Board member,
David Burr, President,
Leadership St. Pete Alumni
Association, and Luke
Williams, Asst. Chief
Investigative Services, St.
Petersburg Police. The
presentation was sponsoredR&tust^ Pinellas County.) bjtiuthfc Leadership St.

Petersburg
Alumni
Association. Crystal Pruitt,
herself an alumni of
Leadership St. Petersburg,
and
YOUthLEAD
Coordinator, was beaming
throughout the. presenta
tions, much like a proud
mother watching her chil-

another with the
nature park since he
was 9 years old.
Their project was
called "Flutterfest,"
which
entailed
building a butterfly
garden. The unique
aspect of their projL-R: Brad Weigle, Autumn Harrell, Alicia Pierre, Mallory Woodall ect was to ‘nvo've
of Lakewood, Jemier Jenkins, Christine Weigle
young children. In
(missing from photo: Jesse Harms, Kishawn Moore, Erica Palomo) the words of team
Photos by Barry A. Me Intosh
member
Alicia
dren perform for the very of the kids who couldn’t Pierre, "it was important to
first time.
wait to test it out. As one have the kids learn first
Teams were given student summed it up, it hand how to take care of
complete control over their was "really good to see the the earth." So during the 1projects and what they kids playing in front of day planting event, the
would entail. The teams them."
teens helped 15 youngsters
were each given $500. The
Gibbs High was up appreciate what it takes to
first school to present was next. The five students build a butterfly garden,
Northeast High School. involved chose to help and before the day was
Their initially desired proj beautify the new Bethel over, their first butterflies
ect was to build a play Community Fellowship had already rested in the
ground from scratch, but Hall recently constructed. garden: Another thing the
opted to remodel one They purchased 22 plants team of five was proud of,
instead due to costs. The to decorate the entrance is one leadership skill that
team, made up of six stu way of the building, and will come in handy down
dents from Northeast chose installed benches for the the road, coming in-under
a playground for toddlers at elderly just outside the budget.
a local YWCA as their front of the hall. They team
Boca Ciega and Dixie
project. It took the students reported that their biggest Hollins tag teamed for their
one month to fully plan and challenge was determining project. Making the best of
implement. They put up a what plants to buy - which a bad situation, they com
shade cloth to combat the would withstand heat the plimented each other well.
heat, which was one com best, the amount of water One team was underfund
plaint they heard, and sev needed to maintain them ed, the other understaffed.
eral of them personalized properly, etc. Their project Bogie lent people power to
the poles used to hold up took 1 day to purchase the the endeavor, while Dixie
the shade cloth. Their materials and finish the provided funds. Together
designs revolved around project, though the plan ' they took on the monumen
elements that would be use ning and choosing the proj tal task of implementing a
ful for the children who ect took 2 months.
College Fair. Together they
would be playing on the
Lakewood High went made up a team of 8. This
playground, like ABCs, through growing pains with was a project that took a
numbers, etc. The major their project trying to tremendous amount of up
element of the project was decide what to do. It was front work- networking,
installing a gym set, which decided after one of their marketing, soliciting, and
they labored at for several team members, Jesse planning. Twenty-six col
hours before experiencing Harms passionately plead leges accepted their invita
a tremendous sense of ed to do something for tion, though only a handful
accomplishment upon wit Boyd Hill. He has been actually .showed, up on the
nessing the joy on the faces involved in one way or

Fair day. On March 16,
they held their Fair at
Parkside Mall, and had 250
people attend. One college
reported signing up a stu
dent on the spot. A great
leave-behind created by the
team was a 4 page road
map printed in full color on
slick stock. It provided a
superb run down on how
the project originated, the
planning, implementation,
and breaking down the
budget, and the ever valu
able, lessons learned.
Another key element of
their road map was the
opinions of the vendors
who attended. The group’s
initiative to leave a synop
sis, critique, and results of
their project for future
teens, who wish to do
something similar was
again fine preparation for
the same type of documen
tation expected in corpo
rate life.
The last team to pres
ent was St. Petersburg High
School, who chose to
enhance Clam Bayou estu
ary. The City of St.
Petersburg had previously
been awarded a $750,000
grant to purchase part of
the environmentally sensi
tive waterfront property,
and providing a bicycle
rack was one of the require
ments. The St. Petersburg
High students did that for
them, and more, when they
installed a bicycle rack and
water fountain. The asser
tive group quickly realized
that funding would be a
problem, and so they
solicited outside individu
als and groups to help
finance

their

Everything we need to help us make it through life starts in one small circle. The family circle.

Consequently, their budget
was twice that of the other
teams.
Their
project
demanded expertise in a
variety of construction and
engineering areas, and so
they received help from
Park Operations Manager
Cliff Footlick. The imple
mentation of their project
won the praise of Mr.
Footlick, who said in a let
ter of them, "I was very
impressed by their dedica
tion, enthusiasm, creativity
and thoroughness in plan
ning and carrying out the
many details involved in
successfully completing
this project."
In every case, each
team was successful in
implementing a project that
would effect fellow and
future students, and citi
zens for years to come,
from the toddlers who now
have a delightful place to
play, to the youngsters who
were given a lesson in
beautifying our planet;
from the student who made
a college career choice to
the elderly church goers
who will have a place to
rest outside of church, and
the thousands of citizens
who have yet to experience
the Clam Bayou estuary.
YOUthLEAD provides
a wonderful youth service
in helping their students
learn valuable life lessons,
leadership skills, and how
to give back to their com
munities. To learn more
about how you Can con
tribute to projects like this
one, and the many others
they have, please call
Crystal Pruitt, at (727) 550-

project.
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OPINIONS
A Living MemOrial to Cleveland Johnson, Jr.

Mwklg QUjallntgw

Cleveland Johnson, Publisher
(1967-2001)
Barry A. McIntosh...........................General Manager
Ylonda Powell.....................Administrative Assistant
The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association

Wfddtf Thallewe

“Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race”
by Barry A. McIntosh.
General Manager
Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
clear and simple. Ope
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his
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the success they’ve achieved.
For those of us who
were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and fully un
derstand his philosophy, it
does us well to understand
the import of the words,
"Black: People Must Sell
Xs?"Well As Buy, Else
Remain A ‘Beggar Race. ’"
This is critically important
when we look at this equa
tion from the buying side.
For example, the National
Urban League reported that
during the decade of the
90s, "African-American
buying power increased
almost 73 percent." The
challenge vye face with that
increase in disposable in
come is the problem with

too much spending.
Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
Census Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that

Mr.
Johnson stressed
"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!

15 Years After Toxic Waste And
Race-----------------------------------------------------------by Bernice Powell Jackson
Before April 16, 1987,
no one had heard the phras
es "environmental justice"
or "environmental racism."
For the previous five years,
the United Church of
Christ Commission for
Racial Justice (CRJ) had
worked with communities
of color across the nation
which were struggling with
toxic wastes being dumped
near their homes, schools
and places of work. After

Published weekly on Thursdays by
The Weekly Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

destiny, and helped others working for someone else,
do the same. That is what and buying and spending
he preached incessantly; be more than selling has per
in control of your own des petuated some level of sub
tiny. To achieve that sort of jugation.
freedom, one must sell, and
An
often-repeated
even more importantly, sell story from those who tried
what belongs to them, not as they could to write sto
someone else’s product or ries for him was his
service. In other words, response to essentially "go
find yourself a business, sell an ad, and keep your
work it, be successful at it, story." He promoted the
and thus dramatically re participation in commercial
duce your dependence up enterprise, controlling your
on others for support. destiny. In addition, he
Working for someone else, backed up what initially
and having them control seemed like a harsh request
your income, has relegated by taking so many under
many African-Americans his wings and training them
to a beggar race, in some to "sell." This town is filled
cases more severely than with people who took his
others. Nevertheless, as advice, and are forever
Mr. Johnson experienced it, indebted to Mr. Johnson for

places, it seemed obvious
that this was part of some
thing larger than individual
incidences of injustice.
From these experi
ences, CRJ commissioned
a study to examine what
was going on. It looked at
every zip code in the
United States and identi
fied where toxic wastes,
including commercial haz
ardous waste facilities and
uncontrolled toxic waste
sites, were located. It found
that race was the most sig
nificant factor, even niore
significant than poverty.
All across the U.S., toxic
wastes were-more likely to

be dumped in communities
of color. The study showed
that the experiences of the
communities CRJ had
worked with were not iso
lated ones, but part of a
larger picture.
In releasing the find
ings of this study, CRJ
Executive Director, Ben
jamin F. Chavis, called this
phenomenon "environmen
tal racism" and declared
thes United Church of
Christ's determination to
work for environmental
justice in communities of
color across the country.
Thus began a decade of
working with grassroots
communities
from
African Americans in socalled "cancer alley," the
corridor between Baton
Rouge and New Orleans^
LA, to Native American
communities like those
near Prairie Island, MN, to
Latino communities like
those along the New River
in southern California,
where the maquiladoras,
the factories located on the
U.S.-Mexico border, dump
their wastes. In 1991, CRJ
sponsored the first People

of Color Environmental
Justice Summit, bringing
together hundreds of peo
ple of color who were
working on these issues in
their own communities. A
movement was bom.
One of the most toxic
communities of color in
this nation is East St.
Louis, IL, on the other side
of the Mississippi from its
sister city, St. Louis. But
the two cities are very dif
ferent. East St. Louis
sometimes has been re
ferred to in the press as
"the inner city without an
outer city."
East St. Louis is about
98%\African American and
mostly poor. While its economy has improved over
the past decade because of
the gambling boats docked
there which provide taxes
for a city desperately in
need of services, it is clear
ly a town in crisis. The East
St. Louis that Jonathan
Kozol wrote about a de
cade ago in Savage In
equalities is virtually un
changed. It still has a high
level of lead poisoning in
its children. It still has the

Dead Creek, a dried-up,
polluted creek bed where
children ride their bikes. It
still has the Lanson
Chemical plant superfund
site right behind the homes
of retired teachers and
blue-collar workers who
have high incidences of
cancer and immune system
disorders. It, still has the
large factories; like that of
Monsanto and Pfizer/Warner-Lambert. They are still
spewing their fumes into
thpaafry of East St. Louis.
There is still pollution in
the sewer system and
ground of East St. Louis.
Technically,
these
plants are not located in the
city, since they have creat
ed their own separately
incorporated areas. That
way they don't have to pay
property taxes to East St.
Louis. Their "elected" offi
cials often are plant
employees.
The irony is that 15
years after Toxic Waste and
Race, East St. Louis is fac
ing not only many oflthe
same problems it did back
then, but now it faces a
new one. It seems after the

September 11 terrorist
attacks, the U.S. Army has
become concerned about
the nerve gases that it has
stockpiled. So, its plan is to
"neutralize" these gases
and to incinerate some of
these "neutralized" nerve
gases
at • the
Onyx
Environmental Services
plant in East St. Louis.
These "neutralized" nerve
gas fumes will join those
from the chemical plants

and be breathed by the peo
ple of East St. Louis.
Incredible. Ben Chavis
once said that the best way
to celebrate Black History
Month was by making
some black history our
selves. So, maybe the best
way to celebrate the 15th
anniversary of the release
of the groundbreaking re
port, Toxic Waste and
Race, is by continuing the
struggle for environmental
justice today. To celebrate
its birthday and to honor
Earth Day weekend, on
Saturday, April 20, the
United Church of Christ
Justice and Witness Min
istries will be in East St.
Louis to join the people of

that devastated community
in their fight to stop the
U.S. Army's plans to add to
the devastation by inciner
ating nerve gas there. It
will be our way of declar
ing to the world that our
commitment to environ
mental justice and our out
rage at environmental rac
ism are as strong today as
they were 15 years ago.
Join us in recommit
ting yourself to fighting
environmental racism and
join, us in celebrating Earth
Day not only by planting
trees or cleaning up our
parks, but by writing to the
Secretary of the Army,
Thomas E. White, and urg
ing him to end the plan to
incinerate
neutralized
nerve gas in East St. Louis
or anywhere else. Join us
and communities of color
across the nation as we
struggle to clean up our
cities, our reservations, our
playgrounds and our work
sites. A luta continua - the
struggle continues.

The Congressional Study Group on Germany - Article III
bv Lou Frey
This is the third article
about the 19th annual
meeting of the Con
gressional Study Group on
Germany. There are obvi
ously problems between
the countries, especially in
the trade area. The U.S.
recently imposed tariffs on
steel and warned other
countries against ill-con
sidered retaliatory meas
ures. . The U.S. imports
well over $700 billion a
year in goods from around
the world of which all steel
products account for about
1%. Last year the U.S. ran
a $427 billion trade deficit.
The Americans argue that
under these circumstances,
it is not unreasonable to
use domestic and interna
tional tools available to
help the U.S. steel industry
cope with an influx of
imports that has con
tributed to massive bank
ruptcies and loss of jobs.
The Germans, on the other
hand, say that this is an

unfair decision that is polit resolved. For instance, a
ically motivated. President representative of Daimler
Bush is reaching out to vot Chrysler talked about the
ers (steelworkers) in mid- problems of the United
western states who tradi States-European
Union
tionally vote Democrat. ("E.U.") regulatory, harmo
Germans further say that nization. At the present
the United States is trying time, the U.S. and the E.U.
to protect a dying industry. apply different, though
The Europeans have been equally effective, health,
talking about placing tar safety and environmental
iffs on products which have standards in the auto indus
a political impact in the try. The cost of such dif
U.S., such as oranges from ferences runs in the mil
Florida. The facts are that lions of dollars each year
approximately 30% of the and this is passed on to the
U.S. steel-making industry consumer. If the countries
has filed for bankruptcy. worked together, they
Domestic steel prices in the could produce common
last quarter of 2001 were at technical requirements to
their lowest in twenty years reduce high development
and since 1997, 45,000 costs and avoid duplication
U.S. steelworkers have lost of administration proce
their jobs. Both German dures. With increasing glo
and Americans hope that balization in the auto in
the steel problem does not dustry, the harmonization
escalate into a major trade of technical requirements
war but remains an impor for vehicles is a high prior
tant, though minor, irritant. ity.
Several business own
There are several rea
ers spoke about problems sons why there is no har
which neither country has monization. The first is

that most legislative bodies than one percent in the
act in isolation. Secondly, United States. What was
there, is the "not invented interesting was a chart
here" syndrome. Regula showing the different types
tory agencies tend to of dummies that must be
believe that their method is used for tests in five loca
the best. For instance, Ja tions - Europe, U.S.,
pan hhs no tariffs on auto Canada,
Japan
and
mobile parts, but technical Australia. It looked like a
requirements constantly five-year-old with black
change, so it is basically ink had prepared the chart.
hard to import automobiles Obviously, industries be
into Japan. Also, dissimi lieve there should be a way
lar national priorities mean to have universal accept
that due to inherent socie ance of tests, no matter
tal, cultural reasons, coun which country performs
tries have different priori them. There is a United
ties and objectives. An Nations Economic Com
other example is the aver mission
for
Europe
age cost of premium gas. Working Party TwentyIn 2001, gas in the United Nine established by the
States was $1.55 and the 1958 agreement on the
average weight of an Uniform Conditions of
American car was 3,868 Approval for Motor Ve
pounds. In Europe, the hicle Equipment and Parts
same gas cost $3.76 and which has been used as a
the average weight of a car basis for uniformity of
was 2,602 pounds.
In standards in Europe. There
Europe, more than one- is also an agreement con
third of their light-duty cerning the establishing of
motor vehicles are diesel global technical require
powered compared to less ments for wheeled vehi

cles, equipment and parts
which can be fitted and/or
be used in wheel vehicles
(1998 Global Agreement)
which has been signed by
the U.S., E.U. and Japan.
This problem costs compa

nies an immense amount of
money. Ford’s Windstar
requires one hundred dif
ferent parts because of the
lack of harmonization at a
cost of $40 million. This is
just one of many problems

caused by lack of harmo
nization.

The Weekly Challenger thanks GPM,
Inc., who specializes in all Wall
Systems: Metal Framing, Drywall,
Stucco, E.I.F.S., Masonry and Site
Work.
Their contributions have been bene
fiting students at Melrose
Elementary, John Hopkins Middle,
and Gibbs Senior High.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
OPINION

by Fenn Ellery

Memorials And Values:
Patriotism And An
Epiphany_____ ______
There are moments
which can change a life.
They can cause strong
motivation, a lifetime in
centive.
Growing from teen to
adult.during World War II
can create a gut-level ex
perience with patriotism.
And an epiphany in Margraten near the Nether
lands can etch the number
8,301 into a columnist's
heart and brain for a life
time.
That's without Con
gressional Medal of Honor
(CMH) Winner Jenkins
and' Master Sergeant
Charles Dusek. The jEprmer
is, a Black ACT (American
Citizen Taxpayer) from
Florida who received the
CMH posthumously.
The latter is a White
ACT, my brother-in-law.
He is dying from prostate
cancer possibly related to
the fact that his body still
has so much shrapnel that
he can't go through an air
port metal detector without
a letter from Senator John
McCain. Both Jenkins and
Dusek served in Vietnam.
, An epiphany is a, Hfe^
changing experience. Perh^s* sorfie people are
lucky never to have one.
The dictionary describes it
as a supernatural appear
ance or manifestation, a
moment of sudden intu
itive understanding, a flash
of insight, etc.
Mine came at Mar
graten, near Belgium, as I
walked through it. The
American Military Ceme
tery contains 8,301 graves.
Each contains the remains
of an ACT (or the body
parts of a unknown sol
dier), with an unfinished
life, who died defending
us. WE OWE THEM. I
OWE THEM!
Roughly the Margrat
en slogan is this: "We who
have failing arms pass this
torch to you. Hold it high!"
These columns and a vol
ume of retiree days and
months are related to this.
Unfinished work for a
democracy which sorely
needs and misses every
one of the 8,301!
We would like to be
lieve that some of the
members of the Red Ball
Express, the Tuskegee
Airmen, and other AfricanAmericans who died in
World War II are buried at
Margraten. But that was an
earlier tiirte.
CMH Winner Jenkins
is not buried there. He re
ceived his medal, as a
Marine in Vietnam, by
throwing himself on one of
Charlie's grenades so that a
wounded buddy in his fox
hole might live. The story
came to our attention when
the buddy came back to
Florida to honor him and
found the grave overrun with weeds. He yelled, and
fixed it!
MSgt. Dusek attended
Korea, while I attended
Oberlin College. Though I
served later, as a Korean
War Veteran, Chuck was
going on to Vietnam as
First Sergeant for part of
the First Cavalry. He was

showing his men how to
defuse a Claymore land
mine when he accidentally
discovered a new Viet
Cong trick - and spent
nearly a year in the hospi
tal.
None of these Amer
ican humans was bom as a
racist, and I doubt that any
were given a choice to be
raised as a racist when they
became old enough td
understand what their free
will was. Yet I can not
believe that our American
system did not pump them
full of the stereotypes,
head worms, etc., which
make up American Rac
ism.
Despite this racist
American upbringing with values pumped in
from schools, the media,
kids and playgrounds,
churches, loving but rac
ism-uneducated parents,
etc., - as an ACT I am
unable to believe that any
of the 8,301 would have a
belief today that their
grandkids need racism. Or
should believe that the
racial income gap is an
American, value.. (.,
’ During W W11, patriot-,
ism came with the air we
breathed. (It was pumped
in as freely as the racism
we also had pumped in.)
Public service meant then
that 16-17 year old kids
were lying about their ages
in order to enlist and fight.
We truly felt threatened,
that America might lose!
Pearl Harbor, the Corregidor death march, etc.
What about "Public
Service" today? We can't
even get many of our "best
and brightest" to run for
office! This columnist still
remembers many freezing
and early mornings in
Illinois, throwing newspa
pers from a bicycle pre
tending to protect our
country. As I bobbed and
weaved from sidewalk to
street to sidewalk, I could
hear the rat-at-at-ing
machine gun fire from the
P-51 Mustang I was fly
ing... diving,
spiraling,
honing in on the enemy.
Maybe we kids saw
too many war movies. Too
many gold and silver stars
hanging from the windows
where neighbors were
missing. But the patriotism
was burned deep. Today I
can't hear a bugler play
taps without my eyes mist
ing up, at least.
The 8,301 are only one
cemetery among a few
dozen. But hundreds of
thousands had their lives
cut short for us. Holding
the flag high for them, to
continue the struggle
toward being Americans not just Black ACTs or
White ACTs - jointly
working together, more
and more often, to solve
democracy's many prob
lems. .. It's a debt!
Fenn Ellery, ACT - (727)
866-2540.
Email:
patnfenn@aoLcom. (The views
expressed by The Challenger
columnists are not necessarily
the views of The Weekly
Challenger. Fenn Ellery, is a res
ident of St. Petersburg, and is a
member of AAVREC, the
African-American
Voter
Research
and
Education
Committee, and CUSP, Citizens
United in Shared Prosperity.)

Call 2-1-1 for Summer YOuth RecreatiOn
and VOlunteer OppOrtunities----------------» 2-1-1
Pinellas
announces its annual
Summer Recreation &
Volunteer Opportunities
for youth. Parents and
guardians looking for sum
mer activities and pro
grams for their children

and teens (ages 2 to 18),
may call 2-1-1. 2-1-1
Pinellas lists over 500
activities and programs
such as athletic camps,
music camps, theater
camps, arts, and crafts
camps, ballet and dance

camps, as well as therapeu
tic and residential camps.
2-1-1 also lists youth vol
unteer opportunities and
limited summer youth
employment.
2-1-1 is open 24-hours
a day, 7 days a week. You

can also access community
resources on our Website at
www. 21 lpinellas.org:
Click on the "2-1-1" link,
then click on "2-1-1 Online
Database", then look under
the "Summer" keywords.

Vets, ACtive Duty Military Get Free
Museum Admission Memorial Day
Weekend -------------------—----------------ST. PETERSBURG In honor of Memorial Day,
the Florida International
Museum will be offering
free admission to veterans
and active military person
nel from Saturday, May
25th through Monday,
May 27th. Selected red,
white and blue merchan
dise in the museum store
will be discounted by 10%.
The Florida Inter

national Museum currently
features four separate
exhibits that include edu
cational exhibits that rotate
through on a constant
basis. Now on display are:
Norman Rockwell's 322
Saturday Evening Post
covers, a collection that
mirrors the American ex
perience from 1916 until
1963; and On Miniature
Wings: Model Aircraft

from the National Air and
Space Museum. This is an
exhibit from the Smith
sonian Institution and fea
tures 25 superlative exam
ples of model aircraft.
FIM is the permanent
home of the largest private
collection of Kennedy
family artifacts in the
world. Also on permanent
display is The Cuban
Missile Crisis, an interac

tive presentation that trans
ports visitors to the year
1962.
Admission is $12 for
adults, $11 for college stu
dents and seniors 65+, $6
for students. Children un
der 6 are free; The museum
is open Monday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
Last entry to the museum
is at 4 p.m. daily.

Science and FOOtball at MOSI
TAMPA - The Museum
of Science arid Industry
(MOSI) kicks off a new
exhibit May 25. "Football:
The Exhibit," from the
Museum Of Discovery,
Arkansas, will be on dis
play through Sept. 8.
The popularity of the
game of football provides
an opportunity to introduce
a large audience of diverse
ages to the science, mathe
matics, and technology
content that underlies the
game itself as well as
everyday life experiences.
Audio and video kiosks
will help tell the story
behind football's mysteri
ous hold on Americans.
This highly interactive
exhibit is organized into

zones that relate directly to
the game and encourages
hands-on
participation
from beginning to end.
Key concepts like colli
sion, peripheral vision,
reaction times, trajectories,
and balance are illustrated
in different zones:
• Zone - Open field
game
• Science - Collision
• Technology - Pro-,
tecting against collisions
• Participatory - Air
momentum track experi
ments
• Other examples of
SMT - Auto collisions
• Research - Com
pression zones in automo
biles

On May 10, 1652, John Johnson, a free

• Careers - Auto safety.
Sports medicine
Highlights of the exhib
it include: physical sci
ence, life science, science
and technology, science in
personal and social per
spective, history and
nature of science, and sci
ence as inquiry.
The popularity of foot
ball will be a strong moti

astic about the game itself.
"Football: The Exhi
bit" is sponsored locally by
WTOG-TV UPN 44 . and
WQYK.
MOSI is the largest sci
ence center in the south
eastern United States and
home of the only IMAX*
Dome Theatre in the state
of Florida. In all, MOSI
offers more than 450

vator of public learning

"minds-on"

because it elicits intrinsic’
interests, curiosity, explo
ration, manipulation, and
social interaction from a
wide rarige of ages. By
including cheerleading,
band, and social science,
the exhibit will also be
attractive to individuals
who might not be enthusi

activities. MOSI is located

, interactive

at 4801 East Fowler
Avenue, Tampa, opens
daily at 9 a.m., is wheel
chair accessible, and offers
free parking.
For more information,
visit MOSI's website at
www.mosi.org or call
(813) 987-6100.

fP’is.i.snti.. . .

Black, was granted 550 acres in
Northampton County, VA, for importing
eleven persons.

COMMUNITY
Publix. BILLBOARD

News Deadline Is 4:00 P.M. Monday
For All Articles To Be Published.
Please E-Mail All Articles To:
tchallen@tampabay.rr.com

RAMBLING
"Yesterday has gone, forget
it. Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come, So
don't wait on it."

896-2152
by Charles Howard
MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR
VACATION HOME
CO-OPS
Buy yourself a vaca
tion home together with
ten or twenty other fami
lies. Each family will
spend its vacation - one
week to a month or more in the home at a cost of
$1,000 to $10,000 down,
plus maintenance costs
depending on the area and
season during which their
vacation is scheduled. This
plan puts the vacation
home - typically $30,000
on up - within the reach of
everyone.
There are about 60 co
operative resorts in the
United States and Carib
bean today, and their num
ber is growing by leaps
and bounds. For a list of
such resorts,, send a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Jon Dehaan,
5638 Professional Circle,
Indianapolis, IN 46241. He
can also send you informa
tion on a time-sharing
resort trading plan, called
Resort
Condominiums
International. This is a plan
of - his own ' tieVisftigeityri
allow 3 families ii-’Mibi1 owflri
cooperative ' vacation
homes to switch off with
families who own homes
in other areas.
And now it’s that time of
the week again when we
share newsy tidbits with
you about past happenings
and upcoming.
GRADUATION
Invitations have been
sent out to families and
friends of the Boca Ciega
High School Senior Class
of 2002.
They announced their
commencement exercises
to be held Wednesday

afternoon, June 5th, 2002,
at three o’clock p.m. at the
Bayfront Center.
My invite comes from
my niece, Charee N.
Howard of Newton Ave. S.
She is the daughter of
Phrances Y. Howard.
Charee! Continue to
keep up the good work,
you and all of your class
mates’ of 2002. We love
you are are very proud of
you.
“A good education is bet
ter than silver and gold.
Silver and gold will pass
away, but a good educa
tion will always stay.”
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Today, May 23rd Sherita Anderson, Lessie
Breland, Marcus Bryant,
Annette Squire; 24th
through 30th - Aletha
Chapman, Jim Jones, Chris
Stewart, Lawerance Jones,
Dr. Thelma J. Nolan, JeJuan Thompson, Fred L.
White, Bertha Miller, Ta
wana Tolbert, Marsha
Epps,
James
Bruce,
George Perry, Gladys Di
xon, Johnny (Taps) Edwards, Bertie Gordon,
Lynn B. Lewis, Lauren R.
Brown,
Reginald
A.
Squire?* Jt., Tanese .Watkins, ( Bernard McCrea^
Clyde Dicks, La Chandra
Grayson,
Malekia
McKinney,
Josephine
Lampley, Timothy Dudley,
Jr.,
Grace
Summers,
Robert Bliss,
Joshua
Thomas and James M.
Graham.
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
May 28th - Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Baker; Mr.
and Mrs. Zach Graham, Jr.
That the soul be without
knowledge, it is not good.
UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT

DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE
22nd Ave. North & U.S. 19 • St. Petersburg • 727-321-0500
Z M^morial Day BLOW

WOODIES
HAT BOX

5ummB'p <E><s|i®S

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

93 Pontiac
Grand Am
Was 5995

94 Chevy Corsica
Was 5995 ,

Chevy Geo Metro.
Was 7995

Now $3939

Now $4747

liillp©©MQOn)§,-

Now $2992

flwinM

91 Jeep Cherokee
Was 8995

95 Ford Aerostar
Was 9995

96 Mercury Sable
Was 8995

Now $4949

Now $5151

Now $5252

95 Ford Contour
Was 8995

98 GMC Sonoma
P/Up
Was 10995

97 Dodge Caravan
Was 11995

• Florida International Museum offering
free admission to vets and active military
personnel, May 25-27.
• “Football: The Exhibit” on display at
The Museum of Science and Industry
(MOSI) May 25 - Sept. 8.

Now $5555

96 Dodge Intrepid
Was 8995

Now$6677

Now $6262
99 Plymouth
Breeze
Was 10995

Now $6881

Now $6464

97 Dodge Intrepid
Was 10995

Now $6986

94 Ford Explorer
Was 9995

97 Dodge Intrepid
Was 9995

95 Dodge Dakota
• Was 10995

Now $7373

Now $7676

Now $7777

• Re-Election Campaign Kick-Off
Reception for Frank Peterman, Jr., June
1, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m., St. Petersburg
Country Club, 2000 Country Club Way
South.

98 Mercury Sabie
.Was 11995

99 Mitzi Eclipse
Was 12995

00 Dodge Dakota
Was 12995

Now $8484

Now $8484

Now $8585

• Color Me Human “Coming Together
For Peace” Week of Activities (see arti

99 Chevy S-10
Pickup
Was 11995

98 Pontiac
Bonneville
Was 12995

99 Mercury Tracer
Wagon
Was 11995

Now $8686

Now $8686

Now $8787

cle on pg. 9)

99 Ford Taurus
Was 12995

96 Ford Mustang
Was 11995

01 Dodge Neon
Was 12995

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

Now $8989

Now $8989

Now $8989

• Summer Camps for youths being
offered throughout the Tampa Bay area.
Please see article on pg. 7.

W&KUf F& (40.00^
CAU. nr-m-owt

Otfc.

—
Affordable Vehicles
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SERENDIPITY

Calling All Gibbs
Class of 1967
Gladiators!--------

by Hugh Clay Paulk

ST. PETERSBURG The members of the Gibbs
High School Class of 1967
are planning for their 35th
reunion to be held July
24th-July 28th.
All members of the
class are invited to partici

'he Sunflower Girl
"I will not sing that
song any more!" said the
Sunflower Girl on the air
in 1927, soon after Gene
Austin’s record had made
My Blue Heaven Ameri
ca’s biggest hit. "It’s a
great song," she added,
"but I have sung it so many
times that I’m tired of it!
I’ll sing any other song.
Just let me know what
you’d like."
We listeners did not
know her real name, but
we loved her fifteen-min
ute radio program every
weekday afternoon at five
over WBAP, Fort Worth.
She had a wonderful voice
and a personality to match.
I considered her offer a
personal invitation. I wrote
her and asked her to sing
Willow Weep For Me. I
was ten years old, and
radio was also new.
During radio’s early
days, we could hear static
and little else from WMC,
Memphis, the only signal
we could pick up through
our earphones. Sometimes,
when atmospheric condi
tions were right, a little
music or a spasm of words
faded in and out. But inter
mittent screeching was our
main reward from that
magic box. The person listenipg would sometimes

sat quietly in the parlor
while my father talked
business with our host.
Soon my curiosity began
to ooze out, and I felt com
pelled to explore the prem
ises.
The room was not well
lighted, but I could see a
large photograph of a
young soldier on the man
tle. It was decorated by lit
tle flags. Below was an
inscription: "In memory of
our beloved son, killed in
action, 1917."
I stood in awe. I was
not accustomed to an at
mosphere of death. Gloom
hung heavy over the whole
house and the effect was
making me restless.
Our host must have
noticed, for he abruptly
stopped talking.
"Emma!" he called.
"Emma" was my mother's
name, and the woman who
came into the room
reminded me of her, except
this Emma looked sad.
"Why don't you fix the
boy a glass of lemonade?"
His wife's silent reply was
to beckon me into her
kitchen.
I watched as she
squeezed some lemons and
poured water into a pitch

ST. PETERSBURG Register now! Applica
tions for the Florida Pride
scholarship for grades K10 are now available in the
school office.

pate.
If you’re interested and
need further information,
please contact Jessica,
(727) 865-8165, Loretta,
327-2031, Norma, 8940206, Beverly, 525-4895,
or Nadine, 894-8765.

ST. PETERSBURG On May 11th, some mem
bers of the Mercy Alumni
R.N. and L.P.N. Associa
tion had a delightful dinner
and time at Piccadilly’s.
We celebrated Mother ’s
Day with exchanging of
gifts and cards from secret
pals.
Standing left to right:
Catherine Crumb, Car
rie Avery, Sarah Parrish,
Mary Nelson, Ruby Mcllungin and Mabie Sim

Challenger Is Friday, May 24th I!

Photo by Peace Productions &
Photography

Mamie Chapman and El
nora Manuel.

ST. PETERSBURGOn Saturday, May 18,
Wendy Jones, pictured at
left with her two sons,
Isaiah and Jamaal, were the
proud recipients of the
keys to a newly renovated
home, at 3821 8th Ave.
South, St. Petersburg. Cox
Target Media through
Pinellas
Habitat
for
Humanity were the spon
sors of the project.

Tony Griffth, President
of the Board of Directors
for Pinellas Habitat for
Humanity welcomed the
friends, family and guests
at the dedication. Pastor
Frank Evans of the
Emanuel Christian Center
made the dedication before
grateful remarks from
Wendy Jones.

What you need. What you need to know;
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Better
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PT-65 ELECTRONIC LABELER
• Prints 2 lines of text; 5 character sizes
• Includes one starter “M” tape and batteries

brother.

PT-2300 DUAL FUNCTION
ELECTRONIC LABELING SYSTEM

PT-1750 ELECTRONIC LABELER

•
•
•
•

• Uses tapes '/i to V
• Prints 1 line and 1 font
• 5 sizes, 8 styles
• Includes 1 “TZ” tape and 6 AA batteries

Stand-alone labeler
Connect to a PC for added flexibility
Prints “TZ" laminated labels from
to 1‘ wide
Prints up to 6 lines with multiple textblock printing

405-851

776-741

128-359

29.99 -10.00 Instant Rebate = 19.99

49.99 -10.00 Instant Rebate = 39.99

99.99 -10.00 Instant Rebate = 89.99

Call 1-888-Go-Depot

(463-3768)

for a store near you!

Low Price Guarantee

FREE Next-Business-Day Delivery

Buy with confidence. Our $12 billion buying power means guaranteed low prices every day. Plus,
our limited-time special offers means we can pass even greater savings on to you. In fact, if you
find the same product advertised for less at any other office product supplier — even up to 7 days
after your purchase — we’ll match the price! Instantly! (We reserve the fight to limit quantities; ot
course ad errors, close-outs, clearances, and Internet offers do not qualify-)

Order by 5 p.m. local time, and your order of $50 or more will be delivered FREE the Next
Business Day (in our local trading areas). Deliveries outside of our local trading areas will be
assessed a delivery charge based on the total weight of the order (minimum charge of $5.95).
Please note: Fax orders must be received by 3 p.m. to qualify for FREE Next-Business-Day
delivery. Sorry, special orders are not available for delivery in Alaska or Hawaii.

A AI I .
UftLL.

1-888-GO-DEPOT (1-888-463-3768)
FAX: 1-800-685-5010

(M IPIf ■ www.officedepot.com
vklUlts AOL Keyword: officedepot

COME BY:Locateas,ore

Prices and offers good 5/23/02 through 5/29/02 (unless qtherwise noted). Some products and offers may be available in store only.
Quantities limited to in-stock items only. No rainchecks or substitutions.

Office Depot BLACK PLATE
stripping instructions This plate prints 100% Black.

TIED THE
MATRIMONY KNOT
June is traditionally
the month for weddings,
yet Jeanetta Veal has got
ten the jump on the June
brides. Jeanetta and Todd
Phillip exchanged mar
riage vows during pretty
rites Saturday, May 11,
2002 at the Wildwood
Recreation Center on 28th
Street South. Associate
Minister of Bethel Com
munity Church Robert
Vinson, Sr., performed the
double-ring ceremony.
The radiant bride was
given in marriage by her
father, Ralph Addison.
Serving the bride as Maid
of Honor was Gwendolyn
Datten. Matron of Honor
was Victoria Graham.
Serving the groom as Best
Man was Tim Collins.
Ring Bearer was little
Dallas Phillip and Flower
Girl was little Raven
Phillip, children of the
groom.
Nuptial music was rec
ords recording. Catering
was by family members
and close friends.
The bride is formerly
of Clearwater. The groom
is a native of St. Peters
burg. The bride until re
cently was a 15-year em

ployee of Home Shopping
where Todd is employed.

Organization
Is Just A

Instant Rebate

by Mabel Cooper

30th Issue of The Weekly

Photo by Bill Thomas

$

(823-6092)

News and Ad Deadline For The May

mons. Seated left to
right: Ann Gethers, Lue
Henry, Emma Tillman,

$jQ99

THIS &
THAT

For more information,
call 823-1619 and ask for
Elisa Young or Darlene
Brooks to see if you quali
fy

Mercy Alumni MOther’s Day Dinner

er. She chipped ice off a
large block from her ice

take off the earphones for a box and seemed to be in a
moment, and, in a voice world of her own. I was
filled with wonder, tell the uncomfortable.
Suddenly she said,
others what he or she had
heard. Memphis was a "What's your name?" I was
hundred miles away. It was so startled, I jumped.
a miracle to hear anything. "Hugh." "My son was
Back then, the medium named Ralph. His hair was
the same color as yours. In
was the message.
Within a few years fact, you remind me of my
quality improved and boy when he was your age.
prices went down so that Do you play marbles? Do
nearly every family could you fly kites?"
Without waiting for an
afford a radio. (Al Smith,
during his presidential answer, she continued talk
campaign against Herbert ing. Even a child could see
Hoover, pronounced it that her sadness was com
"raddio"). Built-in speak pounded by loneliness.
ers made earphones unnec Obviously it did her good
essary and the enormous to think about happier
horn speakers obsolete. days. Her eyes lit up with a
Some made their own sim wonderful twinkle. Once,
ple sets. Finding a new sta she even laughed.
But sad thoughts must
tion along the dial was a
major event. In my home have kept creeping back.
Finally, she stirred in
town, Savannah, Tennes
see, we were soon picking the sugar and poured my
up signals from as far lemonade, I thanked her,
away as Chicago, Pitts and she was silent again.
She kept looking at me.
burgh—and Fort Worth.
I knew the Sunflower I began to feel uncomfort
Girl would sing my song able again, but the lemon
for me, but patience was ade perked me up.
"This is delicious!" I
not one of my virtues.
Every afternoon, when said.
"Well, then, I think I'll
possible, I would tear my
self away from games, a- have a glass." She took a
bandon chores, or do what sip and smiled.
"What's your name?" ever necessary to make
"Hugh," I repeated.
sure that I was in ffont of
that Atwater Kent when "I mean your full name."
"Hugh Clay Paulk."
her program came on the
This time, she was the
air. My family kidded me
about my dream girl. But I startled one.
"Are you Hugh Clay
kept listening, and hoping.
Paulk?
Well, I do declare I
A year later my father,
who had supplied mules can't believe it! I heard the
under contract to the Army Sunflower Girl sing a song
during the First World War, for you last year.
The Sunflower Girl had
took me along on a mule
my
dream come true after
buying trip to Franklin,
Tennessee, clear across the all, without me knowing
about it.
state.
Radio was a greater
The man we went to
see lived in an enormous miracle than I had thought.
house isolated on a hill. I

Elim Junior Academy

1-888-GO-DEPOT (1-888-463-3768)

In fact, that is where they
met.
Out-of-town guests
were Jeanetta’s parents,
Ralph and Joyce Addison,
Roger and Nanetta Addi
son of Clearwater, Tyrone
and Patricia Tarver of
Tuskee, AL, and Lucille
Veal and Wilbert Lee, all
relatives of the bride. Also,
Dennie Jones, Tahu Wil
liams, Lattice Baily, all
relatives of Todd’s from
Los Angeles, CA. So, too,
were Pauline Taylor John
son of Philadelphia, PA,
and Dora King Lowe of
East Orange, NJ, aunts of
the groom. Other guest rel
atives were Todd’s first
cousin, Shirley Thornton
of our town and Todd’s
oldest sister, Brender Haile
of Graham Apartments.
She can be remembered as
the daughter of our own
great saxophone player,.
the late Evans Haile and
her mother Runella Haile
of CA, formerly of our
town.
Following the beauti
ful wedding and a joyous
reception of good music,
tasty good down-home
cooking food, dancing and
socializing with each other

and the bride and groom,
everyone left for their des
tination.
A honeymoon will be
taken later by the couple.
* 3k * * *
HAPPY B’DAY TO
Lillie Robinson, May
22nd; and Shirley Daniel,
May 26th.
$$$$*

Christian Goggins

GRADUATES FROM
PRE-SCHOOL
Pictured
is
little
Christian Goggins, fiveyear-old son of Stacey
Teaque and Larry Goggins
of Coquina Key Apart
ments S. Christian will
graduate June 2nd from
pre-school at Imagination
Station, 22nd Ave. S. and
33rd Street.
The graduation exer
cise will be held at the
public library on 9th Ave.
North.
Congrats to you,
Chris'.
No matter how long
we live, there is still so
much to learn. You are on
the right track, little fella.
$$$$*

ANOTHER SOLDIER
GONE HOME
The death of Vearl
Scott (Scotty) is a special
loss to all of us who knew
him, and my heart goes out
to his wife, Doris, and
family.
We take comfort from
the fact that we know he
will als'o be missed by all
of the people who he knew
and enjoyed his friendship.
He was a dedicated friend
as well as a loving father
and a devoted husband.

AND ANOTHER ONE
Henry Walker, a wellknown man and friend to
his legion of friends,
passed away May 19,
2002. Henry was a friendly
outgoing person and will
be missed.
We offer our sincere
sympathy to both families
in their hour of bereave
ment.

STAY HAPPY, STAY
SWEET AND STAY
LOOSE!

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON
3600 -18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189
Ask for Tony

20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

^ourc^Cod^9240j|
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Rosie, the Pin-Trading
Pony—----------------------

District Receives
Audit from Ernst &
Young: Claim of $100
Million in Wasteful
Spending Unfounded

SMARTS

by Michael C. Jones

"he Mortality Rate Of
The Black Family------Part 1 of 2 (part 2 continued next week)

During my adult life
while dating AfricanAmerican women, I have
had to endure major and
fundamental differences
between the two sexes,
rhis difference was not the
ordinary difference that is
inherent in males and
females. This difference
was a forced conditioning
that psychologically set , us
up for failure. Before I
knew much about Willie
Lynch’s conditioning I had
just
attributed
Black
male/female relationships
as something that had a
higher than normal mortal
ity rate.
All throughout my
adult life I have sought to
uncover the reason we fail
in large number as Black
families and have Come up
with five major reasons.
Fhese reasons range from
women seeing all men as
"dogs", Black women
making more money than
Black men, Black self
hatred, women being
viewed as being too
strong, to Black women
being viewed as not being
as sexual as White women.
It is not my purpose to
illuminate These reasons to‘
accept or justify our lack
of family unity, but as a
means to understanding
our conditioning and begin
to act in our own best
interest. Remembering the
breaking process of the
African-American family
as written into practice by
Mr. Lynch, we as a com
munity have allowed his
conditioning to force us to
create plays, movies,
songs, and even books,
about "Men are Dog’s, "A
good man is,hard to find",
etc. If we continue to cre
ate this image of the so
called "endangered spe
cies" as a good Black man,
then when a Black woman
meets a man she will be
already predisposed to
thinking that he will even
tually cheat, lie, or worse.
The propaganda created by
the Black community
through these plays and
movies will create distrust

where there should be
none. Don’t get me wrong,
not every Black man is bad
and not every White man
is good but if you lay down
with dogs you will get up
with fleas.
Other than the distrust
that was created 400 years
ago that continues today
within Black family rela
tionships, the reality that
many Black women are
less threatened by corpo
rate America, makes it
very possible that women
can make more money.
This situation is one that
has created a problem for
so many families and pro
fessional Black women.
Many women, not realiz
ing that many times they
had a more than unfair
opportunity for advance
ment into corporate Ameri
ca due to the fact that she
did not threaten the old
boy network. Black males
on the other hand directly
threatened the status of
boardrooms and thus were
not frequently admitted to
higher opportunities. Al
ways remember that if we
as Black families are to
prosper and survive we
need not to blame or bash

each other but understand
the system that was created
for us to remain sub
servient. In my dealings
with African-American
women that admittedly
made more money that me,
I have many times saw
how they looked down at
Black men. I have not once
said that if you make
$100,000 per year that you
should settle for a Black
man with low or no ambi
tion, just remember that
sometimes the road to rich
es within the White domi
nate structure are different
for Black men as they are
for women.
Taken from the new
book "One Dollar at a
Time" by Michael C.
Jones,
1-866-294-0913
www.onedollaratime.com
(The views expressed by
TheChallenger columnists are
not necessarily the views of The

LAKE BUENA VISTA
- Jeffrey Bassell, 10, of
Tampa, makes a deal with
“Rosie, the Pin Trading
Pony”, at the Magic
Kingdom at Walt Disney
World Resort in Lake
Buena Vista,
Rosie, one of several
ponies living at the TriCircle-D Ranch at Dis
ney’s Fort Wilderness Re
sort and Campground,
makes periodic appear
ances across Walt Disney
World Resort.

The Weekly Challenger thanks Our
sponsors for the I.M.P.R.E.S.S.
program - Edward White Hospital
and AmSouth Bank.
Their contributions allowed 12
Pinetlas County students to
showcase their writing talents.

ST. PETERSBURG— USF St. Petersburg in 1994
Ambe Njoh, an associate as an assistant professor.
professor of public admin He received his doctorate
istration at the University from the University of
of South Florida St. Peters London, where his area of
burg, has been awarded a emphasis was international
Fulbright Fellowship to development planning. He
teach at the University of has a master of science in
Niamey in the African international affairs from
Florida State University
nation of Niger.
Njoh will teach courses and a master of regional
in research methods and •and city planning from the
urban planning. He also University of Oklahoma.
The Fulbright Program
plans research on the im
plications of French and for American lecturers and
English colonial rule on senior researchers was
contemporary African so established in 1946 by
cio-economic
develop Congress to increase mutu
ment. His classes and re al understanding between
search will be conducted in .the United States and other
French. The fellowship countries through the
begins in August and runs exchange of persons,
for a school year.
knowledge, and skills.
Njoh began teaching at

IN THE
BLACK

capital construction, main
tenance and minority busi
ness programs, some of the
alleged defects have either
already been remedied or
concrete steps have been
taken by the district to im
prove future performance.
Other alleged defects
and unwise use of district
funds in construction and
maintenance operations
were reported out of con
text, are not illegal or pro
hibited activities, or would
require political or legisla
tive action to change, ac
cording to Ernst & Young.
"Nonetheless, there are
substantial opportunities
for the District to initiate
process or procedural im
provements. Such im
provements should lead to
cost savings, business effi
ciency and, more impor
tantly, greater accountabil
ity in the construction,
maintenance and procure
ment operations," accord
ing to the report.

Elks Day
ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, May 18th,
the Elks Lodge #255 and
Temple #168 had a mar
velous day of activities
planned that started off
with a Prayer Breakfast
from 8 a.m. until 11 a.m.
The Daughters of the Tem
ple prepared a buffet-style
breakfast that included
soul food items you cart’V
find at most restaurants
and cooked by sisters that
really know how to bum.
Everything was free,
and the Elks Lodge and
Temple invited the entire
neighborhood.
The program was led
by the Exalted Ruler of the
Lodge, Dick Roberson,
and the Daughter Ruler of
the Temple, Emma Lee.
They were assisted by
Daughters Mattie Hutley
and Mattie Adams. Brother
Bob Fuller gave the wel
coming address.
Rev. Hill from Galilee
Baptist Church was the
main speaker, and at 11
a.m., led by Brother Bill
Coney, the Lodge and
Temple burned the mort
gage on the property.
At 12:30 p.in.,. the FL
State President of Elks
Walter Butler and his staff,

Weekly Challenger.)

USF Professor Awarded
Fulbright Fellowship——

During her Magic
Kingdom visits, Rosie
dons a pin-trading lanyard,
her Walt Disney World
nametag and does a little
“horse trading” with guests
of all ages.
Collectible pin trading
became popular several
years ago at Walt Disney
World. Today, pin-trading
stations can be found all
across property, and spe
cial pin-trading events are
held for enthusiasts.

Tampa - The School
District of Hillsborough
County received recently
from Ernst & Young a
report on a forensic audit
that showed a recent claim
of $100 million in wasteful
district spending could not
be substantiated.
The School District of
Hillsborough County Fo
rensic Evaluation and
Analysis states that "noth
ing came to our attention
except for the comments of
the 'Manager' that led us to
believe that hundreds of
millions of dollars were
misappropriated or un
wisely spent." A retired
district employee made the
claim.
Ernst & Young found
evidence to support some
of the specific allegations
that have been directed at
the district. In other in
stances, Ernst & Young
found that while previous
ly there may have bedn
substantial deficiencies in
aspects of the district's

business

L-R: Joan Kinsley-Dist. Deputy, William Wimberly, Emma Lee-Dt. Ruler,

Walter Riittlei*-Bfo. Stafe President. Loualice Pean-Df. State President,
Richard Robertson-Ex. Ruler, Victoria Lawson, T.C. Stockton-Dist. Deputy
Grand Ex. Ruler, Mattie Hutley and Nathan Hayes-Dist. Deputy

L-R: Emma Lee-Dt. Ruler, Walter Buttler-State President, Lou Alice DeanState President and Richard Robertson-Ex. Ruler
along with the Daughter
State President of Temples
Lou Alyce Dean and her
staff, conducted a workshop/meeting with the
Lodge and Temple to dis
cuss plans for the upcom
ing Mid-Winter Confer
ence of Florida Elks.
The Conference will
run from October 3rd
through October 6th and
will be hosted by Sunshine
City Lodge #255 and Sun
shine Temple #168.

The Lodge and Temple
will work hard to make this
Mid-Winter Conference
the rtiost memorable and
thereby raise the bar for
similar events in the future.
After the meeting,
Sunshine City Lodge and
Sunshine Temple declared
the rest of the day “Elks
Day” and a time to fellow
ship and socialize with
other Elks from the sur
rounding lodges and tem
ples.

Rev. Hill, Galilee
Missionary Baptist
Church
Photos by Bill Thomas
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Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
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She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
^se; H°w to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
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the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
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luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
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Send Self-Addressed Envelope

me.just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
andnvwi'mdoingfinewith
a flood home and good man
who loves me.

'

*

Rev. ____
Mother
Superior
Williams
T „
*
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874_5581

of service. Finally, if you

see a business is trying to
make changes and upgrade
its service, give them
another chance. Many
small businesses suffer
when they only have one
outlet because if they make
a mistake, they’re never
given another opportunity
to fix the mistake. On the
other hand, because there
is a McDonald’s on every
other comer and if you
don't like the service at
one, you convince yourself
that it will be different at
another location. Many
times that turns out to true,
but what’s also true is that
if you give a small busi
ness operator another
chance, they try to do a
better job. Be a smart and
fair customer, by telling
the business what you like
and what you don’t like.
The results should make
for a better service experi
ence.
(The views expressed by
The Challenger columnists are
not necessarily the views of The
Weekly Challenger. You may
email comments oh this column
to jmatwate@hotmail.com)

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders

troubles?
J

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

everything was against

customer and vendor rela

tionship. However, the
vendor ’s intention is NOT
to have you have a bad
experience in the process
of transacting business.
It bothers most busi
ness operators long after
you have walked away to
lose your confidence. The
rule of thumb in business
is that every unhappy cus
tomer will tell, at least 10
of their friends and you’ll
never get an opportunity to
solicit their business
because of what they’ve
heard about your business.
It’s bad policy on the cus
tomer’s part but true in
many cases. Recommen
dations for good service
can come when the opera
tor has not done anything
above the norm or when
they have gone above and
beyond the norm. It is a
fickle climate within sales
and service operations. As
a customer you should try
to use every avenue the
operator offers to get the
service you desire before
you begin to malign the
business. Many times

1

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
I was having bad luck, mis-

because of wholesale rules
and contractual agree
ments it is not possible to
refund money, but offering
alternatives should lead to
some type of resolution. If
the business has a policy
that you think is unsatis
factory, give them a chance
to fix it. If on a return visit
the problem still has not
been addressed, let the
owner or manager know
why you will no longer be
using their service. Walk
ing away without letting
them know will not serve
any purpose other than you
knowing why you’re not
coming back.
Just as important as
letting a business know
when the service is sub
standard, is letting them
know when it is above
standard. Write a letter, tell
the manager, fill out the
comment card and above
all, come back. When you
come back let them know
why you’re back. Many
businesses give repeat cus
tomers discounts and other
incentives to continue us
ing their services. The say
ing "the squeaky wheel
gets the oil", refers to those
customers who are vocal
about what type of service
they expect and appreciate,
and actually get that kind

Due to the Memorial Day
Holiday, News Deadline for the
May 30th Issue of The Weekly
Challenger Is Friday, May 24.
Please E-Mail All Articles For
Publication To:
■ tehallen@ tampabay.rr.com

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

!

Have you ever heard a
customer say, "I don’t
know why they’re even in
business, anyway? They
don’t know what they’re
doing"? What "they'.'
hoped to be doing was
making that customer
happy. NO ONE opens up
shop with the intention to
have dissatisfied custom
ers. Everyone knows that
happy customers mean
repeat business and repeat
business is the core of your
survival. However, some
times what you think is
good customer service is
not the same thing as what
the customer thinks is
good customer service.
Business operators maneu
ver a narrow line between
making a profit and keep
ing a customer happy.
Let’s face it, in this age of
Wal-Mart, Dollar Store,
blue light specials and
clearance centers, what
every customer wants to
do is to get the most serv
ice for the least amount of
money. However, business
operators have traditional
ly used markdowns as
lures to get you inside the
store or to use the service
and then hope to be able to
convince, you to buy some
thing more extravagant.
This is the nature of the

T

ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
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by Janet Manuel- Atwater
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African-American com
munity.
Lynche’s ability to
speak extemporaneously is
still serving her well as she
is quite often sent out by
her employer to represent
them at different seminars
and expos around the area.
One of the first jobs she
had was at the Hands On
Museum where she work
ed in the gift shop and
answered the phone using
her favorite British accent.
Many a visitor was sur
prised to know she really
was from St. Petersburg.
Having an affinity for
accents and languages she
speaks Spanish and some
French.
Lynche is working to
ward her Master’s degree
in Human Resources, Her
interest in this field mani
fested itself at 16 when she
worked in that department
at the St. Petersburg Times.
"I started at the Times just
taking resumes and job
applications a few days a
week and then gradually
learned the procedures for
other human resource posi
tions. I was the youngest
intern they had ever hired
and I really enjoyed the
experience I had there,"
she said.
Married to a former

Politics is also on
Lynche’s agenda. "When I
ran for vice-president of
student council in seventh
grade and won, I was never
the same after that. I just
love the thought of being
in a position to help make
positive things happen for
people," she said.
"I am just in my 20’s
but I have had a very full
and interesting life so far.
My mom and brothers
have always supported me
in everything I have
attempted to do. With that
kind of backing I have all
the self-confidence I need
to achieve anything. I have
been very blessed," she
said. "Whenever I get a
chance to talk to young
people, I always try to
encourage them not to be
afraid to be different. I
know that it is hard espe
cially in middle school to
walk to a different drum
mer but in the end you will
be glad you did."
"I grew up in what is
considered the ‘inner city’
and could have lost all
direction but I did some
thing a lot of kids don’t do
today, I listened to my
mother and tried to follow
her guidance. I was by no
means perfect but looking
back I believe I did a pret
ty good job," she said smil
ing.
Lynche, who will turn
24 at the end of this year,
has decided not to think
about that birthday other
than to make plans to be
25. "There are a lot of
things I need to do to pre
pare for a political career
and most of them require

nuclear

from

that I be. at least 25 years

Moscow, Russia, she and
her husband Dmitriy are
the proud owners of a new
home and four cats.
"People ask me all the time
if my husband and I have
any children or if we are
planning a family. I am not
interested in having any
children at this point, I still
have my education to com
plete and a career to
build."

old. So I am laying the
foundation now with my
education and community
activities," she said.
This beautiful young
lady has her head on
straight and her feet set in
the direction of her chosen
path. With a little luck and
a few more blessings she
should do quite well.
Harambee!

WHATARE THEY
DOING NOW?

by Baheenah Hazika-Zuna

Fasha Lynche
Of all the Lynche chil
dren Fasha has been the
most determined to reach
her goals. The first in the
family to graduate from
the Pinellas County Center
for the Arts and Gibbs
High School she set the
standard for the whole
Lynche clan.
Being able to stand be
fore anyone or group and
speak became evident
when she was just in
kindergarten. Reciting a
jazzed up version of Little
Red Riding Hood to her
classmates, she was an
instant hit and was taken to
the first and second grade
classrooms to perform for
them as well.
She then got involved
in performing in Com
munity Theater, for differ
ent sororities, clubs and
local television. That start
ed her travels around the
state doing plays on crime
awareness as well as her .
monologues.

"When .my

sister Fasha was little I
used to watch her on stage
and wished I could be up
there too," said younger
brother Marque.
While still in high
school she was part of the
inaugural class of the
Youth Leadership Pinellas
Program. Of the 25 mem
bers she was the only rep
resentative
from
the

Newspapers

physicist

Springs Campus, in the
auditorium of the new
Leepa-Rattner Museum of
Art complex.
McIntosh produced
statistics to show how the
buying power of AfricanAmerican consumers in
Florida has grown. It dou
bled during the 1990s, he
said, from $15.5-billion to
nearly $31-billion - "and it
is increasing at a faster rate
than that of other groups."
Florida, he said, ranks
fourth in the United States
in African-American buy-*
ing power.
For the specific benefit

frompg. 1
really matters to the com
munity."
The message behind
McIntosh’s message: If
they want to really reach
all the members of minori
ty groups, colleges need to
make sure their advertising
and news of their activities
make it into minority
newspapers.
The workshop, pre
sented by the Institutional
Advancement Commis
sion of the Florida Associ
ation
of Community
Colleges (FACC), was
held at SPC’s Tarpon

of his workshop audience,
McIntosh noted that during
the past 10 years, collegeeducated African-Ameri
cans have increased in
number by 50 percent. In
just one year, from 1999 to
2000, he said, the money
African-Americans spent
on education increased by
more than 20 percent.
"This is an audience
you want to reach," he
said.
As for St. Petersburg
College, he said, "the more
that name is in the paper,
the more it will be linked
with the community."

Peterman’s ReElection Campaign
Kickoff Planned for
June 1st------- ---------

Frank Peterman, Jr.
ST. PETERSBURG All are invited when Rep
resentative Frank Peter
man, Jr., District 55,
announces his run for
another term at his re-elec
tion campaign kickoff
reception to be held from 4
to 6 p.m. Saturday, June
1st, at the St. Petersburg
Country
Club,
2000
Country Club Way S.
Peterman, who recently
completed his second year
as a State; Representative,
begins this campaign with
several victories under his
belt. In the midst of all of
the budget slashing in the
legislature, he was able to
get two bills passed and
bring at least $1.4 million
back to the district in direct
funding for the DavisBradley
program
on
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Blvd., this along with mil
lions more that came into
the district at large.
With the signing of
House Bill 565, Peterman
was able through painstak-,
ing negotiations to give
farm workers a first step
toward their goal of human
rights, dignity and eco
nomic stability. The law,'
which now gives the State
authority to enforce the
federal law that has always
been on the books, pro
hibits farm labor contrac
tors from making a charge
or deduction from an
employee’s wages for any
tools, equipment, trans
portation or recruiting fees
determined to be to the
benefit of the employer.
Also, Peterman launched a
long sleeve shirt rally that
netted
approximately
3,400 shirts from business-

There Is
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To Read
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C & C Hair Design
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Robert''. I Iair
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866-7070

321-1930
Center Stage Unisex Salon

, 327-4074
A Precious Touch
321-3146
Meme's Beauty

522-1712

es that went directly to
farm workers in Dade City,
and Manatee County who
need protection from the
sun and insects.
Peterman also success
fully scored another victo
ry for young people who
are sometimes the only
breadwinners in their
homes and suffer a hard
ship when their driver’s
licenses are taken away,
with the passage of House
Bill 557. This restricted
license is specifically for a
person under the age of 18
whose driving privileges
have been revoked or
delayed because of a crim
inal violation of certain
alcohol or drug provisions.
In the past, the process of
applying for a hardship
license was long and
tedious for a young person,
but now r with the final
passing of this bill - the
judgfe can, in his discre
tion, make the determina
tion immediately, thus
speeding up the process.
Representative Peter
man is looking forward to
greeting everyone attend
ing his re-election cam
paign kickoff in celebra
tion of all that has been
accomplished and all that
the future holds.
Guests will view a pub
lic service video of
Peterman’s history of serv
ice. Contributions will be
cheerfully accepted.

For further informa
tion, please call 552-1370
or visit the District 55
office at 1198 - 62nd Ave.
S.

Tennis, Sailing, Golf and
Nature Camps Among Summer
Options For Vacationing
Students-----------------------------------ST. PETERSBURGThe City of St. Petersburg
provides a variety of sum
mer activities at 11 recre
ation centers, eight pools,
three golf courses, six
libraries, the beach, a mari
na and a tennis facility.
From Summer Extreme for
teens to Budding Botanists
for pre-schoolers, here’s a
line-up of day camps,
dates, locations and phone
numbers:
CAMP
REDBIRD.
Day camp for children and
adults with disabilities at
Azalea Elementary, 7:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Mon. to
Fri., June 10 to Aug. 2.
Therapeutic Recreation,
893-7899.
SUMMER
PLAYCAMPS. Play campers
must be entering first to
eighth graders. Supervised
events, field trips and fun
at 12 recreation centers;
and TEEN CAMPS, for
teens entering seventh
through ninth grade, offer
trips, sports, crafts, com
munity projects & games
at 11 sites. 7:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., Mon. to Fri.,
June 10 to Aug. 2. 8937441.
YOUTH ENHANCE
MENT CAMP for ages 8
to 12, at Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Ave. S.,
Arts theme with guest pre
senters, June 10 to Aug. 2.

893-7732.
JUNIOR GOLF, pro
fessional instruction for
boys & girls ages 6 to 18 at
Mangrove Bay, Twin
Brooks & Cypress Links
Golf Courses through early
Aug. 893-7800, 893-7445
or 551-3333.
JUNIOR SAILING, for
ages 8 to 18 through early
Aug. Sessions for ages 8 to
13 and for ages 13 to 18.
Sailing Center, 250 2nd
Ave. SE. Annual fee. 8968101.
TENNIS CAMP, for
ages 5 to 17. Mon. to Fri.,
9 a.m. to 3 p.m., weekly
June 10 to Aug. 2. Court
instruction, drills, super
vised matches, and lunch
included. St.. Pete Tennis
Center, 650 18th Ave. S.
823-2225. The St. Peters
burg Tennis Center at
Bartlett Park offers GrassRoots Tennis & Education
Program for youngsters 717, Monday-Friday, 36pm, year round...this pro
gram is free to youngsters
who qualify for free school
lunches; it is funded in part
by the Tennis Foundation
of St. Petersburg & the
USTA
'First
Serve
Initiative'.
Professional
Tennis
Coach
Rick
Crockett is the Director,
Paul 'Doc' Thompson coor
dinates the volunteer
coaches and Doug Woods
893-7134.
is the Head Pro at the
LEARN-TO-SW1M,
Tennis Center from June
lessons for all ages at , 8 , 10 - AjWgHSGir3w> ! Rick
city pqqL- ,Red Cross-cer Crockett and Doug Woods
tified Water Safety Instruc will coach a Summer
tors provide 2-week ses Camp for youngsters 5-17;
sions, June 10 to Aug. 2. $60/week or $20/day;

Front Porch Community

KudOS to Melrose Mercy Pine Acres
NeighbOrhOOd Association.

Do you know that:
• Ignorance is not bliss?
• Knowledge is real wealth?
Bettye Burnett-Scott, R.N., M.S.
Get happy and get healthy. Absorb
Program Coordinator
all the knowledge that you can about
diabetes and how it affects you and those you love and
care about. Prevention and intervention is primary. SelfManagement is essential for diagnosed diabetics and their
families. Being consistent with self-care is a major factor
in preventing surgical procedures.
The May 20th seminar session stressed that surgery
becomes necessary only when you have been negligent in
self care (e.g. proper diet, exercise, annual physicals, taking
medication as prescribed). Empowering yourself with an
ounce of prevention BEFORE your doctor’s visit is worth
more than a pound of cure afterwards.
The DIPPER staff and Health Promoters continue to reach
o
put
to educate and participate in community activities
(including Alpine Nursing and Rehab Center, Mt. Zion AM
Ind others within the past week). A full report of mile
stones for the quarter will appear next week.
There will not be a Seminar on May 27. 2002

Handling Emergencies (Diabetes & You, P.H. Pfizer U.S.
Pharmaceuticals)
In people with diabetes, blood levels may go from too low
to too high. These highs and lows can cause real problems.
Low blood sugar can happen:
• If you take too many diabetes pills
• If you over-exercise
• If you don’t eat enough or skip a meal
• If you take too much insulin
High blood sugar can happen:
• If you do not follow your exercise program
• If you do not follow your meal plan
• If you do not take the proper dose of diabetes pills
• If you have an infection or are sick
• If you do not take the proper dose of insulin
In extreme cases, you could pass out. You must he taken to a
doctor or hospital right away.
Carry a medical alert card or wear a medical alert bracelet.
This lets others know that you need special care in an emer
gency. Your doctor or nurse can tell you where to get these.
l
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DIPPER ^Diabetes Intervention Prevention Porch • Empowerment Resources
1621 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg. FL 33705
£
727-897-91291 727-897-2128 (FAX)
DIPPER.frontporch@verizon.net
Sponsored by the Pinellas County Health Department
Office of Minority Health
Funded by State of Ftoridajepartment of Health

I

9am-3pm, basic lunch pro
vided. Activities will
include tennis, soccer, ten
nis baseball, tennis volley
ball, tennis footwork & fit
ness training. Rain or
shine. Supply List/items
that the youngsters will
need to bring everyday: a
change of shirt & a towel;
hat, visor, sunscreen &
water jug; soft soled tennis
shoes; tennis racquet, if
possible, or one will be
provided.
COLOR
YOUR
WORLD WITH BOOKS,
Florida Library Youth
Program for ages 6 to 12.
Featuring
FLYP,
the
Florida panther, free read
ing incentives, crafts, guest
presenters, and movies at
six public libraries, June 6
to Aug. 2. 893-7724.
NATURE
DAY
CAMPS for grades 2 to 8;
and YOUNG NATURAL
IST DAY CAMPS for K &
1st grade. Boyd Hill
Nature Park, 2900 31st St.
S. Weekly sessions, by age
group, June to early Aug.
893-7326.
SUNKEN GARDENS
offers two Saturday pro
grams, each 10 a.m. to
noon: Budding Botanists
for ages 4 to 6 on
Saturdays, June 8 to 29,
and Young Herpetologists
for ages 7 to 10, July 6 to
27. 551-3100.
TASCO
SUMMER
EXTREME. St. Petersburg
Recreation

Teen

Arts,

Sports,’ and
Cultural
Opportunities (TASCO)
sponsors extreme events,
dances, Club Saturday, and
a Basketball League for
teens, June to Aug., includ
ing:
EXTREME
CLUB
SATURDAY, for middle
school teenagers, grades 6
to 8, with high energy
dance club, game gallery,
open gym and more at
Northwest
Recreation
Center, 5801 22nd Ave. N.,
$5, 8 to 11:30 p.m. on June
15 and 22, July 6, 20 and
27, and Aug. 3.
EXTREME BASKET
BALL for middle and high
school teens, grades 6 to
12, beginning in June at
Willis S. Johns Recreation
Center, 6635 9th St. N.,
12-player rosters, $175 per
team.
EXTREME EVENTS
include: SWAT Extreme
Mud Wars, June 27; Out
back Steakhouse Beach
Blowout,' July 11; and
Catalina Marketing Cor
poration Extreme Arena of
Games, July 25. 892-5060.

I^HIRES^l
When men increase
their involvement with
their children, their chil
,dren will decrease theirB
involvement with nega-.
tive influence.

I

I

The wrong individu-®

"als in our children’s"
lives will not only dim I
the light and keep them]

I
I

Bfrom shining bright butB
can also be a suppressorof their goals.

On the other hand,I
■the right individual in"
their lives can be a pow
erful motivator for doing
what’s right.
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TAMPABAYAPEANEWS continues

YOlanda Adams’ Sisters FOr Breast
Health COncert
by Challenger
Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Sisters and their spouses
rallied to support St.
Anthony’s Health Care
Sisters For Breast Health
Program (SFBH) at a preYolanda Adams concert
gala. The event, a Sistah
Party catered by Saffrons
provided a venue to contin
ue the message Sisters
must rally to begin to help
save each other’s lives.
Maria Scruggs Weston, Melody Taylor, Yvonne Smith, Melissa Roland,
Terri Johnson, and Ruby Hope
The SFBH’s program de
sign, a brainchild of Maria
Scruggs Weston, project
director, targets AfricanAmerican women residing
in St Petersburg to educate
women on the importance
of self breast examinations
and annual mammograms
by the age of 40. For those
women who don’t have
insurance or their insur
ance won’t cover the cost
Verna Williams
Wanda Patterson and Delta Oliver
of mammograms, St. An
thony’s has partnered with
the Pinellas County Health
Department’s
Mammo
gram Voucher Program to
guarantee that any woman
who wants a mammogram
can get one, regardless of
their ability to pay. Going
an extra step further, in
light of the time it takes to
schedule mammograms;
Margaret Gilliam
Sandie Jones and Maria Scruggs Weston
St. Anthony’s has carved
out special mammogram
appointment times for
those women that attend
Sistah parties.
To date approximately
1,000 women have attend
ed Sistah parties. This year
the program has expanded
with the addition of ; .5
Sistah Facilitators; Ruby
Hope. Terri Johnson,
Melissa Roland, Vivan
Ann Lopez
Ted and Ruby Hope
Scott and Yvonne Smith. Petersburg. St. Anthony’s your guest list.
can Foundation’s and
These women have com also make sure the cost of
By sponsoring an event Jessee Ball du Pont’s com
mitted to the cause and hosting a party or the send such as the Yolanda Adams mitment to saving Sisters
they make sure that time of ing out of invitations isn’t concert Scruggs Weston lives.
day is not an excuse, why an excuse. Hostesses re hopes the African-Ameri
If anyone is interested
woman can’t host a Sistah ceive a stipend to purchase can community will be in hosting a Sistah Party
party. Between the six of food, depending on the convinced of St. Anthony’s contact Maria Scruggs
them they can host a party size of their party and staff and the SFBH program Weston at 727-825-1056.
any time within St. sends out invitations from funders, Allegany Francis

$1,000 Grand Prize FOr POetry
COntest —-——
—
The Friendly Poets
Society is offering a
$1,000 grand prize in their
latest poetry competition,
free to everyone. There are
50 prizes in all worth
almost $5,000. The contest
is seeking poems on any
subject, using any style,

Pinellas COunty Urban League
SponsOrs "4th Annual Domestic
Violence COmmunity FOrum" —

President & CEO of the
Pinellas County Urban

League,
Simmons,

James
O.
presents a

Criminal County Court
Judge, for serving as the
keynote speaker for the
Domestic
Violence
Community Forum held at
the
Campbell
Park
Recreation Center located
at 601 14th Street South,
St. Petersburg, Florida.
The topic was "Domestic
Terrorism: The Effects of
Domestic Violence on
Children". Judge Andrews
spoke on the devastating
effects of domestic vio
lence and enlightened the
participants with statistical
data for Pinellas County.
plaque to the Honorable
Michael F. Andrews,

USF St. Petersburg AppOints First
WOman Dean—---------------------—-----ST. PETERSBURG—
The University of South
Florida St. Petersburg has
made history with a pair of
firsts: The campus has
appointed its first dean
since being granted auton
omy last year. That first
dean is a woman.
Kathy Arsenault, direc
tor of the Nelson Poynter
Memorial Library, has

been appointed Dean of the
Library by Vice President
and Campus Executive
Officer Bill Heller.
"I feel very strongly
that the Poynter Library is
the academic heart of this
campus and its governance
deserves dean-level sta
tus," Heller said. "Mrs.
Arsenault has done the job
well. So it's a win-win all

along."
The appointment also
marks the first time a USF
regional campus library is
governed by a dean.
Arsenault was named
library director eight
months ago after serving as
acting director since 1999.
Prior to that, she was col
lection development librar
ian since joining USF St.

Petersburg in 1982. Her
appointment is effective in
June.
She received a master's
degree in library science
from Simmons College
and a bachelor's degree in
English from Wellesley
College.

REMEMBER TO SEND IN YOUR NEWS EARLY DUE TO THE
MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY. NEWS DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, MAY 24TH.
PLEASE E-MAIL ALL ARTICLES AND ADS FOR THE MAY 30TH ISSUE TO:
tchallen@tampabay.rr.com

Own Your Own Home - Plan to Attend the

FREE

ft*. 0.7>. 2. 2'XPO 2002
'frame OuMena&ifi fan “PeofeCe Swiyudiene
Saturday, June S, 2002, 8:15 am until 3:00 pm
LARGO Cultural Center, 105 Central Park Drive
Workshop and Vendor Exhibits
This FREE event is for anyone that desires to own
a home of their own. Attend the entire workshop from

with
a life-affirming inspira
tional theme.
"We think inspirational
poems can motivate people
to achieve their dreams,"
says Contest Director Ms
Lavender Augulis. "We're
especially looking to

inspire amateur poets and
we think this competition
will accomplish that."
To enter, send one
poem 21 lines or less to:
Lavender Augulis, Poetry
Contest, 2255 N. Univer
sity Parkway, Suite 15,
#196, Provo, Utah 84604.

Or go to www.friendlypoets.com and enter online.
The deadline for enter
ing is June 8. A winner's
list will be sent to all
entrants.
The editors
reserve the right to publish
the winning poems.

There Is a Reason To Read The Weekly Challenger

■

9 am until 3 pm to receive a homebuyer-training certificate
that may qualify you for participation in a down payment assistance program. Check-In for the workshop is 8:15 until
9 am. Pre-registration is required to attend workshop.
Lunch (on your own) is from noon until 1 pm, and will be
available on the premises.
Visit the exhibit hall from 8:15 am until 1 pm. Admission
to the exhibit hall is FREE and Pre-Registration is NOT
required. H.O.P.E. Expo is proudly hosted by federal, state,
local, and community-based housing agencies, Realtors,

H.O.P.E. EXPO 2002

lenders, and housing-industry businesses.

Is Endorsed by the

UT and TGH Initiate New Four-Year
Nursing Program—--------- ------------ ——
The University of
Tampa and Tampa General
Hospital have launched a
new four-year nursing de
gree program as part of an
on-going effort to address
the nation's nursing short
age.
As part of this collabo
ration, Tampa General is
constructing a special nurs
ing-skills lab designed to
provide hands-on training
for student nurses.
TGH and UT officials
spent 18 months develop
ing the program elements
and curriculum. It required
approval from the Florida
Board of Nursing and the

governing bodies of the our citizens."
university and hospital.
As part of its mission as
The first class of 30 stu an academic teaching hos
dents will begin training in pital, Tampa General will
the fall semester.
begin construction in the
"The Department of fall on a six-bed nursing
Nursing at the University skills lab. The lab will
of Tampa celebrates the include human simulators?
opportunity to respond to mock people programmed
our community's need for to simulate the symptoms
nurses," said Nancy Ross, of a variety of illnesses and
director of the UT Depart diseases. The simulators
ment of Nursing. "Our will allow nursing students
partnership with Tampa to practice medical assess
General Hospital provides ments and invasive proce
the opportunity for nurse dures.
educators and expert health
The lab, which will cost
care providers to discover about $700,000 to con
creative ways to enhance struct, also will include an
the health and wellness of automated medical supply

station, a mock nursing
station, models of various
body parts and organs and
a 22-station computer lab.
"As the national nurs
ing shortage intensifies, we
believe hospitals and col
leges will need to find
more ways to educate the
nurses of the future," said
Deana Nelson, senior vice
president, patient services
at TGH. "We believe this
program is a perfect exam
ple of how we can provide
additional nursing educa
tion."

[WORKSHOP PRE-REGISTRATION: Call (727) 461-0618 Mon
| • Fri, 8 am - 5 pm., Or, Weekends & After 5 pm. Call (727)..
481-4500. FAX THIS AD Anytime

TO

(727) 443-6287 Or.

i Email ATTN HOPE EXPO to csfhome@gte.net. Limited

Following Organizations
Cities of Clearwater, Largo, St. Petersburg
Clearwater Neighborhood Housing Services
Fannie Mae Foundation
Housing Finance Authority of Pinellas County

Seating, please register early.

Pinellas County Community Development
Home Buyer’s Club
Workshop Attendee Name

Largo Area Housing Development Corp
Tampa Bay Community Development Corp

Complete Address (NO PO Boxes)

Community Service Foundation
City, ZIP

Telephone (Daytime)

St. Petersburg Neighborhood Housing Svcs
U.S. Department of HUD

fe Grand Prize Provided by The
Home Depot, Store 236, Largo
Prizes from a variety of vendors will be
awarded throughout the day to

.

registered workshop participants. Attend
this FREE workshop and exhibit for
valuable, important information you
need to become a homeowner.

^A|L

W

GOLD SPONSORS
H.O.P.E. EXPO 2002
AmSouth Bank
City of Largo
First Horizon Home Loans
Fannie Mae Foundation
Housing Finance Authority of Pinellas County
Raymond James Bank
SunTrust Bank

TAMj^A^REA NEWS continues
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Equality from pg. 1
insisted, calling on those
paying $100 a plate to dine
in the Sheraton Sand Key
Resort, at the Pinellas
County Urban League’s
(PCUL) 24th annual equal
opportunity day fundraiser,
to refocus their efforts on
economic rather than
social equality for Blacks
and other minorities tradi
tionally and deliberately
consigned by American
society to the economic
lower classes.
"Po’ folks ain’t going
to starve...." said Steger,
"and we’re going to pay,
one way or the other", if
those left to fight for
below-poverty earnings
aren’t given a fair shot at
legally making it into the
middle class.
And that analysis, says
Steger, applies not just to
poor Black kids and their
families, but to the grow
ing number of low-income
white kids ahd their fami
lies venturing into the
"alternative" economies,
turning upside down the
decades-long emphasis on
social equality and civil
rights into class struggle. ’
Steger warned that the
young Black men often
depicted in the news media
as "drug dealers" selling
crack cocaine have created
an "alternative" economy
out of necessity, and tax
payers pick up the huge
arid growing costs of the
prison growth industry as a
result.
Moreover, he noted,
"these kids are influencing
their colleagues, peers and
co-losers" with their alter
native ways. He added he
was not being "flippant" in

Volunteers Needed

John M. Guest,
Chairperson, PCUL
Board of Directors

James Simmons with Co-MC’s Susan CasperSmith of Bay News 9 and Reginald Roundtree,
Channel 10

Florida Craftsmen Gal
lery is looking for volun
teers to assist with gallery
sales on Saturdays and
during special events. A
friendly, helpful attitude is
a must - retail experience
is useful but hot required.
We are also looking for
self-motivated volunteers
to assist in the Admini-

Janies Simmons recognizes Darlaine G.
Mohammed for years of dedicated service

strative Office with ongo
ing projects. You can per
sonally make a difference
in our organization while
promoting the arts. If you
are interested in helping or
would like more informa
tion, please call Lorissa
Hallenbeck, Gallery Di
rector, at 727-821-7391.

There Is A Reason To Read

The Weekly Challenger**
The Weekly Challenger thanks our
sponsors for the I.M.P.R.E.S.S.
program • Edward White Hospital
and AmSeuth Bank.
Their contributions allowed 12
Pinellas County students to

Sue G. Brody,
President and CEO,
Bayfront Health
Systems and Honorary
Chairperson

showcase their writing talents.

James Simmons presents 20 year service award to
Emanuel Stewart

Dr. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor of
First Baptist
Institutional Church,
introduces keynote
speaker

Darryl E. Rouson and Angela Rouson

Darlene Mohammed and Antoine Hughes

Color Me Human Tampa Bay---------Color Me Human cor
dially invites you, along
with your family and
friends, to spend a week
"Coming Together For
Peace."
• Thursday, May 23rd.
6:00-8:00 p.m. Interactive
Discussion:
Healing
From the Hurt of Oppression/Is it Possible?
Florida Holocaust Muse
um, 55 1st Street South, St.
Petersburg. Many of us
have had first-hand experi
ence dealing with racism,
anti-Semitism, homopho
bia, sexism, ageism and/or

Bernard Anamuah and Roxie Scott

L-R: Janora Zeigler, Vonda Ford, Darlene Townsend and Birice Packer
The former Pinellas over $70,000 in dinner pro- lived in terror all our lives.
"And so we’re accus
schools official who pas- ceeds to the League’s gen
tomed
to hard times."
eral
fund
—
that
while
tored both First Baptist
Meanwhile,
he said,
Institutional and McCabe Americans have lived in
United Methodist churches prosperity for much of past "we’re asking people 'to
while in St. Petersburg, 20 years, they should leap who have not yet
knows the civil- and always remember "to be learned to walk."
"We’re asking people
human-rights arenas and nice to the folk you pass on
to spend who have no
has been an avid and effec the way up."
Moreover, he empha resources from which to
tive participant in both
since his marching and sized, that as Americans spend!"
It was, and remains, an
protest days as an under witness economic down
argument
increasingly
graduate student at Be turns in Europe, Japan, or
South Africa, for example, raised and advocated by
thune-Cookman College.
Because he is both a and with the inevitable civil-, human rights, and
"doer and a dreamer," as downtown Americans have more radical proponents
fellow preacher Wayne seen, "hopefully, some of for African-Americans oThompson portrayed him us will recognize that when ver the last decade. De
during an introduction, ‘we’ come down, we still segregation, they main
Steger is acutely aware of have not reached the depth tained, diminished and
the pitfalls of philosophy of poverty, deprivation and diluted the concentrated
hurt experienced by those economic power of Black
without practice.
With a wealth of histo in our society who are less folk.
"It was never about
ry undergirding his analy fortunate than ourselves."
being
socially equal with
And as for those who
sis, Steger insisted, as
anybody,"
Steger insisted.
Thompson said he might, speak of "terror," the
that those present "look me preacher noted, those pres "Black folk, quite frankly,
in the eye" and help "send ent needed to remember don’t care" about social
a message to the corpora the "crises people of color, equality. "Give us a job and
and other minorities have let us earn a decent living
tions:
"It’s time to treat this been facing all their lives." like everybody else," he
"Other speakers ad argued, generating sus
issue for what it is: an eco
dress the issue of terror," tained applause from many
nomic issue."
"Let’s fix the prob he went on, adding, how Black folk present.
Steger earlier gave
ever, "but ladies and gen
lem!"
He reminded those tlemen, that’s no big deal. praise to the staff, board,
seated at the tables for ten- Thanks to the Ku Klux and volunteers of this
—paid for by corporations Kian and other purveyors thriving Urban League
who last year contributed of hate, Black folks have affiliate. "The Sun coast

Clifton Burney and Reginald Jones
has been blessed, as this
Photos by Bill Thomas
urban league has served
• President’s Award:
the needs of those who Dr. C. Don Steger, Found
needed a helping hand, by ing Chairman, Pinellas
providing opportunity, and County Urban League
equality."
X Chairman’s Award: Sue
The affiliate has grown Brody, President & CEO,
from three staff and a Bayfront Health Systems.
budget of $50,000 to over
50 staff and an annual
budget of more than $5million under including
25-year president and CEO
James O. Simmons.
The annual dinner
gives the league, staff and
board the chance to thank
volunteers and supporters.
The 2002 Pinellas County
Urban League Equal
Opportunity Day awards
recipients are:
• Five-Year Service
Pin: Fred Holbert, Skills
Bank Advisory Committee
Member
• 20-Year Service Pin:
Emanuel Stewart, Board
Member/Advisory Com
mittee Member
• Smith-Milton Award:
Susan Casper-Smith, News
for ages 6 to
Anchor, Bay News 9
• Business & Industry
Award: Tke Weekly Chal
lenger
• Business & Industry
Award: Coca-Cola Enter
prises

church in 1984.
™ triw rhaltenaer thanks GPM, Inc., who specializes in all Wall Systems: Metal Framing,
The Weekly Chai e g Drywat| stuccOj e.I.F.S., Masonry and Site Work.
been benefiting students at Melrose Elementary, John Hopkins Middle,
Their contributions have

and Gibbs Senior High.

Week.
• As part of the Sixth
Annual Creative Writing
Collection, an anthology
of writings , created by
Pinellas County students
will be released. This
year’s theme is: "I can
make the world a more
peaceful place..."
* Thursday. May 30th,
6:00-8:00 p.m.

Following the week of
"Coming Together For
Peace," we will hold an
open discussion in the
Sharon Best Room at the
Sanderlin Family Center,

other forms of oppression.

2335 22nd Avenue South,

To truly work towards an

St. Petersburg, to deter
mine What the value of ‘

inclusive and accessible

suggesting there was peril,

to,o, for white business, ,
education, civic and gov
ernment leaders. "Have
you seen the white kids
going to jail for selling
‘upscale’ crack?"
It’s time, said Steger,
for Americans to bring a
business philosophy to
resolving this major Amer
ican challenge. Balance, or
"strategically realign, if
necessary," the resources
on one side, with the needs
on the other.
Business looks at
assets and liabilities, said
the preacher who served
for 10 years as a director
on the Board of the North
Carolina-based
United
Carolina Bank. When they
don’t match up, adjust
ments are made, some
times radically, depending
on the levelof liability.
That same approach
needs to be applied to
human relations—resolv
ing the challenges between
the haves and the havenots, Steger went on.
Steger served as chair
man of the PCtJL organiz
ing committee until it was
chartered by the National
Urban League (1978) and,
until 1979, when he left
employment as Deputy
City Manager in St. Peters
burg to become Assistant
City Manager of the C^ity
of Charlotte. Steger serves
as Senior Pastor of Reeder
Memorial Baptist Church,
where fre became pastor of
the
newly
organized
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society, we must become
more aware of our interac
tions together. Hear and be
heard. Free tours of the
Holocaust Museum are
available prior to the event
from 5:00-6:00 p.m.
RSVP each event at:
colormehumantb@ aol. co
m or by calling 727-3281769.
Additional highlights
for the week of "Coming
Together For Peace":
• St. Petersburg Mayor
Rick Baker will issue a
proclamation declaring
May 19-25 the Seventh
Annual Color Me Human

Color MH Human is to the
community? Is it still
needed? What are you
willing to do to help it sur
vive? Please help us decide
the future of Color Me
Human.
Sanderlin Family Cen
ter 2335 22nd Avenue
South St. Petersburg, FL
33712(272)328-1769
Color Me Human
inspires people to gen
uinely honor and value
each other in order to cre
ate a peaceful world com
munity. We thank you for
your support.

te

SUMMER
10

CHILDREN’S CENTER

Cooking •Writer's Workshop • Computers
Art, Music& Math • Prelect Work • Drama Workshop
Held Trips - Boat Bide, Zoo, MOSI and More!
No Registration fee. Call for weekly fee information

HAPPY WORKERS CHILDREN’S CENTER
920 - 19th Street S. - St. Petersburg, FL • 727-894-5337

______________________ _______________ _______ TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Theater Opportunity Day
Offered by Clearwater City
Players-------------------------------THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER, THURSDAY, MAY 23 - 29, 2002

CLEARWATER
City Players is collaborat
ing with other Tatnpa Bay
community theaters to cre
ate a program for the teens
who want to know more
about theater. Hands on
topics backstage work, au
dition and dance skills,
costuming, improv, etc...
Professionals who manage
various aspects of theme
parks will teach classes on

"

working in the field and
performance skills. En
rollment is limited, so call
early to reserve a place.
9am to 10:30 pm on June
15,2002.
At
Francisi
Wilson Playhouse, 302
Seminole St., Clearwater.
Age 14-18. Price $10,
including box supper.
Sponsored by the Cultural
Arts Section of the City of
Clearwater Parks and

69th Annual Freedom Fund Award Banquet

Recreation Department.
Call BJ Pucci at 727-6691361 ext. 230 or 727-5318026 to register or for
more information.
More information:
•Age: 14-18
• Days/Times: June 15,
9am-10:30 pm.
• Cost: $10, including
box supper.

HAVE AN EVENING OUT ON

’

’

The Weekly Challenger*.
With 3 of Your Family/Friends
CALL TODAY TO SEE
Your Tampa Bay D-Rays take on
The Oakland A’s
Lower Box Seats ! Free Parking!
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Your Tickets Are A Phone Call Away - 727-822-8996
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Commissioner Welch On
Hurricanes: "It Only Takes
One"-------------------------------------------by Ken Welch, Pinellas
County Commissioner
CLEARWATER - The
last hurricane to strike
Pinellas
County
hit
October 25, 1921. At the
time, it was the worst dis
aster since 1848, a mere
73-year span between the
two storms. It has been
more than 80 years since
the hurricane of 1921.
The time span between
hurricanes leaves citizens
with the sense that Pinellas

their home that they know.
Pinellas County’s De
partment of Emergency
Management has helped
many community organi
zations establish Host
Home programs, and they
can help your group too.
The county provides edu
cational materials, flood
zone maps and educational
support for any organiza
tion willing to establish a
program.
It only takes one per

one more way Pinellas
County’s Board of County
Commissioners provides
emergency management to
its citizens and visitors.
Get Prepared for this
year’s Storm Season at
Hurricane EXPO
Experts are predicting
a busier than normal hurri
cane season! But, you can
find out what to do before,
during and after a big
storm hits at the Pinellas
County Hurricane EXPO

County is long overdue for

son to motivate their com

2002, June 1, from 9 a.m.

a big storm.

munity organization, busi

to

ness or church to begin a
Host Home program. It
starts with contacting the
Pinellas County Depart
ment of Emergency Ma
nagement at (727) 4643800 or visit their website
at http://www.co.pinellas.fl.us/bcc/ema.
On this website you
can also input your address
and the county’s geograph
ic information system can
determine your precise
evacuation level. Or call
(727)453-3150. A record
ed message will ask you to
input your Pinellas County
telephone number and it
will return your evacuation
level information.
Announcing WEOC
940 AM
If Pinellas County is
threatened by a hurricane
this season, where can you
get the most current, offi
cial information? Pinellas
County’s new WEOC 940 AM delivers emer
gency information to resi
dents and visitors via an
intra-county AM radio sta
tion. Preparation and re
covery information can be
transmitted via radio,
which is especially impor
tant should power be out
for a prolonged time peri
od.
WEOC-940 AM is just

Petersburg College Gibbs
campus,
6605
Fifth
Avenue North in St.
Petersburg. There’s no
admission fee, the EXPO
is FREE.
This year’s EXPO
spotlights the special needs
of south county residents
and the Gulf Beaches!
WTSP-TV10
Chief
Meteorologist
Dick
Fletcher hosts a special
presentation in the SPC
music center.
County
emergency management
officials will be on hand
with essential preparation
information. Showtimes
are at 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.ffi.
and 12:30 p.m.
In the college gymna
sium, see the latest prod
ucts and services designed
to help prepare your home
for the worst Mother
Nature has to offer. There
will be activities for the
kids while you learn what
community services might
be available to help you
rebuild in the wake of a
storm’s fury.
A visit to the EXPO is
essential before going
through this year’s hurri
cane season, It’s all the
official information you’ll
need, all in one place.

With , each

passing year, Pinellas
County has encountered
many close calls with no
direct hit. It only takes one
hurricane to show how
prepared or unprepared
Pinellas County residents
are.
More recently, in
1992, Hurricane Andrew
showed Florida residents
how important having an
emergency plan in place
really was. Do you know
where you will go should
Pinellas County take a
direct hurricane hit? The
myth is that if you have to
evacuate a low-lying area,
you would have to travel to
Florida’s east coast in
order to be safe. Actually,
the reality is that a safe
place can be as little as five
miles away.
Host Home program
helps communities plan
Many community or
ganizations have estab
lished Host Home pro
grams.
This program
works to match families in
evacuation zones with
households willing to take
someone in during a natu
ral disaster.
Employers,
churches and civic and
social groups are ideal for
managing the process
because people are Tnore
likely to take someone into

2

p.m.

at

the

The 69th Annual Free
dom Fund Award Banquet
of the St. Petersburg
Branch - NAACP will be
held June 1, 2002 at the
Tradewind Island Grand
Hotel.
The speaker for this
year's banquet is Ms.
Dorothy Brown, the first
African-American Clerk of
the Circuit Court. The
Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois is the
largest, unified court sys
tem in the world. The
Clerk's Office manages an
operating budget of over
$100 million and has a
workforce of 2,300 em
ployees.
Ms. Brown was bom in
Minden. Louisiana, one of
eight children.
Clerk
Brown's parents taught her
the values of sacrifice and
self-discipline and the
importance of obtaining a
good education. Clerk
Brown's quest for educa
tional and professional

Dorothy Brown
excellence has created an
effective and moral leader.
In 1975 she graduated,
Magna cum Laude, with a
Bachelor's Degree from
Southern University in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana,

and in 1977 she became a
Certified Public Account
ant (CPA). As a CPA, Clerk
Brown worked for one of
the then "Big Eight"
accounting firms, a major
utility company, and a

tow
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We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• LymphatiC Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
Fibromyalgia
H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

Excellence Award, and in
1999, the Iota Phi Lambda
Woman of the Year Award,
in addition, the Illinois
Chapter of the American
Association of Attorneys
and CPA and the Black
Women Lawyers Associ
ation have honored Clerk
Brown with similar awards
recognizing her community
and professional work. She
is a member of King of
Glory Tabernacle Church
of God in Christ, she is a
member of the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, The Cook
County Bar Association,
the fllack Women Lawyer's
Association
and
The
National Black MBA's
.She is also committed to
developing well-trained
and motivated employees
who are committed to the
delivery of friendly, profes
sional service in the most
efficient manner.
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major Chicago Bank. She
also helped to start a
minority CPA firm. In
1981, Clerk Brown re
ceived her Master 's in
Business Administration
(MBA) degree, with hon
ors, from Chicago's DePaul
University, and in 1996,
she received her Jurist
Doctorate degree, with
honors, from Chicago-Kent
School of Law.
Clerk Brown has a very
distinguished professional
career, having started out at
Commonwealth
Edison
Company an Electric utility
company, and then contin
uing on to work for Arthur
Anderson & Company,
First National Bank of
Chicago, and Odell Hicks
& Company, a minority
CPA firm, she helped to
start.
In recognition of Clerk
Brown's outstanding pro
fessional and public serv
ice, in 1998, she received
the Women in History
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Countywide Displays
Of New Sequoia
Touch-Screen Voting
Machines--------------™
CLEARWATER - As
part of Pinellas County’s
ongoing Voter Education
Program and its outreach
efforts to the AfricanAmerican community, Su
pervisor of Elections Deb
orah Clark recently an
nounced several dates and
locations where the coun
ty’s new Sequoia touch
screen voting machines
will be displayed to the
public through May 30th.
The touch-screen ma
chines will be used county
wide for the first time in
the September 10, 2002
primary election and in the
November 5, 2002 general
election.

Clearwater May 25, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. - Pinellas County
Urban League Health Ser
vice Program, Greenwood
Community Health Re
source Center, 1108 North
Greenwood Avenue, Clear
water (Free health screen
ing available) ]
May 25, 3 p.m. to 7
p.m. - North Greenwood
May Fest, Grennwood
Community Resource Cen
ter, 1101 Douglas Avenue,
located between Philip
Jones Field and MLK
Playground, Clearwater
St. Petersburg May 23, 6:30 p.m. - 8
p.m. - Bayou Highlands
Neighborhood Association,
Coquina Key Shopping
Center, St. Petersburg Po
lice Resource Center, 435

45th Avenue South,
si. Petersburg

May 25, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. - Publix, Bay Pointe
Plaza, 5295 34th Street
South, St. Petersburg
May 26, 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. - 2002 Memorial
Weekend Fun Fest, Boyd
Hill Nature Park, 3100 31st
Street South, St. Petersburg

May 27, 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. - 2002 Memorial
Weekend Fun Fest, Boyd
Hill Nature Park, 3100 31st
Street South, St. Petersburg
May 28, 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. - All Nations Church
of God by Faith, 3000 4th
Avenue
South,
St.
Petersburg
Tarpon Springs May 16, 10:30 a.m. to
noon - Citizens Alliance for
Progress, Union Academy
Family Center, 401 Martin
Luther King Drive, Tarpon
Springs
Please note that the
Pinellas County Supervisor
of Elections web site has
been redesigned to include
comprehensive informa
tion on the new touch
screen voting system and
the Voter Education Pro
gram. A comprehensive
listing of all upcoming
voter education events can
be found on the website at
www.co.pinellas.fl.us/soe.
Additionally, the new
touch-screen voting ma
chines will be displayed to
the public on an ongoing
basis at all three offices of
the Pinellas County Super
visor of Elections. This
includes the Elections Ser
vices Center at 14255 49th
Street North, Suite 202,
Clearwater; the Pinellas
County Courthouse, 315
Court Street, Clearwater;
and the Pinellas County
Building, 501 First Avenue
North (5th Street North

entrance), St. Petersburg.
These offices are open
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Anyone interested in
scheduling a demonstration
of the new voting machines
should contact Julie Kelsey
or Virginia Stewart at (727)
464-6110.

On May 04, 1961, thirteen Freedom riders
began their bus trip through the South.

2002 Summer Youth
Calendar University
Of South
The following pro
grams or camps will take
place at the University of
South Florida during the
summer of 2OO2.This list
ing does not include the
university’s academic cal
endar, which can be
obtained by calling (813)
974-2000, .
Unless indicated, all
programs or camps are
open to the public. For
clarification about any pro
gram or camp listed, call
(813) 974-4014. If you
wish to call the contact
number for the program or
camp, use the number list
ed with each program or
camp.
June 3-Aug. 1
Community Music Classes.
Music Explorations (ages
18 months to 5 yrs.), Group
Piano (children ages 7-9,
adult), Suzuki Violin and
Piano (ages 3 and up),
Singing for the Stage (ages
7-11,
12-16). Tuition
range: $100-$360. Call
(813) 974-6989 or visit the
Web site at www.outreach.
usf.edu.
June 5 - July 11 Mathematics and Science
Program. This program is
for students
entering
grades 8-10 who have
taken and passed pre-alge
bra. The Center for Mathe
matical Services conducts
three summer programs for
high-achieving students in
Hillsborough, Pasco and
Polk counties. The sessions
will be Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. The, sqst, is $500, due
at acceptance into the pro
gram. Call (813) 974-4068.
Web site: www.math.
usf.edu/community/center.html. The deadline for
submitting applications is
April 30. Enrollment is
limited. Applications re
ceived after April 30 may
be considered only on a
space-available basis.
June 5 - July 12 Mathematics and Engi-

neering Program. This pro
gram is for students enter
ing grades 10-12 who have
taken and passed Algebra I
and II or Algebra I and
geometry. The Center for
Mathematical
Services
conducts three summer
programs for high-achiev
ing students in Hills
borough, Pasco and Polk
counties. The sessions will
be Monday through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
cost is $500, due at accept
ance into the program. Call
(813) 974-4068. Web site:
www.math.usf.edu/ community/center.html. The
deadline for submitting
applications is April 30.
Enrollment is limited.
Applications received after
April 30 may be consid
ered only on a space-avail
able basis.
June 5 ■ July 12 Biomedical and Life Sci
ence Program. This pro
gram is for students enter
ing grades 10-12 who have
taken and passed biology.
The Center for Mathe
matical Services conducts
three summer programs for,
high-achieving students in
Hillsborough, Pasco and
Polk counties. The sessions
will be Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. The cost is $500, due
at acceptance into the pro
gram. Call (813) 974-4068.
Web site: www.math.
usf.edu/community/center.html. The deadline for
submitting applications is
April 30. Enrollment is
lipiited, . Applications .i&-,
ceived after April 30 may
be considered only on a
space-available basis.
June 9-13 - John
Hackworth’s Soccer Camp
for Boys and Girls. This
camp is for children ages 6
to 17. Training in individ
ual technical and tactical
soccer skills will be pro
vided. The cost of the camp
ranges from $95 to $440.
Call (813) 974-8151.

Trees continues from front
have become confused.
Littrell, who still remains
opposed to the removal
plan, is quick to point out
that she is not at odds with
Rosetti. At the same time,
there have been several
questions as to the planning
process from the begin
ning.
Of primary interest is a
memo sent to the city coun
cil’s office, one that was
dated May 8th, according
to Littrell, but not received
by her or other council
members until the 15 th. It
detailed that a meeting
would be held with the Old
Southeast’s Civic Associa
tion on the 9th, one in
which Rosetti and several
arborists would present
information that supported
the tree removal.
Based on this evidence,
the Association voted that
the trees should be
removed and replaced with
the smaller crepe myrtle
trees. Littrell claims that
she never had a chance to
present her side of the argu
ment. So does John Schuh,
who was present at the
meeting. It appears that the

vote was taken before
Schuh had the chance he
was promised to detail his
own investigation.
When Rosetti was
asked about the memo’s
late arrival, she had no
comment.
In the middle of all of
this is the safety concern.
The trees, originally donat
ed by the St. Petersburg
Garden Club back in the
‘50s, were planted with
poor planning. Their close
proximity to power lines
have caused them to be cut
repeatedly in a manner that
has ruined their condition
ing.
The trees marked for
removal pose a potential
threat, as the limbs began
to rot from improper prun
ing. With the recent heavy
rainstorms this past week
end, a large sized limb
from one of the trees did
break away near Chattaway’s on the 4th street side
of the park. Luckily, there
were no serious injuries.
While Schuh maintains that
his primary concern is that
the life of the trees not be
shortened, he admits that

safety is a key issue.
Rosetti, for her part,
claims to have four outside
arborists, including one
from Florida Power, on
record that reported the
trees being "hazardous." In
this as well lies another
contradiction according to
Littrell. She maintains that
when herself and Florida
Power arborist John Whit
ney inspected the trees, he
told her that there were at
least 5 that could be saved
by dead-wooding them.
In response, Whitney,
with the company for thir
teen years, maintains that
he said, "Only three of the
trees could be immediately
pruned to reduce the risk,
but the bottom line recom
mendation was that they
should be removed."
Whitney also pointed
out that the same laurel
oaks planted on the west
side of the park hadn’t been
cut by Florida Power, yet
there were also in horrible
condition. "I’ll agree that
their lifespan hasn’t been
reached," admitted Whit
ney. "But the risk of danger
to pedestrians and vehicles

is far too dangerous."
"They’ve lived their
useful life as a tree," said
Rosetti upon addressing the
issue last week. "The city
feels it’s a liability and we
have to make decisions to
protect our citizens," she
added.
With the replacement
Muskogee crepe myrtles,
the largest of their variety,
Rosetti has assurances that
the same issues will not
arise, as far as their inter
ference with the power
lines.
To Schuh, this is very
little comfort. "Florida
Power is going to be biased
in their opinion," he said
passionately. Having spo
ken to several tree services
himself, including Amber
Tree Experts, he feels that
the city has ignored his evi
dence that there is a chance
to save the trees.
A resident of Drift
wood, Schuh grew up
around the area of Bartlett
Park, and just as Littrell,
feels that the beauty of the
landscaping will be lost
without the canopy of the
laurel oaks.
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Fun Sports Leagues For Everyone
Q-ZAR LASER TAG!
Blast into summer open
house. Ice. Sports Forum,
Brandon. June 1st 1:003:00p. All laser tag games
only $3.00. Come join the
fun. Enjoy hot dogs and
drinks while playing the
best game on earth. There
will also be a raffle to win
a Q-ZAR laser tag game
for group of 10. Call (813)
684-7825 for more details.
TRYOUTS!!
Rene
gades CFHL Fall 2002 sea
son. All age divisions wel
come. Ice Sports Forum,
Brandon. 2 session tryouts
May 31st + June 1st and
June 14th +15th. The cost
for both tryout sessions is
$40.00. Please call Fred
Eaton for tryout times and
schedules at (813) 6847825 x228.
New Learn to Skate
classes! Both Figure skat-

ing and Hockey lessons
available. 5-week sessions
starting the week of May
13th , 10 week sessions
starts the week of June
17th. Sign up at any of the
Fun League Facilities:
TBSA Oldsmar 813-8544010, TBSA Countryside
727-723-7785.
TBSA
Parkside #727-527-2276
and Ice Sports Forum,
Brandon 813-684-7825
Youth Hockey Mini
Mite Programs available at
Fun League Facilities:
Ice Sport? Forum,
Brandon (813) 684-7825,
and TBSA Oldsmar (813)
854-4010. Starting June
1st. The program is an
instructional league for
hockey players'ages 6 and
under, teaching the neces
sary skills and teamwork
which lead to recreational
play. Calf for more details.

'Being Artsy* Day Trips
Art and culture lovers
are invited to join the
Clearwater Parks and Rec
reation 'Being Artsy' Day
Trips series. This is a fun
way to check out the
"artsy" activities available
in the Tampa Bay area. Sit
back and relax, we'll be
doing the driving as we
visit arts or cultural ex
hibits in the morning,
break for lunch and then
continue on our journey
with maybe stop at a shop
or two thrown in for good,
measure.

Museum, and sample au
thentic Greek cuisine or vi
sit a quaint Tea House for
lunch.
August 15: St. Peters
burg's downtown for gal
leries and museums, shops
and restaurants.
We'll leave from the
Morningside Recreation
Center, 2400 Ham Boule
vard, at 9:30 a.m. and re
turn at 4:30 p.m. Trans
portation will be provided
by the Clearwater Parks
and Recreation Depart
ment.

May 30: Sarasota's St.
Armand's Circle for gal
leries, museums, shops and
restaurants.
June
6:
Tarpon

Pre-registration re
quired. Call Suzanne at
727-669-1361, ext. 231 to
register or for more informatiomfj .434! toD toiRUY

Springs'

Summer Youth Hockey Level. For more informa
Camp, for players of all tion contact Freddie Eaton
abilities at TBSA Oldsmar, at (813) 684-7825 ext.228
July 8 - 12th. Cost is $150
Youth
Instructional
for the week or $35 daily. Summerstorm
Program
Open to all ages and abili starts week of May 20th at
ties. Call (813) 854-4010 Brandon Ice Sports Forum
ext 110 for details.
only. These classes are
Adult Spring/Summer geared toward the Rec.
Hockey League at TBSA/ Level player. For more info
Oldsmar. 5 Divisions-Be- call 813-684-7825.
ginners thru advanced
Spring Recital at the
leagues. Starts May 29th. Brandon Ice Sports Forum.
Call Jon Soderman at (813) Saturday, May 18. This
854-4010 xllO for more event is open to all skate
information.
school participants and
Summer
Freestyle ffeestylers. Call 813-684Camp, Level qualifica 7825 x235 for more infor
tions: Freestyle 1 or higher. mation.
Beginning June 3rd, Ice
Central Florida Youth
Sports Forum, Brandon 'Hockey League pew fall
call 813-684-7825 x 235 season beginning Sept. 14,
for price levels and times.
at TBSA Oldsmar. A11
Total Domination Hockey teams welcome: Mites,
Camp. Ice Sports Forum, Squirts, PeeWee, Bantam,
Brandon. July 15-19 Rec. Midget, call 813-854-4010
Level, July" 22-26 Adv. x 105 for details.
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Presentation on the
Battle Against
Superstition ———
Please join the St.
Petersburg Largo Area
Secular
Humanists
(SPLASH) on Saturday,
June 15, 2002 at the
Treasure Island Tennis and
Yacht Club, 400 Treasure
Island Causeway, Treasure
Island. There will be a
presentation on " AAH and
the Battle against Pseudo
science and Superstition",
by Norm Allen of AfricanAmerican Secular Human
ism.
For directions call 727367-4511. We appreciate a
contribution of $3.00 from
non-members to defray
costs. As usual many of us
will gather for a post meet
ing continuation of discus
sion at a local eatery.
Norm Allen is the Ex
ecutive Director of Afri
can-Americans for Secular
Humanism (AAH), an edu
cational organization pri
marily concerned with fos
tering critical thinking, eth
ical conduct, church-state
separation, and skepticism

toward untested claims to
knowledge, a subdivision
of the Council for Secular
Humanism. He is the editor
of the groundbreaking
book African-American
Humanism: An Anthology
and edits the AAH
Examiner an international
newsletter. He is also the
Deputy Editor, Book Re
view Editor and Letters
Editor of Free Inquiry
Magazine. His next anthol
ogy, The Black Humanist
Experience: An Alternative
to Religion, is due out this
summer.
Mr. Allen has spoken
at numerous colleges and~
universities including Har
vard, Swarthmore, Rut
gers, University of Minne
sota, Ohio State University
and the State University of
New York at Buffalo.lt has
been a few years since Mr.
Allen has been our guest...
we recall his soft-spoken
warmth, depth of knowl
edge, youthfulness and
sense of humanity.
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NEW 2002 RIO

’5288*

With 16 valve DOHC

NEW 2002 SPECTRA GS

*380

HEW 2002 SPORTAGE 400.

•388

NEW 2002 SEDONA EX
OPEN HOUSE

*26,688

Friday May 31st, 2002, 11:00 a.m -8p.m. & Saturday
June 1st 2002, 10a.m. -2p.m.

The New Jordan Park
Jordan Park Apartments are accepting applications for
its new apartment homes
*Affordable rents based on 30% of your income*
Convenient to bus routes, schools and playgrounds
Applications are being taken
Immediate Occupancy Available for those who qualify
2240 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

727-893-1997

0% terms vary W.A.C. See dealer for details. Prices with $2,500 cash or trade
equity. Dealer retains rebates. See dealer for specific model information.

U.S. 19 & 37th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg

727-525-5785 J
f\

Salute Our Veterans
Publix
Where shopping is a pleasure?
Visit our website at www.publix.com

Prices Effective Thursday, May 23
through Wednesday, May 29,2002
Only in the Following Counties: Lee.
Lee, Collier,
Collier.
Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange,
Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

Boneless
Top Sirloin Steak
Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Loin

Publix stores will be open
during regular store hours
Memorial Day, Monday,
May 27.

Wppeaq
WingAfa.

Fresh Express
Salad Blends

I

W

Spring Mix, European, Italian, Riviera,
American, Veggie Lovers, Fancy Field Greens
or Royal Blend, Ready to Serve Convenience,
5 to 12-oz bag

LOW

Publix Coupon

PRICE

The Purchase of One (1) 32-oz

Twin Pack
Pork Spareribs
Publix Pork, All Natural,
Previously Frozen, 2 Ribs per Package

Deli Rotisserie Chicken
Original Roasted, Lemon Pepper or
Barbecue Flavor, Hot or Fresh Pack
With the Purchase ofAny Two Fresh Express
Salad Blends, Assorted Varieties, 5 to 12-oz pkg.
at 2/4.00. Limit one deal per coupon per
customer. Coupon effective May 23 - 29,2002-

D E L

ar........ .3/500

Meat or Beef, Assorted Varieties,
12.8 to 16-oz pkg.

Cheese Singles..............

Double Crust, Lattice Crust
or Dutch Crumb, The All American
Favorite, From the Publix Bakery,
28-oz size

BAKERY

Glazed
Donuts, 12-ct.......................
Light and Fluffy, 20-oz pkg.

Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!

C H
Kraft American

Boar's Head
Top Round
Roast Beef... .

Cherries

JI

Yellow or White, Cheese Food, 12-oz pkg.
We will never knowingly disappoint you.
Iffor any reason yourpurchase does not
giveyou complete satisfaction, thefull
purchaseprice will be cheerfully refunded
immediately upon request. ”

Buy One Get One

Kleenex Cottonelle
Bath Tissue or
/Ofifl
Viva Paper Towels.... Z/

Kellogg's
BuyOneTT'DTTT?
Cereal................ GetOneJrivLlL

Viva Prints Bundle Pack Paper Towels,
8-roll pkg.; or Kleenex Cottonelle Bath
Tissue: Unscented Double Roll or With
Aloe & E Double Roll, 12-roll pkg. or
With Ripples, 24-roll pkg.

Apple Jacks, 15-oz box, Rice Krispies,
13.5- oz box, Raisin Bran Crunch,
18.2-oz box or Cocoa Rice Krispies,
17.5- oz box, Mix or Match (When you
buy one 13.5 to 18.2-oz box at
regular price, get one free!)
(Limit two deals please.)

Buy One Get One

Buy One Get One

FREE FREE FREE
Publix Premium
Homemade
Ice Cream

Assorted Varieties (When you buy one
halfgal ctn. at regular price, get one free!)

GROCERY
12-Pack

Products..... .3/700
12-oz can (Limit six deals please.)
(6-Pack Selected Pepsi Products,
24-oz bot.... 2/5.00)

H O U S E M O L O

/rnn

New Crop, California,
Sweet

BEER

12-Pack
Budweiser Beer....................

6"

Or Bud Light, Bud Ice
or Bud Ice Light,
12-oz can
(Limit four deals please.)

Buy One Get One

Lay's or Wavy Lay's
Potato Chips

Kraft
Barbecue Sauce

Lipton
Tea Bags

Assorted Varieties (When you
buy one 12.25-oz bag at
regular price, get one free!)

Assorted Varieties
(When you buy one 18-oz bot.
at regular price, get one free!)

(When you buy one 100-ct. box
at regular price, get one free!)

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Ebonv Scholars

Photos bv Bill Thomas

Members of the St. Petersburg Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., making a scholarship donation to the Ebony Scholars
Committee. L-R: Cheryl Johnson-Tindall, President-Elect, Natalie Tindall,
Barbara C. Shorter and June Allen members
Over the years, the
Ebony Scholars carefully
crafted program has result
ed in several success sto
ries. The program, a pet
project of Davis, began in
1984 out of a desire to help
African-American youth
make their way through the
educational system. De
signed for young achievers,
those invited into the
organization must maintain
a 3.0 grade point average or
above. With over 15 private
L-R: Barbara C. Shorter, Gibbs High School
scholarships available, Da
Principal, and Yasmine Tate, Gibbs senior and
vis is proud of the commu
soloist for luncheon
nity effort that has been
made in order to keep the

group active-. ”
The
program
has
evolved drastically since its
inception. Once a small or
ganization, the program
now features once-a-month
meetings for the juniors
and seniors invited into the
program. These meetings
cover topics ranging from
social etiquette to budget
ing, all with the hopes of
preparing the students for
the reality of college living.
Toastmasters, a special pro
gram that helps develop
public speaking skills, has
recently been incorporated
into the group’s core cur
riculum, much to the satis
faction of Davis. The pro
gram has time and time
again found itself gaining
help from former Ebony
graduates, such as Natalie
Tindall, who is in pursuit of
an MBA in communica
tions, and Tammi Forbes, a
kindergarten teacher at Bay
Point Elementary Magnet
School.
During last weekend’s
awards luncheon, Whitney,
who flew down from In
diana after an invitation
from Davis to speak, hoped
to emphasize the values of
responsibility. To scholars
such as current president,
Nathaniel Tindall, awaiting
graduation in a couple of
weeks, he feels that he
helped make a difference.
Whitney’s
speech
wrapped up the key ideals
of the Ebony Scholars pro
gram. Looking out into the
banquet room, Whitney
spoke about time manage
ment and financial man
agement. Most importantly,
he also wanted the kids to
get ready for the reality
check that college brings.
"I want them to be aware of
their environment," he said

Oscar Robinson, Area III Superintendent

Scholars program didn’t
have as many opportunities
as it does now when he was
a student, he still felt re
warded by what he did get
out of it. "It gave me the
chance to be around people
who care and have ambi
tious goals," said Whitney.
He knows that especially in
today’s environment, net
working is crucial.
Whitney has indeed
gone on to realize his goals.
While at FAMU, Whitney
kept himself involved in a
multitude of activities, in
cluding the FAMU Men’s
Tennis Team, Young and
Striving, the Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity, and several
community, service proj
ects. Having worked at sev
eral Fortune 500 firms be
fore his graduation, includ
ing Bristol Myers-SqOibb
Pharmaceuticals and IBM,
Whitney had the, opportuni
ty to intern with Eli Lilly
last summer. Impressed
with his IT skills, the com
pany hired him as market
ing associate in the Market
ing, Planning and Solution
Department. He is now the
youngest African-Ameri
can male in the company ’s
US Affiliate, as well as the
youngest African-Ameri
can male in the marketing
department.
Whitney is wary of the
current state of the educa
tional system, making him
ever more supportive of
what Ebony Scholars can
do for students. Whitney’s
mother, Marion, has been a
teacher in Pinellas County,
"as long as he can remem
ber," as he put it, and he has
felt her frustrations. "I
think nowadays, you have
to make the system work
for yourself," he said.
Whitney was fortunate to
have the loving guidance of
his mother and father,
Thomas, to guide him. It’s
a level of support that he
thinks is lacking in today’s
society. "In terms of Afri
can-American kids, the
parents aren’t as involved
as they should be. With the
educational system moving
towards what it is, we need
that to happen," he said.

DO YOU
HAVE

GOvernOr AppOints New Basin BOard
Members -------------Gov. Jeb Bush recently
appointed several new
Basin Board members for
the Southwest Florida
Water Management Dis
trict.
Pinellas-Anclote River
Basin Board:
• Maryellen Adams is a
newly appointed member
of the Pinellas-Anclote
River Basin Board. Sheas a
resident of Trinity, and is a
marketing representative
for the First American Title
Insurance Company. Ad
ams is also president-elect
of the Trinity Rotary. She
succeeds Jay B. "Trey"
Starkey, III. Her term
began April 30, 2002, and
ends March 1, 2005.
• Kathryn E. Starkey is
a newly appointed member

of the Pinellas-Anclote
River Basin Board. She is a
resident of New Port Rich
ey, and works in public and
governmental relations for
Longleaf Development and
the Starkey Land Compa
ny. Starkey succeeds Rob
ert Memoli. Her term be
gan April 30, 2002, and
ends March 1, 2005.
The Pinellas-Anclote
River Basin Board area
includes Pinellas County
and a portion of Pasco
County.
Withlacoochee River
Basin Board:
• Paul M. Mazak II is a
newly appointed member
of the Withlacoochee River
Basin Board. He is a resi
dent of Center Hill, and is
self employed in ranching,

YOU'D LIKE
TO SELL?

PLEASE
E-MAIL ALL

ONLY THE BEST!

COPY FOR

FRESH SEA SCALLOPS

PINNER

PUBLICATION

MID PENINSULA SEJ
MARKET & REITAURANT

DUE TO THE
HOLIDAY,
NEWS AND AD
DEADLINE THIS
WEEK IS
FRIDAY,
MAY 24th,

IN THE
Paula Lamb, retired Area in Superintendent and
Ebony Scholars Committee member

WEEKLY

$9.49

iNcludcs CoIesIaw, ConNpuppies,
Choice of SteaI< Fries or Rice PiUf

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309

NEED A LAUGH?
KARAOKE!!!
FRIDAYS AT 6:TO

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'

/HERE THE LOCALS BUY .. . FOR OVER 21 YEARS

ssssssssssssssssss

AT 12 NOON

FREE • FREE • FREE
Celebrate African American Freedom Days... www.floridablackfolks.com

JUNETEENTH FESTIVITIES
Live Entertainment scheduled to appear “Special K” National Comedian..

• Mr, Rush

• The Rocking Chair Band

Melanie

. • Cornell Stone-Rev eley Records

• Krazy

No Kin'

Y.

,

• Zuheri & the Passion Crew

• La’Trel

• Soul PnrjJoSe

• Kayla Hill

Marcus

• Lil Kee & Black Jack Records

• The Jazz Summit

Mt. Zion Miming Group

• Imani-Afrtcan Dance Troupe

• Mr. Goodwine

• Starlight's Performing Arts

• Larry Steele

• Reese Elliott & Dez

• One Touch

• Will Vaughn & The Against The

• Greg G. from Orlando

Act 3

» Slim G’s

» Bo Dex

• Etoh Missions Church

« The New Negro Baseball League • Yvonne OvaChi
• Midtown Bridges Dancer .

• Herbert.

• Lottie Red

•Versatile Family

June 15th Family Funfest - Campbell Park, St. Petersburg
(601 14th St. South • Live Entertainment 10am - 8pm)

WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IT

Basin Boards often provide
partial funding for these
projects in partnership with
a local government or local
cooperator.
Basin Board members
are unpaid citizen volunteers;appointed by the Gov
ernor and confirmed by the
Senate: They serve threeyear staggered terms. Each
of the Basin Boards
includes a minimum of one
person from each county
within the basin, and there
must be at least three mem
bers on each board. Each
Basin Board has at least
one of the 11 members of
the District's Governing
Board that serves as the
Board's chair ex officio.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS

Grain Band

SOMETHING

real estate and mining.
Mazak succeeds James E.
Wade, III. His term began
April 30, 2002, and ends
March 1,2005.
The
Withlacoochee
River Basin Board area
includes portions of Pasco,
Suinter, Hernando, Citrus,
Marion, and Levy counties.
The District 'has eight
regional Basin Boards that
provide guidance for local
programs that are specific
to the watershed basins
they protect. The District's
ninth basin, the Green
Swamp, is administered by
the Governing Board. Ba
sin Boards work with local
governments and other en
tities on water resource
projects that have an im
pact in local communities.

)une 16th Gospel Extravaganza - Norwood Baptist Church, St. Petersburg
(1818 29th Ave. NOrth, 5pm - 7:30pm)
Genesis Worship Service (PastOr Linda Sesler)

CHALLENGER?

June 19th Candle Light Vigil - VinOy Park, St. Petersburg • 7pm - 9pm

YOU'LL BE

Gospel “Gold” Sponsors

HAPPY TO

The Weekly Challenger ♦ Harold Pener, Man of Fashion
SEE HOW

The Blaek Pages • WRXB 1590 AM * Black Life Tampa Bay

REASONABLE

Contributing Sponsors

OUR RATES
ARE.

Wild 98.7 • University of South Florida • Eckerd College • Genesis Worship Service
Supervisor of Elections • Bethel AME Church • WMNF 88.5 FM
St. Petersburg College • Coca-Cola DM1 Healthcare Group * Publix Supermarkets

The Ebony Scholars Luncheon featured Keynote
Speaker Desmond Whitney, himself a program
graduate. Whitney, who recently earned an MBA
in Marketing from FAMU, spoke about the
importance of time management and budgeting
as a college freshman.
later. "I want them to have
a perspective on who’s
around them and to be care
ful.”

Whitney echoes the
sentiments that many past
graduates of the program
have. Although the Ebony

CALL 896-

City of St, Petersburg • WTMP 1150 AM ♦ Bank of America

2922 OR

St. Anthony’s - Sista Sista • Raw Vibes • Juneteenth of Tampa Bay, Inc.
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,

¥<wf Hometown Ntwtpapw.

St. Augustine Medicaid
A. Oxvision of AVMED

TIME WARNER
‘OM M Mt1

2500 M.L
®br Wwklij ®I|aU«tgFr

KING ST. S.
ST. PETE

(727) 515-5024
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OCALA
by Jim Thorpe
HOWARD ACADEMY
SUMMER HAPPEN
INGS
The summer program
will be in session from
June 3rd through July 11th.
We will admit students
who were in grades kinder
garten through eleven dur
ing the 2001-2002 school
year. All students are invit
ed to apply, but priority is
given to students who live
in the Weed and Seed area
of Ocala who have good to
excellent school behavior.
Hours are from 8 a.m. until
4 p.m.
Stretch your imagina
tion - the sharing date is
July 8th, and project pres
entation must take two
minutes or less.
Heritage - AfricanAmerican, Caribbean and
American Indian cultures
will be shared during the
month.
4th of July celebration on July 3rd, students will
participate in a flag cere
mony sponsored by Vets
Helping Vets followed by a
bar-b-que.
Hip hop dance - All stu
dents are invited to partici
pate and learn this form of
dance.
Role Models writing
program - students willi be*
encouraged to buddy up to
write stories and produce
art that will appear on the
Role Models web site.
Table manners - stu. dents will be reminded of
proper table etiquette, how
to set a table and how to
talk to those sharirig a table
with them.
Life skills - participants
will leam how to deal with
everyday stresses at school
and in the neighborhood.
Carnival - all class
rooms will be responsible
for booths for the carnival
that will be held on the last
day of the program.
Tell me about the mo
vies - the Film Commis
sioner of Marion County
will explain the making of
a movie, the involvement
of minorities in movies,
and we will visit the site
whefe the movie JeeperS
Creepers was made here in
our county.
Snack time - the Marion
County Schools Food Ser
vice will demonstrate and
teach students how to make
healthy snacks using the
microwave oven, the stove
top and the blender.
The responsibilities of
citizenship - all students
will become aware of what
it means to be a good and
responsible citizen.
Swimming - every
Thursday the students in
the Academy summer pro
gram will swim at the
Hampton Pool from 11
a.m. until 12:45 p.m.
Universal Studios - we
will take one all-day field
trip this summer..
This is a partial list of
things we will be doing this
summer at the Academy.
All students will receive
free breakfast and lunch.

RETIREMENT
CELEBRATION FOR
LORETTA POMPEY
JENKINS
The Holiday Inn on
West Highway #40 and
Interstate #75 was the set
ting for a surprise retire
ment Celebration/Dinner
for Fessenden Elementary
School Principal Loretta
Pompey Jenkins. The occa
sion was orchestrated by
Judy Ming, Secretary, Mar
va Cogdell, 4th grade
teacher, Mary S. Rice, Me
dia Specialist, Sharon St.
Lawrence, receptionist, all
of Fessenden, and family
members, Tijuana JenkinsWoods and Rose Jenkins,
daughters.
She is retiring after 33
continuous years of em
ployment with the Marion
County Public Schools, be
ginning her career in 1969.
Betty D. Brown, former
Assistant Principal at Fes
senden, served as Mistress
of Ceremony and Pat Stout,
former 5th grade teacher
and Dean of Students, gave
the welcome and occasion.
Representing her church
for the occasion were Rev.
Richard Howard who gave
the blessing of the food and
Rev. Dr. George W. Lee
wwhoi gave the> prayer of
benedictioHBHjuiii^eri1^
Smith, accompanied by his
wife Katrina Smith, dedi
cated a solo, “My Soul is
Anchored”, to the honoree.
The program continued
with an original reading
sparsed with appropriate
songs by. Ernestine Lavan,
first grade teacher at Fes
senden, Jo Nell Rhodenbaugh, speech therapist at
Fessenden, also presented
the honoree with an origi
nal poetic tribute. Addi
tional tributes to the hon
oree were given by Jerome
Brown, friend and Prin
cipal, Dunnellon Elemen
tary; Cheryl Lewis, first
grade teacher; Dr. Dorsey
C. Miller, friend and class
mate; Barbara M. Samuel,
friend and classmate; and
A. Lois Lilley, representing
the honoree’s church.
The family tributes
were given by daughters
Rose Jenkins and TiJuana
Jenkins-Woods and faxed
expressions from sons Sul
tan Ali and Jaiya of
Maryland who were unable
to attend.
The honoree gave emo
tional expressions of grati
tude and thanks which
highlighted some eventful
occurrences and people in
her career. Of notable men
tion was of Ruth D. Mc
Cants, sister/mother; Wil
liam H. Jackson, father
like figure and mentor;
Thomas W. George (de
ceased), mentor and inspir
ing motivator to further her
career in the area of admin
istration, and Ruth C.
Marcos, retired administra
tor of the school district
The closing prayer of
benediction was given by
Rev. Dr. George W. Lee.

by Florence Wms. Ray
DR. WILSON DELIV
ERS BACCALAURE
ATE MESSAGE
Rev. Dr. Cecil Wilson,
the pastor of New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
in Ocala, delivered the Bac
calaureate Message to the
2002 graduating class of
Vanguard High School. He
was given a standing ova
tion by the audience at the
Highlands Baptist Church
in Ocala on Sunday, May
19th.
Dr. Wilson is a graduate
of Albany State University,
Indiana University (Bloom
ington and Wesleyan) and
Reform
Theological
Seminary. He is a former

adjunct
professor
of
Webster College, Nova
University and Florida Uni
versity. He is married to
Mary, and they have one
teenage daughter named
Kourtnie.
“Journey to Success”,
written by Robin Williams,
was read by Rosalyn
Florence Jones.
Other program highlights
included:
Processional;
Opening Prayer by Rev.
Jim Berry; Welcome by
Rev. Jeff Roundtree; Se
lections by Cassidy Bal
lard, Christine Waugh and
Amanda Timmis; Scripture
Readings by Ashley Atkins
and Kristen Clavier and

Antonio Akins. Piano In
terlude (original composi
tion) was played by David
Jones. The closing prayer
was led by Rev. Jeff
Roundtree.A note of appre
ciation was given to those
who worked hard to make
the service meaningful and
successful. They are: Anne
Jones, Johnnie Mae Jones,
Connie Muldrow, Rev. Jeff
Roundtree, Ashley Atkins,
Kristen Clavier, Rosalyn
Jones, Staples Office Sup
ply, Booker’s Roses, Gid
eon International and High
land Baptist Church family.
Cecile Gagliano was Chair.
The service was dedicated
in memory of Ashely
LeeAnn Wallace.
COUNTY-WIDE
BACCALAUREATE
SERVICE HELD

acting through theatre
games and exercises.
• Musical Theatre (ages
12-18, all levels), July
29th-August 2nd, intro
duces students to the glory
of musical theatre.
• Gotta Dance (ages 911, beginning), July 29thAugust 2nd, introduces ba
sic principles of dance for
the theatre.
For a complete descrip
tion of workshops, includ
ing class times and feeSj
please call the Theatre at
(352) 236-2274 and re
quest a brochure. Bro
chures can also be picked
up at the Theatre which is
located at 4337 East Silver
Springs Boulevard in the
Appleton Cultural Center
during regular box office
hours (Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:30
p.m.).
Full and partial scholar
ships are available to stu
dents who demonstrate fi
nancial need.
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On April 25,1918, Ella Fitzgerald, the "First Lady of Song," was born.
In 1934, an awkward sixteen-year-old girl made her singing debut at
the Harlem Apollo Theatre amateur night in New York City. She
intended to dance, but she lost her nerve when she got on stage. "The
man said, 'do something while you're out there, 'the singer later
recalled. "So I tried to sing 'Object of My Affection' and 'Judy,' and I
won first prize.” She drew the attention of the bandleader Chick
Webb. After personally coaching the shy performer, Webb introduced
her at the Savoy Theatre one evening as nis orchestra's singer. That
evening marked the beginning of Ella Jane Fitzgerald's singing career.
One of the great compliments paid to Ella was from Ira Cershwin
who said 'I didn't realize our songs were so good until Ella sang them'.
Ella's life was marked both by extreme highs and lows. Born in
Newport News, Virginia and orphaned at the age of 15, Ella was
placed in the Colored Orphan Asylum in Riverdale, one of the few
orphanages at the time that accepted Afro-American children. From
there, she was transferred to the New York State Training School for
Girls, a reformatory at which State investigations later revealed wide
spread physical abuse. Haying escaped from the reformatory, Ella was
literally living in the streets of Harlem when she was discovered by
Webb. She was married twice, first at the age of 24 to a shady charac
ter by the name of Benjamin Kornegay, and then again to bass player
Ray Brown at the age of 30. Both marriages ended in divorce. A dia
betic for many years, the disease compromised her vision as well as her
circulatory system before taking her life. In 1992, both of her legs
were amputated below the knee due to diabetes related circulatory
problems. As an artist, however, Ella achieved legendary success in a
career that spanned six decades, yielded recordings numbering into the
thousands, and earned the singer countless awards including a Kennedy
Center Award for her contributions to the performing arts, honorary
doctorate degrees from Dartmouth and Yale, and thirteen Grammy
Awards. Despite never having received formal vocal training, Ella's
technique ana range rivaled that of the conservatory trained singer.
Throughout her three-octave vocal range, Ella's voice remained uni
form in its clarity and child-like timbre. Her diction was unfailingly
crisp, and her intonation was absolutely flawless. Coupled with this
textbook-perfect technique, Ella had an improvisation:! talent on par
with that of the best jazz instrumentalists. Her spontaneous, often
pyrotechnic scat vocalizations, in fact, were a trademark of her style.
In looking back upon Ella's rich catalogue of recordings, the name of
Norman Granz consistently emerges in conjunction with that of
Ella's. Ella met the record producer and founder of both the Verve
and Pablo jazz labels in 1949, after which the two developed a work
ing relationship which lasted forty years; Under the direction of
Norman Granz, Ella recorded her legendary "songbook" albums - a
series of albums each devoted to the songs of a particular American
composer. Between the years of 1956 and 1964, Ella recorded song
book albums featuring the music of Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hart,
Duke Ellington, Irving Berlin, George and Ira Gershwin, Harold
Arlen, Jerome Kern and Johnny Mercer. Collectively, these are one of
Ella's crowning achievements. Granz also produced Ella's phenomenal
collaborations with Count Basie and Duke Ellington, respectively enti
tled "On the Sunny Side of the Street” and "Ella at Duke's Place." All
of these recordings are on the Verve label, and are available on CD.
After founding the Pablo label, Granz recorded the four Ella
Fitzgerald/Joe Pass duet albums, each of which are deservedly consid
ered jazz classics.
As amazing as Ella's musical talents were, equally amazing was the fact
that she managed not to fall through the cracks of the segregated child
welfare system of the 1930's. A victim of poverty and abuse, Ella was
able to transcend circumstance and develop into one of the greatest
singers that America produced. Ella died of complications associated
with diabetes. She was 79 years old. Despite suffering poor health Ella
remained an active performer until 1992.
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Streeter
(Miss
Jabberwock - 1st Runnerup) and a Praise Dance by
Mekoe Nichols. The sec
ond phase of the program
was a Fashion Show pre
sented by Mother Ruth
Simmons of Abundant
Lifestyles Boutique. Clos
ing remarks came from
Johnnie Reynolds.
Pre-Mother’s
Day
Breakfast committee in
cluded: Sandra Stephens Chair; Mary Rutledge, LaCrecha Green, Rubye
Hughes, Billie Hudson,
Rossie Mitchell, Jelena
Stafford, Johnnie Rey
nolds, Juanita P. Cunning
ham, Bettye Jones and Bar
bara Young. Hostesses
were Matt Biggers, Charlie
and Ruth McCants.

ft#

“Magical Summer”
Workshops
——
OCALA - Exciting
things are happening at
Ocala Civic Theatre begin
ning June 10th. The
Theatre will offer “Magical
Summer” Workshops for
ages 4-18 in the following
areas:
• Creative Movement
(ages 4-5, beginning), July
8th-12th, gets young chil
dren moving and playing,
using music, drums and
simple masks.
r Technically Speaking
(ages' 11 -18,- intermediate)^
July 8th-12th, leam the ins
and outs of working backstage.
• Improv (ages 9-11, be
ginning), July 22nd-26th,
leam to “think fast”, while
improving physical aware
ness and coordination.
• Voice (ages 9-11, be
ginning), July 22nd-26th,
teaches the ABC’s of sing
ing.
• Acting (ages 9-11, be
ginning), July 29th-August
2nd, discover the joy of

BREAKFAST
Ocala Alumnae Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Soror
ity, Inc., held its Pre-Moth
er’s Day Breakfast on May
11th at St. Paul Methodist
Episcopal Church in Ocala.
The Rev. James D. Sykes is
Pastor.
Billie Hudson was Mis
tress of Ceremonies for the
occasion. Deloris K. Grif
fin greeted the guests and
stated the Occasion. Devo
tion was led by Gwendolyn
Haynes and Shirley Foun
tain. Scripture was read by
Rubye Hughes, and Invo
cation and Grace was by
Sarah Smith.
The event continued
with a Mother’s Day poem
by Rosalyn Florence Jones
(Miss Jabberwock 2002); a
Tribute to Mothers by She-

The graduating class of
2002 held a county-wide
Baccalaureate Service at
First Assembly of God
Church on Monday, May
13th. The inspirational
message was delivered by
Pastor Randy Knechtel
(Youth Pastor of First As
sembly of God).
The program included:
Praise and Worship by the
Agape Youth Group; Open
ing Prayer; Selection from
Vanguard High School
Knights Sounds Gospel
Choir; Scripture Reading(s)
by Antonio Akins; Spiritual
Dances by Desiree Adams
and A-JAH-H; Selections
by Forest High School
Ensemble and Introduction
of Speaker by Brittany Brill
and Antonio Akins.
PRE-MOTHER’S DAY
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ecial values available
this week only!

We wish you a fun and safe holiday
Mces fffecffre; Wednesday, May 22 - Iheafoy, May 2«, 2M2

Way 27th
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STATE NEWS
B-CC Nursing Students
Recognized in Awards and
Pinning Ceremony-------------

The Bethune-Cookman College Division of Nursing Class of 2002
DAYTONA BEACH Bethune-Cookman College
nursing students were chal
lenged to "make unconven
tional choices and take
risks" at the Division of
Nursing awards and pining
ceremony Saturday after
noon in Gertrude V. Heyn
Memorial Chapel.
The ceremony honored
eight graduating seniors:
Angelina Bean, Constance
Davis, Nancy Harrington,
Sybil
Hudson-Miley,
Benedicta Okaye, Lenora
Weaver, Jill Weaver and
Rosetta Wilcox.
Keynote speaker Dr.
Evelyn Barbee encouraged'
the graduates to realize Dr.
Mary McLeod Bethune’s
vision so their lives can be
as fulfilled as hers. "Go to
school for as long as you
can," said Barbee. "Re
member it’s not important

just to get an education but
to also be a good citizen."
The Division of Nurs
ing gave Dr. Barbee the
2002 Education award for
her contributions to nurs
ing education and her
understanding of cultural
competence. Barbee is a
professor in the Depart
ment of Nursing at Massa
chusetts College. The
Community Service award
went to Dr. Bonnie Sorrenson, State of Florida Depu
ty Health Officer. The
Heart of Volusia presented
Sybil Hudson-Miley with a
$1,000 check and the
Outstanding Student award
for maintaining the highest
cumulative grade point
average.
The American Red
Cross recognized the Divi
sion of Nursing for out
standing contribution to the

Blood and Marrow Drive
in Volusia County. "B-CC
has saved the lives of 129
patients through blood
donations received from
campus initiatives, said
American Red Cross Re
gional
Representative,
Tonya Costa. "This Col
lege has helped us live out
our mission - Together we
can save lives."
The Bethune-Cook
man College Division of
Nursing was founded in
1978. The Program is
approved by the Florida
Department of Health Di
vision of Medical Quality
Assurance Board of Nurs
ing and was recently reac
credited by the National
League for Nursing Ac
crediting Commission for
eight years.

On May 06, 1967, four hundred students seized the
administration building at Cheyney State College.

Discount Auto Parts SmOke-Free for Health Clears
Revs Up $103,395
Hurdle------------------------------------Donation to CMN —
TALLAHASSEE
"This is a great day for Florida to celebrate its suc
LAKELAND - Dis
count Auto Parts has raised
$103,395 for Children's
Miracle Network (CMN)
during its fifth annual
store-wide balloon sale,
bringing the company's
total donations since 1998
to $620,530.
Since forming a part
nership with CMN, Dis
count Auto Parts has raised
money to benefit 24 chil
dren's hospitals in its sixstate territory.
"Discount Auto Parts'
CMN balloon campaign
gives our customers and
team members the oppor
tunity to help this great
organization make a differ
ence in the lives of our
children," said Kurt Schu
macher, Discount Auto
Parts senior vice president
of Florida store operations.
"By giving to CMN, Dis
count Auto Parts is con
tributing to the miracles
worked every day by chil
dren's hospitals in our
communities."
The CMN fund drive
took place in the 413 Flor
ida Discount Auto Parts
stores throughout the
month of March. Stores
sold CMN paper balloons
for 1 each, with 100 of the
donations going directly to
CMN.
Since beginning its
fundraising efforts for
CMN, Discount Auto Parts
stores have conducted a
variety of activities to raise

awareness of and monies
for the charity. Besides the
highly visible paper bal
loon sale conducted every
March, stores have held
car washes and bake sales;
and team members have
volunteered for phone
banks at the organization's
telethons and radiothons.
Discount Auto Parts will
participate in CMN's tele
thon in June.
"Each year Discount
Auto Parts strives to
increase our donations and
help more children get
well," said Schumacher.
"We are delighted that the
communities we serve
have responded so gener
ously to our, CMN fund
raising campaign."
Discount Auto Parts
Inc. is one of the South
east's leading specialty re
tailers and suppliers of au
tomotive
replacement
parts, maintenance items
and accessories to both
DIY consumers and pro
fessional mechanics and
service technicians. The
company currently oper
ates stores throughout
Florida, Georgia, Missis
sippi and Alabama.
Children's
Miracle
Network is an international
non-profit organization
dedicated to helping chil
dren by raising funds and
awareness for 170 chil
dren's hospitals throughout
North America.

State officials today offi
cially designated SmokeFree for Health as Amend
ment 6 for the fall ballot,
clearing the last hurdle
before Floridians are asked
to vote on smoke-free
workplaces.
The action came after
the Florida Department of
State officially certified the
488,722 required voter sig
natures for placement on
the ballot. Smoke-Free for
Health volunteers collected
an additional 100,000 sig
natures that were not need
ed.
Amendment 6 will
save lives and protect the
health of all Floridians,
especially children and
seniors, by prohibiting
smoking in restaurants and
other workplaces.

public health in Florida,"
said Martin Larsen, volun
teer chairman of Amend
ment 6. "Over six hundred
thousand voters agreed Florida workplaces going
smoke-free will save lives,
save money, and improve
the health of Florida’s chil
dren, seniors, and families.
Now, with Amendment 6,
the rest of Florida voters
will get the chance to make
smoke-free workplaces the
law."
The Florida Supreme
Court in March ruled in
favor of Amendment 6’s
ballot language, giving
judicial authorization to
place the issue on the No
vember ballot.
Volunteers and sup
porters of Amendment 6
recently held rallies across

cess in exceeding the re
quired number of voter sig
natures needed to place the
amendment on the ballot.
The cancer, heart and lung
associations all support the
initiative, as do the
NAACP, AARP and virtu
ally every health organiza
tion in the state.
Amendment 6 also has
the support of the state’s
largest health plan provid
er, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida, which
says that reducing the pub
lic’s exposure to second
hand smoke will also re
duce health insurance
costs.
For more information,
visit
www.smokefreeforhealth.org.

Dept. of Health Launches Teen
Pregnancy Prevention Web Page
TALLAHASSEE - In
honor of Teen Pregnancy
Prevention Month, Gov
ernor Jeb Bush recognized
May 8, 2002, as "Teen
Pregancy Prevention Day."
Also, the Florida Depart
ment of Health (DOH) is
announcing the addition of
the Teen Pregnancy Pre
vention Web Page to the
DOH
Web
site
at
www.doh.state.fl.us. This
web page provides teen
pregnancy prevention in
formation, as well as useful
statistics regarding this

issue.
According to the Na
tional Campaign to Prevent
Teen Pregnancy, even with
a recent decline in teen
pregnancy, statistics indi
cate 4 out of 10 girls in the
United States get pregnant
at least once by age 20,
resulting in more than
900,000 teen pregnancies a
year. Despite encouraging
reductions in births to
teens, the United States
still has the highest teen
birth rate among Western
industrial countries. > ■ • ■ «

Although May has tra
ditionally been the month
to emphasize teen pregnan
cy prevention activities in
communities and at the
national level, the Depart
ment of Health continually
addresses ways to reduce
teen pregnancy by sponsor
ing regional "sexual absti
nence until marriage" ral
lies, providing health serv
ices in county health
departments and promoting
the www.greattowait.com
website.

Take Your Vacation
Right Here At Home.
Strolls on the
beach. Cultural
festivals. Museums.
Theme parks.
Shopping sprees.
Golfing. You have it
all right here
in Florida.

VISIT FLORIDA

For Hot Florida Vacation Deals call 888-5-FLAUSA or visit FLAUSA.com
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
First Baptist Institutional
Greater Mount Zion A.M.E.
Church’s 106th Anniversary Church----------------------------------This week we have
been celebrating the 106th
Anniversary of our church.
We began Monday night,
May 20th with a visit from
Dr. Frederick Terry and
Trinity United Presbyterian
Church. Tuesday, Elder
Clarence L. Warren and the
Mt. Zion Primitive Baptist
Church family joined us
and Wednesday, Elder
Anthony Conage and the
Queen Street Church of
God in Christ worshiped

with us. Each night was
filled with praise, worship
and fellowship as we
joined together to rejoice in
the blessings the Lord has
bestowed
upon
First
Baptist in its’ 106th years
of ministry in this commu
nity.
The celebration contin
ues on Sunday with visits
from two "sons" of First
Baptist. Rev. Corey J.
Hodges, Pastor of New
Pilgrim Baptist Church,

Salt Lake City, UT will
bring the message at
11A.M. and Rev. Walter J.
Williams, Pastpr of New
Mt. Zion Baptist Church in
Tampa, FL will share with
us at 4 P.M.
We look forward to
these services and the con
tinuation of this ministry,
as we are "Seeking God’s
"New
Thing"
In
a
Changing World. (Isaiah
43:18-19 NIV)

Rejoice In The Lord, O
Ye righteous; for Praise Is
Comely For The Upright.
Pastor
Clarence
Williams, Officers and the
entire Mount Zion A.M.E.
Church
Family invites you to
worship with us on the
third Sunday, May 26th.
Our service begins at
7:30 AM and Sunday
School at 9:30 AM. Our
youth choir will be lifting
their voices in song at the
7:30 AM service. Pastor

Williams will proclaim the
gospel.
All aboard to Mount
Herman
A.M.E.
Church,Opa-locka,
Florida, Sunday May 26th
2002. The bus will be leav
ing the church immediately
after Sunday School.
Join us and visit our
weekly activities: Bible
Study, Monday 6:00PM
Vintage
Bible Study,
Wednesday, 11:00 A.M.
Mid-Week Prayer Meeting,
Wednesday, 7:30 PM

Tune in every Sunday
at 8:30 AM Radio station
1590, WRXB for our live
broadcast.
Must Jesus bear the
cross alone;
And all the world go
free?
No there's a cross for
everyone
And there's a cross for
me.
Remember, Let us love
one another.
God Is Love.

Last Call For GOOMBAY Festival Trip
The Men of Unity
Temple of Truth Church
are proud to be sponsoring
their 12th Church FundRaising trip to the 26th
Annual Miami/Bahamas
Goombay 2002 Street
Festival Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, June 7, 8, and
9, 2002.
However, time is run
ning short. If YOU want to
go, you need to contact J.T.
Baker Jr. or Phil Haywood
on or before Tuesday, May
29, 2002 to secure your

reservation.
For $160.00 per per
son, you are guaranteed
roundtrip air conditioned
luxury transportation on
the , specially-equipped
Touring Bus to and from
Miami and St. Petersburg,
with very comfortable double occupancy accommo
dations at the Confort Inn,
5301 N.W. 36th in Miami.
"This street festival is
the largest Black Heritage
festival in the U.S.," says
Baker, "and we’re offering

those fortunate enough to
get on board a very great
three-day, two-night get
away."
Haywood pointed out
that Goombay, which high
lights Bahamian Culture, is
a festive event featuring
over 300 street vendors
with food, arts and crafts.
Travelers will leave St.
Petersburg at 9 a.m. on
Friday, June 7, 2002 from
the parking lot at the west
end (31st St. South) of the
Albertson’s Parking Lot on

54th Avenue South in St.
Petersburg. Travelers will
return to St. Petersburg on
Sunday, June 9, 2002 at
about 10 p.m.
Upon arrival in Miami,
Unity’s travelers will stay
at the Confort Inn located
near the airport. A hospital
room will be at the dispos
al of all of Unity’s guests,
says Baker. "We have
planned an outing to the
Soul Beach Festival, and if
traffic is not too intense, we
take a trip to south Beach

as well."
With meals not includ
ed in the per person fee,
travelers thus have the
opportunity to try new din
ing experiences along with
"side trips of their own
choosing, says Haywood.
"The best fun is that
fun that you make your
self," adds Baker.
To secure YOUR reser
vation, or get more infor
mation, call Baker at 3271734 or Haywood at 8671968.

Baker reminded those
still coming on board that
while they’ll enjoy this,
they also will be helping
raise funds for Unity
Temple of Truth Church to
maintain its vital communi
ty programs for the chil
dren, women and men in
St. Petersburg’s Black
community.
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Give God Thanks
This Sunday For
LifeJHeaith and
Strength!!

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

J

■"

Mount Zion
Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church
The Mt. Zion SAFE
(Substance Abuse Freedom
Education) Ministry pres
ents
2
Faith-Based
Educational
Programs;
Recovery Concepts and
Christ Centered Recovery.
These classes will empow
er ALL persons
in
CHURCH LEADERSHIP,
LAY PERSONS and those
who have a concern to heal
OUR COMMUNITY. You
will acquire a working
knowledge of the addiction
and recovery process. This
course will assist with the
ability of family and
friends to help those suffer
ing from the hardships of
drugs and alcohol abuse.
Classes will be on
Thursday nights at 7pm &
8:15. All classes are held in
the Genesis building. For
more information contact
AJ. Murphy, (727) 8661297.
Mt. Zion Before &
After Care program for
ages 5-13 is now accepting
applications. We offer pick
up & drop off to school
each morning & afternoon,
early pick up on half days,
and all day care most
school holidays. Summer
Kamp applications are
ready. For Kamp rates,
before and aftercare rates,
call Jan Smith, Monday-

■Jim
(Cnmmunitu (Ctjitrcir

dFl?e Lord Is Great aifd His
'Mercies 'Epduretlj 'Forever!

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

G0f>

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

BWESS

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Deacon Ministry..............................................................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry........................................................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry..................................... .................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........................ ...............................’.................................... Wyvonnia McGee

............................. 11:00 a.m.

| Evening Worship

...6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
„
u ,.««
Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.
7

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

‘TJfL'M'L: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday School........... ....................... ......................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................................................11 :OO a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .............................................................. 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ..................................... 9:30 .am
Morning Worship................................ 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study............................Wed, 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service Wed. 7:00 pm

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

First Baptist INSTITUTIONAL Church
Third avenue
St. Petersburg,

3144

Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

Morning Worship
11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)
6:00 a.m.

f

4

wl
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Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST, MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.

- Psalm 23

10th Street Church Of God

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

350137th. St So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144

“The Lord is my
shephard, I shall
not want.....”

New Faith
Methodist Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Sunday School............. ....................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Friday, 9am-5pm, ext. 402.
The
Reading
Enhancement Program is
still accepting applications
for children/students that
are interested. Teachers
and volunteers are also
needed to assist in areas
such as monitoring, oneon-one teaching, picking
up supplies and kitchen
help. Classes meet every
Tuesday and Thursday
6pm-8pm in the Kings
Kids Building.
Updated Pickup Info:
The church van will be
happy to give you a ride.
We pick up Sunday thru
Thursday. Please try to
notify us one day in
advance. For regular pick
up please leave a message
with the church office,
.894-4311 ext. 801. For
emergency pick up ONLY,
call
Deacon William
Harris,
821-0041
or
Brother Peter Smith, 8959261,
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary
Baptist
Church;
955 20th St.
South, St. Petersburg, FI.
33712; (727) 894-4311 or
Fax 822-1591;
Email:
mzpmbc@gte.net;
Rev.
Louis M. Murphy Sr.,
Pastor

south
FL,

Phone: 323-7S18

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
Sunday School

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

-11:OO

a.m.

Schedule of Services
Church School......................... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......................... 11a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship ......................6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday......................... ........... .... .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend"

"One. weF^from church makes one weak.”

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741
'W'
“...let the one that is thirstv come.”
(Revelation 22:17)

For more infor
Sunday Worship Service
mation, contact
10:30 A.M.
Pastor Jerome
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
& Pastor Kisha
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.
Iordan at
727-327-2849 or 527 49th street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Fax: 866-1896

www.wateroflifechristianchurch.oro

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronala Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Biskop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faitk Ckurck Family ■would
like to extend to you a personal invitation to worskip witk us during
our sckeduled times:
Sunday SflkOO 1
9:30 A.M.
Morning Worskip & Ckildren’s Ckurck 10:4i5 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting

Tuesday

Intercessory Prayer & Bikle Class

Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

s

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

mn.,... — - ,

Church School..................... . 9;qo Ad
New Member Class. . . ■ •■9:00 A.M.
n
Morning Worship . .... . . . .10:30 A.M.
J

^^^^^^U^NEW^continues
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Tenth Street Church of
God
Enjoy finding new
cheese!
The
first
Wednesday had a great turn
out and the people are
eager to come to session
two.
Who
Moved
My
Cheese?........ adapting to
change! It is free of charge.
Pesented by Min. Maxine
Woodside
of
34th
St.Church
of
Tampa.The las
Wednesday nights in May
beginning May 15 th
Youth
Weekend
Explosion This Week
end....... Don't Miss IT.

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
exciting conferences &
dynamic speaker Jeffrey
Johnson
of
Warner
Southern College, Lake
Wales FL
Did somebody say
SKATINGGG???? Yes!
That too.
VBSVBS Very Bless
ed Services for Vacation
Bible School 2002!!!!
Coming Soon to Tenth
Street Church of God, 207
Tenth Street North for 5
days beginning Monday
June 10th - Friday June
14th. Pre-registration great

New Philadelphia
Community Church
Whitsuntide is focus at
New Philadelphia in its
observance of the liturgi
cal year. The ascension
and beginning of Christ’s
heavenly ministry on
church’s behalf is praise
and worship focus for
church family in the com
ing Sundays.
Church activities in
celebration of the liturgi
cal season will be baptism
and child dedication serv
ice. Candidates for bap
tism will assemble at
North Shore Beach at 7:45
a.m. Baptismal rites will
commence at 8:00.
Child dedication serv
ices will take place during
mid-morning
worship.
Aryonna Renee Conyers

will be dedicated to God.
She is daughter of Edward
Conyers and granddaugh
ter of Brenda ConyersNelson, and James Nelson.
Proclamation on Sun
day will be done by
Minister Vikki GaskinButler, M.Div., Ph.D. She.
recently completed a
three-year course of study
at Candler Theological
Seminary
of
Emory
University in Atlanta,
Georgia. Both Malcolm
and Vikki reside in Athens,
Georgia where he is a
member of the faculty at
University of Georgia. A
covered dish meal in
honor of students graduat
ing from college will fol
low mid-morning service.

ly appreciated!
Weekly Services:
Prayer Service, Mon
day night 7-8 p.m.
Bible Study, Wednes
day night, 7:15-8:15 p.m.
Monthly Events:
Singles Ministry every
2nd Friday.
Married
Couples
Ministry, 3rd Friday.
Seniors Ministry 4th
Saturday.
Please call the church
for further information and
monthly meeting locations.
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St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church
St. Mark invites the
community to join us on
this upcoming Youth
Sunday beginning at 9:30
a.m. with Sunday School.
Praise and Worship begins
at 10:45 a.m. The young
men of St. Mark will lead
Devotion, the Children/
Youth Choir will provide
the Song Service, and the
Youth Usher will be at their
post as the doorkeepers.
The Word of God will be
brought to us by our Pastor,

Brian K. Brown.
We also invite every
one to join us in celebrat
ing and praising God dur
ing our Annual Spring
Variety Concert on Sunday,
May 26th, at 5 p.m. under
the leadership of Franklin
Gray featuring original
compositions and rear
rangements by Bro. Gray
and special guests.
For further informa
tion, you may contact our
church office at 321-6631.

The Lord is great
and is to be highly
praised; His
greatness is beyond
understanding,"'

One out of every six cbiMbret* in America Is living
In a state of poverty.
dreams

One

too

many

American

childhoods at

risk, threatened by the daily struggle to secure enough
food; enough shelter, enough medicine just to survive.
Nearly: 1.2,000,000
uncertain

.

Psalms 145:3

broken.

And that's one too many American

balance;

precious
Sixteen

lives

hanging

percent

of

all

a
our

brutally
children

POVERTY.

— a poverty rate.that's higher than any
other age group. But who cares,to notice?

IKc Catheife CcosimSkr for

Slip

Hmm*

Bevfctepmesrt

I.880.946,42*3 * www.|Hr»«Mr1gn»s«M»ret

We Buiid & Renwhe Churches
Recont Church Protects
Progressive Church

Columbia, SC

$3 Millian

8 NewChurch
I Fellowship Hall
( Gymnasium

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

ft. Petersburg. FL

COMPLETED

$1.1 Millian
COMPLETED .

• Budget Planning
• Canceptual Design
• Owner Paw Backs

Right Product! RightPrice! RightNow!

Multi-Purpose/
Fellowship Hall
■

Progressive Church

Hopkins, SC

$625K
COMPL ETED

I NewChurch

First Missionary Baptist
Church

$4OQK
COMPL ETED

fe. Petersburg, FL

...................... —.......... ...,

......

WfltniOTMt SneuiTiEt, Inc.
206V

1st. Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL 33V13

727*823*3869 • 727*215*2685

Renovation

Galilee Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL

CURRENT

New Fellowship Hall

New Faith Free Methodist
Church

ft. Petersburg, FL
Addition/Renovation

CURRENT

A Part Of This Community,
Building This Community”
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Macedonia
Freewill
Baptist
Church-----You are invited to fel
lowship with Macedonia
Sunday beginning with the
8 o’clock service followed
with Sunday School at
9:30 a.m. with Supt.
Geraldine
Warren
in
charge.
Dual’s Day will be
observed at 8 and 11
o’clock. The 8 o’clock
speaker will be Minister
Ayakao Watkins from
Victory Christian Center.
The 11 o’clock speaker
will be-Rev. Ira Janette
Whitson from Moore’s
Chapel.
Everyone is cordially
invited.

Prayer is a
tremendous
force. It can
heal a
broken
body...repair a
severed rela
tionship or
restore a joy
that has been
lost
III

Friendship Missionary Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist Church----------- Baptist
“Specially the day that
thou stoodest before the
Lord thou God-in Ho-reb,
when the Lord said unto
me, ‘Gather me the people
together, and I will make
them hear My words, that
they may learn to fear Me
all the days that they shall
live upon the earth, and
that they may teach their
children’.” - Deuteronomy
4:10
The
Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church
family, under the leader
ship of Pastor John A.
Evans, Sr., extends to you a
warm invitation to join us
in our Sunday Worship
Services this Sunday and to
all church-related activities
and events during the
week.
Services begin at 7:45
a.m. with the Youth
Ministry leading the devo
tion. The Angelic Choir
and Teen Choirs will ren
der songs of praise, the
Youth Ushers will serve
and Pastor Evans will
preach the unadulterated
Word of God.
Church School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with the 2nd
Assistant Superintendent
presiding.
A second service is
held at 10:45 a.m. opening
with the Minister of Music

Give God Thanks^
This Sunday For
Life, Health and
L
Strength!!
,
M.B.

PEACEFUL ZION

CHURCH

2051 - 9th Avenue South St Petersbuig. FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Chuich School.. .. 9'30arn
Morning Worship.. 11.00 a m
B.T.U ........................5.00 p.m.
EveningWorship... 6.00p.m
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class............... 7-30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Fehearsal................5.30 p.m.

Thursday Prayer & Church

and Praise Team.
Time is fast approach
ing for our Church 74th
Anniversary celebration,
and everyone is encour
aged to participate in mak
ing this a joyous, blessed
event. More pertinent in
formation will be forth
coming in the weeks ahead.
The theme: “My house
shall be called the house of
prayer” - Matthew 21:1214.
Weekly schedule:
Thursday, May 30th 7-8:45 p.m., Prayer/Praise
Services and Bible Study,
Bible Study theme: “Good
news for all” - Luke,
Chapter 7; also, 7:45 p.m.,
Youth Enrichment Hour.
Friday, May 30th - 7
p.m., Church Conference.
Wednesday, June 5th 12 noon, Noonday Bible
Study;
also
each
Wednesday from 12 noon2 p.m., Bread of Life
Ministry serving lunch to
all needy in the communi
tyPlans and preparation
are, being finalized for the
church fellowship with
Beulah Baptist Church in
Decatur, GA, September
27th-29th. For further in
formation, you may call the
church office at (727) 9068300.

When You
Wake Each
Morning,

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 -18th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, May 26th. Thef
Gospel Chorus will render
Song Service, and the Ad
ult Male Usher Board will
serve in the 7 a.m. Early
Morning Worship Service.
. Sunday School begins
at
9:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent
Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-Moming Worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. The
Youth Choir and the Gos
pel Chorus will render
Song Service, and the
Youth Usher Board will
serve. The youth will also
he in charge of the
Devotion Service.
The "Bible Drill Team
will rehearse on Friday,
May 24th, at 6:30 p.m.
with
Deacon
Jim
Anderson, Commander.
The Youth Choir will
rehearse on Saturday, May
25th, from 1:30-3:15 p.m.

Tempie
Etheridge
is
Supervisor. Also, the Youth
Usher Board will meet at 3
p.m. with their Supervisor,
Henry Watkins. Parents please bring and encourage
your child/children to at
tend both of these meet
ings.
We will worship at the
Union Missionary Baptist
Church Thursday, May
23rd, at 7:30 p.m. in cele
bration of the church’s an
niversary. The Angelic
Choir and Usher Board #2
will serve. . (
Also, we will worship
at
the
Macedonia
Missionary Baptist Church
of Rubonia Sunday, May
26th, in celebration of their
church’s anniversary. The
Gospel Chorus and Usher
Board #1 will serve.
Pleasant Grove will be
hosting Mission Awareness
Weekend Friday, May
24th, at 7:30 p.m. qnd
Saturday, May 25th, at
7:30
a.m.
Theme:

“Therefore if any man
be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things are
passed away; behold, all
things become new.” - II
Corinthians 5:17
Supt. Elder Clarence
Welch and the Prayer Tow
er COGIC church family
welcomes you with open
arms to worship with us at
any time. We encourage
your continual patronage,
love, fellowship and sup
port of our church. Re
member that Prayer Tower
is the Tower of Power, so
you will be uniquely
blessed!
All young people inter
ested in participating in the
Prayer Tower summer
camp this year, applica
tions are now available at
the church. Hurry! Space is
limited.
Our pastor’s 38th
Pastoral Awards Banquet
will be held on July 6th at

the Regency Resort located
at 3600 - 34th Street South.
For tickets and informa
tion, please contact Pam
Pryor or Darleane Welch.
Don’t forget - the
Bartow District of the
COGIC is hosting our Holy
Convocation meeting in Ft.
Myers from May 20th25th.
Looking for a summer
job? Between the ages of
14-23? Work Net Pinellas
has dropped off applica
tions here at Prayer Tower.
Please contact Lamour
Welch or Janika Hubbard
at the church for applica
tions.
Remember to pray for
our sick and shut-in mem
bers. Pray and study the
Word of God constantly.
Little prayer, little power.
Some prayer, some power.
Much prayer, much power.
No prayer, no power.
Have a blessed week!

Earth Mission Miracle
Temple
Of Deliverance
i- « rv-iv Z-lt,
TT7J-—_
‘ The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference”'
Sunday Morning Worship
Church School & Prayer

10 a.m.
9 a.m.

Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays
Cultural Arts Programs After School
Mon., Wed., Friday - frOGpm - 8:<X>pm;
Free Registration

For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director/
at; (727) 821-9472

6 p.m.

26 i 1 5th. S. • St. Petersburg, FL 33? 11
Church Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591

Rev. Constance »• Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for all services • Your presence are welcomed

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Forget Not
the Lord and

, h

Blessings!

St. John Missionary (Baptist Church

Dear father, fa to fen So Much; Give One filing More ■

His Many

School Study............7:30 p.m.

1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Shoir Rehearsal ..11'00 a.m.

Minister Carlos Senior

“Witnessing for Christ in a
Corrupted Society.” - I
Corinthians
15:58.
Minister Carlos Senior will
be the expounding speaker
for this service. This is
sponsored by the Mission
Ministries of South Florida
Progressive
Baptist
Association. We would like
all Mission Ministries of
the church to be a part of
these services, so please
plan to attend.
The 25th Annual Se
nior Showcase will be held
at
Faith
Memorial
Missionary Baptist Church
on Sunday, May 26th, at 4
p.m. All graduates please
give your name to
Jeannette Lewis, Jura
Philpot or Ruth JohnsonWms. This is being spon
sored by the Baptist
Ministers
Fellowship
Conference, Rev. Willie D.
Miller, President.
Pleasant Grove cruises
to Alaska June 11th-19th.
Please see or contact Kay
Curry- at (727) 864-2937
after 7 p.m. for details.
Our condolences go
out to the Lamar, Watkins,
Haynes, Ford and McCray
families in their bereave
ment.
May God bless and
keep you until next week.
Thought for the week:
“Who shall separate us
from the love of Christ? We
are more than conquerors
through Him who loved
us.” - Romans 8:35-37

Prayer Tower

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Grateful Heart. Amen

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday Service ..........................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................................................5:00 p.m.
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m. '
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is att.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727)327-8560

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM..................................................
......... Prayer Time
9:30 AM.......................................... ........................ Sunday School
11:00 AM............................................. .............................Worship
12:30 PM....................................... ........... .After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Ybu

are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

930 - 18th Street South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worshi.......... .................................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday School.........................................................................
9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..................................................................... 11:OO a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed..................................................7:00p.m.
Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship..................................................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................ ,........................4:30 p.m.
Communion......... ............... .............. ......7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p:tn.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
-Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
3270997.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To Qod (Be The Qhory’

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
_____
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
■ Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
■ Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling
• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm- Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
■ Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
■ Saturday- Young Men’s Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays..... ........... ....................................... ................ 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Joseph Gordon
Sunday Morning Bible Class ....................9:00. a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday................... 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship . ....................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. . .7:00 p.m.

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
(727) 327-0554

"Church of The Open Door"

Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m. ,
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Studv/
-£raise & ^ayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Studv
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
DaV Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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Travelers’ Rest Missionary Bethel Metropolitan Moore’s Chapel AME
Baptist-----------“What a fellowship, Directress and Michael
Baptist Church-------Children, obey your and will serve as doorkeep
Saturday, May 25th parents in the Lord.” Youth ers.
12 p.m., Verlie Ford and
Sunday will be celebrated
Renee Holt reminds Bessie Moore Circle meet
on Sunday, May 26th. We parents to bring children to
ing.
welcome all visitors to the choir
rehearsal
on
Wednesday, May 29th church where Christ is the Thursday, May 23rd, at
7 p.m., Prayer and Praise;
center of attraction and the 5:30 p.m.
7-8:30 p.m., Youth Bible
Word of God is preached.
Deacon Ministry will Study; 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
Our worship experi have their regular sched
Adult Bible Study.
ence begins with 8 a.m. uled meeting on Monday,
If you are seeking a
Contemporary
Service, May 27th, at 7 p.m.
church home, we cordially
9:30
a.m.
Life
Weekly activities:
invite you to join our fel
Development
Sunday
Thursday, May 23rd - lowship.
School and 11 a.m. 11 a.m., for an in-depth
For
transportation,
Traditional Worship. Pastor study of God’s Word, Mid contact the church office at
Browne will continue his day Bible Study and nurs 822-4869 by noon on
teaching sermon series on ing home ministry visita Saturday.
when a church reaches a tion; 5:30 p.m., Children
“Blessed is the nation
plateau. Our children and and Youth Choir rehearsal; whose God is the Lord.” youth will lead praise and 7 p.m., Mass Choir re Psalm 33:12a
worship, ministry of music hearsal.
Have a safe Memorial
Day observance on May
All Nations Church of God By Faith
27th. School is closed for
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersbura FL
students.
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School..................................
9 30 a m
Morning Worship............................ jj afT/
Night Worship................................
' 7pm
Tuesday Bibie Ciass....................................8 pm
Wednesday Prayer Meeting..............................8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............................................. 8p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School........................ u a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Pastor Joaquin Marvin
and
the
Bethel
Metropolitan Church fami
ly invite you to worship
with us on Sunday during
the 8 a,m. and 11 a.m. serv
ices and Church School at
9:30 a.m. The Praise Team,
Sanctuary Choir, Male
Ministry Choir and Youth
Ushers will serve. Bethel
Metropolitan’s Class of
2002 Graduation Service
will be observed during the
11 a.m. service.
Our Midweek Bible
Study (NBC) and Prayer
Service on Wednesday at 7
p.m. are designed for the
spiritual growth of the en
tire family. Transportation
is available. Call the

New Faith Free
Methodist Church
New Faith Youth
Revival will be held on
May 29th, 30th and 31st at
7 p.m. nightly.
Come out and enjoy an
evening of spiritual uplift
ing and songs. All city
youth choirs are invited to

GOD
BLESS!’

church office, 327-0554, if
you have a need.
Get on board our Noon
Day Bible Study held each
Thursday at 12 noon. We
are starting our journey
with the book of James,
verse by verse. Come and
be blessed so that you may
be a blessing to others.
It
is
Bethel
Metropolitan’s desire to be
a friendly people who offer
a kaleidoscope of min
istries for all ages add
interest. If you are seeking
a church home, we invite
you to unite with us in giv
ing a positive Christian
witness in the spirit of wor
ship.

worship and rejoice with
US.

Rev. Willie Whiting
from Mt. Zion Progressive
Baptist will be the guest
speaker each night.

what a joy divine, leaning
on the everlasting arms those arms belong to our
Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ."
Sunday, May 19th, was
a blessed, unique and spe' cial day at Moore’s Chapel.
It was a day that the Lord
had made, and we truly re
joiced and were in it. We
had the celebration of our
New Members Fellowship
Day. We just completed our
third quarterly conference
and happy to announce the
addition of 25 new mem
bers for that quarter.
We give God all the
praises. The Holy Spirit
was among us as the little
children sang. Their voices,
raised in melodious sound,
brought joy to all persons
in attendance during our 11
a.m. service. We say to
them, “continue to use your
talents to the glory of the
Lord.” Joy Watkins is the

H]

Please Email All
Religious News to
The Weekly Challenger
by Noon on Monday.

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev., James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.
Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

God Ms Ii) Mysterious Ways!
Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

3037 - Fairfield Avenue south
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, PL

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................... 7:45a.m,
Sunday School...................................................... 9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship........................... .10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..............................
5:00p.m.
M|d-Week Worship . .
..Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service , .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Elder Clarence Welch/ Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

fa

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
GRACE

F
E
L
L

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

o
w

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

s

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

St. Joseph Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

“ft church, working togetherfor the uphudding of (fod’s kingdom’'

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Phone

Dr. Alvin
'Moore,
Pastor

Pentecostal Teipple Ckurck of God ip Ckrist

Sunday School...................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....... 11:00 a.m.

CENTER

GRACE

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School....................................... . ....................9am
Praise & Worship Services.
....................... .. JO:
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service
.................................. 6:30pm
Bible Study ................. ............................................. 7pm

Join us as we Lift up the. name ofJesus

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

ous guidance upon them as
they walk and talk on this
“Christian journey”.
Reminders:
Tutoring - Monday and
Thursday, 6 p.m., grades 112. Students are invited to
attend.
Sunday School con
vention - June 10-13, Mt.
Olive
AME
Church,
Clearwater, Rev. Jimmie
Keels, Pastor.
For transportation to
Church School, Bible Stu
dy and church services,
please call the church of
fice, 321-3545. For other
church scheduled events,
see ad in this newspaper.
Rev. James T. Blount,
Mrs. Blount, officers and
members of Moore’s Cha
pel cordially invite you to
come and worship with us.
Worship in a church
“where the Word of God is
changing lives”.

Melvin is Minister of
Music.
After our 11 a.m. serv
ice, the congregation jour
neyed to Wildwood Park
Community for a fellow
ship dinner. It was a joyous
time of fellowship and eat
ing with Christians on such
a happy and pleasant occa
sion. At 3:30 p.m. some of
the members went to
Pinellas Park Wesleyan
Church to attend the 75th
Commencement Service of
St. Petersburg Theological
Seminary. Our Pastor, Rev.
James T. Blount, was a par
ticipant on the graduation
program. We are proud to
announce the graduation of'
two of our members, name
ly Rev. Geraldine Gary and
Rev. Ira Whitson. Rev;
Gary received her Masters
of Divinity and Rev.
Whitson her Bachelor of
Arts. We congratulate them
and ask for God’s continu

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

(813)328-9412

H
I
P

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Gospel Choir 9 a.m.

Masjid Al-Muminin

Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Father Cailist Nyambo, Pastor

Islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246/823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist
Church

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
$t. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School................ m
o-annm
Rev. Donald
Prayer/Praise Service (We
F. Browne
"WE ARE'THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Pastor John A. Evans
y 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
y School 9:30 AM
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread pf Life
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

I

19 Hl - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Website: www.breaklhrouglicc.com • E-mail: pdstor<®breakthroughcc.com
"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

■

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
Sunday Service 8:30 AM
"Power Breaktnrough Service" 11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
’YOUTH IN ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY

Missionary Baptist
) - 31st Street South
’etersburg, FL 33712
727) 906-8300

K

—

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

52LLon.

Friendship

«

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
Murphy, Sr.

■ M

Place of Healing and Restoration11

I
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ENTERTAINMENT
Karl Kani Shocking Urban
Horror Film Comes
To Get
To Life June 25, 2002
2002
Encino,
CA—York
York recently received
Urban
Urban, a division of York two
Video
Premiere
Fashion
Entertainment, will release Awards for Keepin’ It Real
the urban horror film, Ax (Best Actress:
Portia
Pioneer
‘Em, on June 25, 2002, the Realer) and The Riff (Best
leading independent pro- Cinematography: Garett
Award
♦ The Urban Fashion
Community finally gets the
recognition deserved!
NEW YORK CITY™
The
Urban
Fashion
Awards Show takes great
pleasure in announcing
that Mr. Karl Kani, Urban
Fashion innovator will
receive the prestigious
Pioneer Award at the
Urban Fashion Awards
Show at Avery Fisher Hall
on June 13, 2002 at 8 P.M.
The definition of pio
neer is leading the way
and since 1980, Karl Kani
has been leading the way
designing and selling Karl
Kani Jeans and other
clothing through Seasons
Sportswear, Threads 4
Life and his own company
founded in 1994, Karl
Kani Infinity. Karl Kani
never studied design or
tailoring, but he had a flair
for the unusual, stylish
concepts. His stylistic
innovations helped urban
fashion reach a wider con
sumer base. Now Karl
Kani is again expanding
his consumer base by
designing clothes for the
Wall Street type.
The Urban Fashion
Awards Show mission is
to recognize the leaders in
the
Urban
Fashion
Industry and bestow upon
them the respect and acco
lades that they so richly
deserve; By presenting
this Pioneer Award to Mr.
Karl Kani tile Urban
Fashion Awards Show is
fulfilling its mission.
The Urban Fashion
Awards Show will present
this award to Karl Kani at
an epic gala event that will
have a star packed enter
tainment show along with
a host of dignitaries who
recognize Karl Kani’s pio
neer spirit.
So join us for a
momentous evening in
honoring Karl Kani with
the 2002 Urban Fashion
Pioneer Award along with
26 other categories in
Urban Fashion.

ducer/distributor
has
announced.
York Urban’s horror
film, Ax ‘Em, stars Joe
Clair (Hi Frequency, Train
Ride), Sandra Puller,
Racquel Price, Tracy
Wiggs and Maria Cooper,
and is written, directed,
and produced by Michael
Mfume.
With a few hysterical
happenings along the way,
Ax ‘Em is a heart pound
ing suspense thriller that
will keep you screaming
for more! Planned to be an
exciting weekend get
away, Michael and his
friends retreat to his grand
father’s cabin hideaway.
Unbeknownst to them,
Harry, a childhood friend
returns to average the
deaths of his entire family.
One by one they all fall
victim to Harry’s revenge.
Stranded in the woods,
Michael and the gang must
pull together to end
Harry’s bloody reign of
terror... before he puts an
end to them. That’s when
the real terror begins!
Established in 1990,
York Entertainment is a
full service independent
motion picture studio that
finances, produces and dis
tributes feature films.
Headquartered in Los
Angeles, the company
holds three satellite offices
around the United States.
The 12-year-old mini
major produces and/or dis
tributes more than 50 fea
ture films annually to the
U.S. home entertainment
marketplace. York acquires
films for distribution and
maintains a substantial and
expanding library of over
370 titles.

Griffen)
and
York
President and C.E.O.,
Tanya York, was named
one of Hollywood’s most
influential women in The
Hollywood
Reporter’s
Power 100 list. York
Entertainment has its own
foreign sales organization,
a home entertainment divi
sion, domestic and interna
tional Spanish-language
labels, a television sales
unit, and an Internet sales
site at www.yorkentertainment.com.
Upcoming
YORK
URBAN films, by release
date, are:
June
12,
2002
"Parental Guidance," stars
Maia Campbell and Casey
Lee.
Parental Guidance is a
hilarious comedy that takes
a look into the Eves of a
south central family.
June 12,2002
"The
Job" (a.k.a. "4Xample"),
stars David Tucker, Jr.,
Ebony Arrington, and Ced
Delaney. With his wife
climbing the corporate lad
der, Jeffery is convinced to
substitute his wife's lack of
intimacy
for
another
woman. This love triangle
takes you on an emotional
roller coaster with an
exhilarating and unexpect
ed ending.
July
16,
2002
"Better Dayz," stars Erik
Williams, Shantel Cargle,
and Rich Odell. When the
patriarch of the Mulberry
family dies, it starts to
crumble.
The children
become involved with
drugs, gangs, and crime.
All the mother can do is to
raise her last and youngest
child, hoping they will stay
alive.

"Trading Places" Airs In 20-Year
Tribute to Eddie Murphy’s Success
New
York—The
Heritage Networks (for
merly The African Heritage
Network) "Monthly Movie
Classics," hosted by leg
endary films stars Ossie
Davis and Ruby Dee, airs
Trading Places as a tribute
to Eddie Murphy, who has
had twenty successful
years in the movie busi
ness. After making his fea
ture film debut in 48 Hours,
a year later Murphy
appeared along-side Dan
Aykroyd in this hilarious
comedy.
The two’s
comedic chemistry height
ens the film as they go
from rags to riches in
Trading Places (1983),
which airs on June 23,
2002 at 2 p.m. on More TV
Channel 32 (Channel 12 In
Pinellas and Hillsborough.
"At a young age of
twenty-one, coming out the
gate with his second fea
ture film appearance, Eddie
Murphy was very funny
and impressive," said Ossie
Davis. "I agree Ossie.
Even though he was so
young, Eddie was headed
for the big road to star
dom," added Ruby Dee.
Two rich, greedy and
competitive commodity
brokers, Mortimer (Don
Ameche) and Randolph
Duke (Ralph Bellamy)
enjoy a little bet of Trading
Places.
In this drastic
exchange,
Randolph
believes they can take a
common criminal, Billy
Ray Valentine (Eddie
Murphy), and make him
into a successful business
man while simultaneously
turning Louis Winthorpe
III (Dan Aykroyd), finan
cial guru at their company,
into a hustling beggar. In
the mix-up, Billy Ray is
given a car, the job and
home of Winthorpe III—
who, in turn, is set up for
crimes he never commit
ted—to see if he resorts to
a life of crime.
At the peak of the
movie, Billy Ray overhears
the Duke brothers plotting,
and realizes both he and

Louis were set up. With
the help of Ophelia (Jamie
Lee Curtis) and Coleman
(Denholm Elliott), Ray and
Louis vow to get even with
the brothers by hitting them
where it hurts the most:
their pockets.
Other THN shows that
are currently in production
include: the highly success
ful, urban hip-hop news
magazine
show,
The
Source: All Access, hosted

by LisaRaye and actor and
rap-extraordinaire, Treach
(Naughty By Nature) as
well as two new fall 2002
offerings: Livin’ Large, the
Carsey-Wemer distributed
one-hour weekly featuring
the lifestyles of today’s
young, hip, rich and
famous, plus N’Gear, a
half-hour weekly focusing
on the dynamic multi-bil
lion dollar world of fashion
and style, hosted by super-

model, Tyson Beckford.
The
Heritage
Networks’ hosts Ossie
Davis and Ruby Dee, are
one of the entertainment
industry’s most well known
and gifted couples. Their
film, television and stage
careers extend over 50
years.
The Heritage
Networks is the largest
African-American owned
and operated marketing,
sales, production and dis

tribution company in
broadcast
television.
Today, with over 25 movie
broadcasts per year, two
syndicated
properties,
(Moesha and The Source:
All Access) and several
new programs in develop
ment,
The
Heritage
Networks has become a
respected leader in the eth
nic television syndication
industry.
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SPORTS NEWS
Alumni

2002 U.S. Transplant Games
LAKE BUENA VIS- ,
TA - More than 2,000
individuals of all ages who
have received a life-saving
organ transplant (heart,
lung, kidney, liver, etc.)
will compete June 25th29th in the 2002 U.S.
Transplant Games at Dis
ney’s Wide World of
Sports complex and other
area venues.
Transplant
athletes
from all 50 states and five
countries will compete in
37 Olympic-style events.
Medals will be awarded in

13 different sports, includ
ing swimming, cycling,
basketball, track and field,
golf, bowling and tennis.
Celebrities and other
special guests will partici
pate in this year’s Games
including Olympic bronze
medalist and liver trans
plant recipient Chris Klug
and former NBA stars Sean
Elliott and Oscar Robert
son who will host a work
shop. Actor Ken Howard
who played the basketball
coach/teacher in the popu
lar 1970s television show

continued from Front-

“The White Shadow” is
also expected to participate
in the Games.
In addition to the ath
letic competition, the
Transplant Games feature
four days of special work
shops for donor families
and a National Kidney
Foundation 5K Road Race
at Epcot.
For registration infor
mation on the NKF 5K
Road Race or for details on
the 2002 U.S. Transplant
Games, visit www.disneyworldsports.com.

Photos by Bill Thomas

L to R: Eileen Boozy, Jeff Lacy
and Joanne Newton
L to R: Shaun, Carolyn (mother), Sam (father)
and Cedric King

Derrick Bell, former
Pro Baseball Player,
takes a shot.

Transplant torch Bearer - Former NBA basketball player Sean Elliott of the San
Antonio Spurs lights the cauldron during the opening ceremonies of the National
Kidney Foundation’s 2002 U.S. Transplant Games at Disney’s Wide World of
Sports Complex. In 2002, Elliott and more than 2,000 transplant recipients (kid
ney, heart, lung, liver, etc.) will return to Walt Disney World Resort in Lake
Buena Vista to participate in this Olympic-style event that features athletic com
petition in 13 sports.
Copyright 2002 THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

Young Golfers Learn Skills
LAKE BUENA VISTA
- The, Tiger Woods
Foundation brings the
Coca-Cola/Tiger Woods
Foundation Junior Golf
Clinic to Walt Disney
World Resort June 17th19th.
Inner-city junior golf
programs representing five
U.S. cities - Buffalo, NY,
Fort Worth, TX, Newark,
NJ, , Orlando and Philadel
phia, PA - were selected to

participate in this unique
three-day event. Each city
will bring 15 golfers to cen
tral Florida to experience
the clinic and visit the Walt
Disney World theme parks.
The three-day junior
clinic at Disney’s Magnolia
course driving range will
include instruction from
PGA Tour teaching profes
sionals, while the ex
hibition will feature trivia
and entertainment, fol

lowed by a question-andanswer session and a golf
demonstration by Tiger
Woods himself at Disney’s
Palm course driving range
on June 18th.
The demonstration will
be open to the entire group
of junior golfers, along
with more than 1,000 chil
dren from central Florida
community organizations.

n To Read
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God

behind quite a legacy, and
being remembered as a
father figure to many. The
game allowed a chance for
a positive community event, helping to serve as a
Kevin Dorsey is awarded MVP of the game from
fundraiser for the Freddie
Dyles Scholarship, awared
Boe Norwood.
to an outstanding studenta positive community eteam was leading 44-34.
athlete with at least a 2.20
"I thought we’d be vent. Gywn remarked, "I’m
GPA.
down some," remarked surprised by how down-toPart of the hope is that
Chris Davis, 18, of the earth the big players are."
the proceeds from the
Although down at the
Gladiators during a break.
game, in addition to fund
"We’re playing a lot better half, King couldn’t have
ing the scholarship, will
than they are, though," the been happier tobe there. In
help go towards renaming
Wake Forest hopeful ad his second year as a player
the Gibbs’ gymnasium in
at the memorial game, he
ded.
honor of Dyles. He was,
Spectators such as was proud that he could
according to many people,
Alphonso Gwyn and Gary help recruit his teammates
a remarkable man. Rob
Thompson were thrilled by to get on board. "1 hope to
Williams, who joined the
the performance. Both had continue playing in the
alumni team, played under
brought their families game in the years to come,"
Dyles between 1972-73.
along with them, pleased at he said.
Williams, at one point
During halftime, the
the prospect of aiding such
signed with the Atlanta
Hawks, recalled, "Coach
Dyles always pushed for
you to reach your personal
best, to pursue your goals."
The crowds numbered
around 350 as the game
was set for a showdown
between senior Gibbs
Gladiators vs. King’s
(BUCS quarterback Shaun
King) All Stars. While
Gibbs had a strong lineup
of players like Kevin
Dorsey, Kory Krumbley,
and Jason White, they were
facing a talented team Of
popular alumni with Shaun
King, his brother, Cedric, a
football player at USF, the
recently retired Pittsburgh
Pirates outfielder, Derek
Bell, and professional
boxer Ronald "Winky"
Wright. Even boxer Jeff
Lacy, a ‘1996 Gibbs gradu
ate, strolled in for an ap
pearance, delighting fans.
Going against the star
talent of the Gladiators, it
almost looked to be a
blowout in the beginning,
as players such as Marcus
Morrison, Kevin Dorsey,
and Antez Smart dominat
ed against Ring’s team. By
the end of the first half, the
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Bless

opportunity was taken to lems during the second half
award the game’s scholar of the game, they couldn’t
ship. This year’s recipient pull off a victory. At one
was Andrew Wright, whose time down by as much as
talent and popularity were ten, at the end they were
running high. Only the able to close to within 4,
week before, he had won with a final score of 90-86.
the honor of Gibbs’ Prom All in all, it was a wonder
King. Able to maintain a ful time for players and
3.8 GPA as well as serve as spectators. At one point
a member of the National during the evening there
Honor Society, Wright will was much laughter and
receive at least $1000 to shouts from the crowd of
cheating, as King forgot
attend FSU in the fall.
Although King’s All- what sport he was playing,
Stars were able to over and tackled a Gibbs’ player
come their defensive prob- for the ball.
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NATIONAL NEWS
U.S. Lawmakers Grapple With
Nuclear Waste Storage----------by Danielle Knight
WASHINGTON - For
more than 20 years, tens of
thousands of metric tons of
high-level
radioactive
waste from Commercial
nuclear energy plants and
government weapons facil
ities in the United States
have been searching for a
permanent home.
In Washington recent
ly, lawmakers have argued
over whether the waste
stored now in temporary
concrete-encased pools at
more than 130 nuclear
plants and military sites
should be sent to Yucca
Mountain, a remote and
sparsely populated location
in the south-western state
of Nevada.
Similar
quandaries
confront decision-makers
in Russia, South Africa,
South Korea and other
countries that have pro
posed the construction of
new nuclear power facili
ties.
The nuclear power in
dustry has long supported
burying the waste at Yucca
Mountain, located 130 km
northwest of the gambling
city of Las Vegas, In Feb
ruary, Energy Secretary
Spencer Abraham recom
mended that 70,000 metric
tons of the waste be buried
at the proposed site, despite
fervent opposition from the
state. He argued that stor
ing the waste at one site,
rather than throughout the
nation, would be safer and
more secure.
Proponents of the plan
- including the nuclear
industry and the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce say the waste would be
safely buried, using a com
bination of natural barriers
and hardened steel storage
casks, for at least 10,000
years without it leaching
into underground water or
escaping into the environ
ment.
The site is scientifical
ly sound and suitable, said
Abraham, whose aim is to
open the site in 2010, if it is
approved.
Lawmakers in Nevada,
however, warn that the 58billion-dollar project would
risk the health and safety of
people in the state and po
tentially drive away tour
ists and lower property val-

ues.
Critics point to how the
Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission recently identified
293 unresolved technical
issues, ranging from the
extent of fracturing of rock
over time to the speed with
which water can seep
through rock and corrode
the storage canisters. The
Commission must issue a
license before the reposito
ry can be built.
If waste from a storage
tank leaks, radiation could
be carried by an under
ground aquifer beneath the
mountain to nearby com
munities, argue critics.
Environmentalists
also
worry that if an earthquake
occurs in the area, storage
canisters could break or get
damaged.
The groundwater could
also rise, submersing the
stored waste, say critics.
More than 600 seismic
events of a magnitude
greater than 2.5 have
occurred since 1976 within
an 80-mile radius of the
site.
Last week, Nevada
Governor Kenny Guinn, a
Republican, filed a veto
against Abraham's deci
sion. Congress had granted
Nevada in 1982 an unusual
power to challenge any
presidential decision about
Yucca. Lawmakers must
now approve or reject
Guinn's veto. The House is
expected to back the ad
ministration, while the
Senate vote remains uncer
tain.
"I am outraged, as are
the citizens of Nevada, that
this decision would go for
ward with so many unan
swered questions," said
Guinn.
Opponents of the Yuc
ca dump also argue the pro
posal threatens the environ
ment and safety of the en- •
tire nation because it will
involve massive shipments
of radioactive waste.
Dubbed "Mobile Cher
nobyl" by environmental
activists, the plan to move
the waste to Yucca would
involve about 100,000
shipments by truck, train
and barge that would pass
through about 44 states and within one mile of
more than 50 million peo
ple - over the next 30 years.

Opponents to the Yucca
site, instead, advocate stor
ing radioactive waste as
close as safely possible to
the reactors whence it
came.
"It's not just a Nevada
problem, it's a problem our
whole country faces," Sen
ator Harry Reid, a Demo
crat from Nevada said at a
protest rally here Tuesday.
He urged fellow Senators
to reject the proposed nu
clear dump.
The Department of En
ergy, in an assessment of
the Yucca proposal, proj
ects there could be 210 to
354 crashes involving
nuclear waste as it travels
across country to the
Nevada site.
"An accident involving
a truck transporting mas
sive levels of radiation, and
a school bus carrying forty
kids is a very real possibil
ity," said Carl Pope, execu
tive director of the Sierra
Club, a national environ
mental organization. Tele
vision
advertisements
against the dump targeted
at Republican Senators are
expected to start airing
soon in Northeast states, he
said.
Joan Claybrook, presi
dent of Public Citizen, a
national advocacy group
founded by consumer
advocate turned politician
Ralph Nader, said terrorists
could also target the ship
ments.
Nuclear, jyas.t?fottaosportation casks have not
been properly tested to
ensure they won't release
radiation in a crash," she
said.
Activists
say
the
administration's
energy
policy - which calls for
more nuclear power plants
- will only exacerbate the
problem by creating more
radioactive waste in need
of safe storage.
"We need an energy
policy that doesn't lead to a
legacy of waste," said
Chris Williams, executive
director of Citizen Action
Coalition, an advocacy
group in the state of In
diana, which recently suc
cessfully thwarted plans to
construct two nuclear
power plants.
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Denny's Names New National Black McDonald’s
Chief Marketing
Operators Elect Larry
Officer----- ------------ — Tripplett As Chair,

Margaret L. Jenkins
SPARTANBURG, SC
- Denny's Restaurants has
announced the appoint
ment of Margaret L. Jen
kins to senior vice presi
dent and chief marketing
officer with responsibility
for all local and national
marketing activity and
product development for
the nation's largest fullservice family restaurant
chain.
Jenkins is the first
African-American woman
to hold such a position at
Denny’s.
"Margaret is an influ
ential brand champion with
a proven track record of
achieving results over her
20 years in the restaurant
industry," said Nelson J.
Marchioli, chief executive
officer and president of
Denny's. "She maintains a
strong focus on the cus
tomer and is well poised to
address the challenges we
face and take the Denny's
brand to new levels."
Jenkins was most re
cently vice president of
marketing for Irvine, Cali
fornia-based El Polio Loco
restaurants, a position she
has held since September
1998. Before joining El
Polio Loco, Jenkins was
president of her own mar
keting consulting firm. El
Polio Loco was a client of
her firm.
Prior to that, she spent
five years with Taco Bell,
Inc. in various marketing
management positions, in
cluding director of strate
gic marketing. From 1979 •
to 1989, she held key mar
keting positions within the
Denny's
organization,
which owned the El Polio
Loco chain from 1984 to
1999.
A native of Los An
geles, Jenkins holds a

bachelor's degree in com
munications from the Uni
versity of Colorado in
Boulder. She will be based
at the company's headquar
ters in Spartanburg, SC,
Jenkins replaces Roy
Getz, Who left the company
to pursue other interests.
Denny's is the nation's
largest full-service family
restaurant chain, with more
than 1,700 restaurants in
the United States, Canada,
Costa Rica, Guam, Mexi
co, New Zealand and
Puerto Rico. Denny's is a
subsidiary of Advantica
Restaurant Group, Inc., one
of the largest restaurant
companies in the United
States.

OAK BROOK, IL The National Black Mc
Donald’s Operators Asso
ciation (NBMOA), one of
the largest and most influ
ential African American
business organizations in
the country, recently elect
ed Larry Tripplett, a 14year McDonald’s industry
veteran, as Chairman and
CEO. He replaces Craig
Welbum, who recently
completed a successful
three-year term.
Founded in 1971 by
Herman Petty, the first
black McDonald’s fran
chisee and twelve other
black franchise owners, the
NBMOA has celebrated
more than thirty years of
economic and community
leadership. The organiza
tion comprised of more
than 330 franchisees in
cludes more successful
African American business
owners than any associa
tion of its kind. Collective
ly, NBMOA members own
nearly 1,300 McDonald’s
restaurants throughout the
U.S. with combined sales
exceeding $2 billion.
"Our vision continues
to be one of empowerment,
ensuring that our members
thrive in an increasingly
competitive environment,"
said Tripplett. "In addition,
the NBMOA will remain
committed to providing
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business and employment
opportunities for the Afri
can American community."
Committed to the spirit of
advocacy and the value of
nurturing partnerships, the
NBMOA has opened nu
merous doors for African
American vendors to work
directly with McDonald’s
Corporation including mi
nority clothing manufactur
ers, crouton makers, bak
ers, advertising agencies,
distribution centers and
others.
The NBMOA leader
ship is comprised of an Ex
ecutive Committee and a
Board of Directors. The
representatives are elected
from the NBMOA geo
graphical regions that cor
relate with McDonald’s 21
Regions and 3 Divisions.
Tripplett, the past vice
chairman and president of
the Western Division for.
the NBMOA, was bom in
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Larry Tripplett

Arkansas and raised in
South Central, Los An
geles. He received his
Bachelors and Masters de
grees from California State
University, Long Beach.
Upon completing his edu
cation, he went on to begin
a successful teaching ca
reer in 1972, ultimately
becoming Assistant Princi
pal of South Pasadena High
School and later Principal
of Lynwood High School
in 1985.
In 1986, Tripplett en
tered McDonald’s Fran
chise Training Program and
opened a new McDonald’s
restaurant in East Palo
Alto, California, in 1988.
He has since opened two
additional restaurants and
purchased four existing
McDonald’s. Currently re
siding in San Mateo,
California, his restaurants
are owned through his
company, Tripplett Man
agement Corporation.
McDonald’s is the
leading global food-service
retailer, with more than
29,000 restaurants serving
46 million customers each
day in 121 countries. Ap
proximately 85 percent of
McDonald’s U.S. restau
rants are owned and operat
ed by independent fran
chisees.

321-6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
African Solidarity Groups Call For Change In U.S. Policy, Urge
More U .S. Funding and Debt Cancellation----------- —-------------------WASHINGTON - On
the eve of U.S. Treasury
Secretary Paul O’Neill’s
trip to Africa this week,
more than 100 civil society
organizations from across
the U.S. and Africa have
signed a letter urging a new
U.S. policy approach to
Africa’s development chal
lenges. The letter calls for:
(1) the cancellation of all of
Africa’s illegitimate for
eign debt; and (2) increased
U.S. funding for poverty
reduction, particularly to
fight the HIV/AIDS pan
demic.
Initiated by two lead
ing Africa advocacy organ
izations in the U.S., Africa
Action, and TransAfrica
Forum, the letter is signed
by 110 organizations from
the U.S. and a dozen Afri
can countries, as well as
other international groups.
They emphasize that the
debt burden is, "the most
obvious impediment to re
ducing poverty in Africa."
These groups also state
that, "increased investment
in addressing the spread
and impact of the HIV/
AIDS crisis in Africa will
prove highly effective in
promoting
sustainable
growth."
The letter critiques the
Millennium Challenge Ac
count, announced by Presi
dent Bush in March as a
new vehicle for delivering
U.S. aid to poor countries.
It describes this approach

The letter states: "For
development to be success
ful, it will require a para
digm shift away from dic
tating policy to poor coun
tries, toward supporting the
poverty reduction initia
tives defined by these
countries."
Bill Fletcher, Jr., Presi
dent of TransAfrica Forum,
said: "Debt cancellation
should be the very first pri
ority of any U.S. initiative
toward Africa aimed at
reducing poverty."
The full text of the let
ter to Secretary O’Neill fol
lows:
"As you prepare to
travel to Africa for the first
time next week, we write to
urge a new U.S. policy
approach to Africa’s devel
opment challenges. We be
lieve that U.S. efforts to
support Africa’s develop
ment should focus on the
priority concerns of African
countries. The Bush Ad
ministration should begin
by removing the most obvi
ous impediment to reduc
ing poverty in Africa: the
burden of illegitimate for
eign debt. The U.S. should
also support African initia
tives with increased public
investment in social devel
opment.
"The Millennium Chal
lenge Account, proposed
by President Bush as a new
vehicle for delivering U.S.
bilateral aid to poor coun
tries, is inappropriately de-

as?

de

signed for promoting de

signed for promoting de
velopment in Africa." Salih
Booker, Executive Director
of Africa Action, said, "the
two year delay in Bush’s
plan to increase aid is unac
ceptable when the need is

velopment in Africa. An
over-emphasis on the exag
gerated benefits of free
trade and the private sector
as the engine of economic
growth is flawed. A suc
cessful development agen-

"inappropriately

human development. Grea
ter investment in people
through health and educa
tion is proven to reduce
poverty and promote eco
nomic growth. What is re
quired is a significant com
mitment of resources from
donors and creditors alike,
and a new approach to part
nership between rich and
poor countries. A true part
nership would not attempt
to place the burden for sus
taining health and educa
tion services on the shoul
ders of the poor through
cost recovery measures
such as user fees and the
privatization of public utili
ties.
"While we agree that
both rich and poor coun
tries should be held ac
countable, we strongly op
pose the principle of tying
aid to specific criteria, in
cluding economic policies
and governance conditions,
defined by Washington. It
is correct to demand that
resources be used effective
ly to achieve their intended
purposes, but the monitor
ing mechanisms should be
independent rather than
unilaterally imposed by
donors. The performance
of both recipient countries
and donor agencies should
be evaluated in open and
transparent processes, in
cluding participation by in
dependent experts and rep
resentatives of civil society.
For development to be successful, it will require a
paradigm shift away from
dictating policy to poor
countries, toward support
ing the poverty reductioninitiatives defined by these
countries.
"We certainly welcome

tic levels of development
assistance, but the increase
proposed by President
Bush is still too little, too
late. These sums are con
siderably less than what the
U.S. - in terms of its wealth
and its share of the world
economy - should provide.
Unless the world’s single
richest country increases its
investment in poverty re
duction, meeting the Mil
lennium
Development
goals will be impossible.
Moreover, the two-year
delay in instituting die pro
posed increase in aid is un
acceptable when the need
for greater resources is 1mmediate.
"Most crucially of all,
the Millennium Challenge
Initiative fails to address
Africa’s debt crisis. Uncon
ditional debt cancellation
must be central to any ef
fort to promote Africa’s
development. So long as
African countries are
forced to spend almost $15
billion per year repaying
debts to rich foreign credi
tors, their efforts to address
•urgent domestic needs will
be undermined. Increased
development
assistance
from foreign donors will
achieve little when this
trickle of additional re
sources is more than offset
by the unconscionable out
ward flow of debt repay
ments. Africa’s debt is not
only unsustainable, it is
fundamentally illegitimate.
As you well know, most
loans were given for strate
gic purposes, to prop up
repressive and corrupt
regimes in the context of
the Cold War. Now,
Africa’s people are repay
ing huge debts which were

their time and which did
not benefit them.
"The current interna
tional debt relief frame
work, the Heavily Indebted
Poor Countries (HIPC) Ini
tiative, has failed to pro
vide a solution to Africa’s
debt crisis. Even by the
World Bank’s own criteria,
this initiative is not even re
ducing debt to "sustainable
levels." Most African coun
tries still spend many times
more on debt repayments
than on health care for their
own people. The hemor
rhaging of resources from
African countries to repay
foreign debts is the single
largest impediment to the
continent’s development
and economic independ
ence. Debt cancellation
should be the very first pri
ority of any U.S. initiative
that seeks to promote Afri
ca’s growth. The U.S.
should use its powerful po
sition at the World Bank
and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) to move these
institutions in this direc
tion.
"African efforts to re
spond to the continent’s de
vastating health crisis and
related economic and social
challenges are crucial to the
continent’s future. U.S. as
sistance in support of these
efforts is an appropriate
form of public investment.
This is not charity, but
rather an obligation and a
responsibility of all rich
countries^ Moreover, ip7,
creased investment in ad
dressing the spread and
impact of the HIV/AIDS
crisis in Africa will prove
highly effective in promot
ing sustainable growth. Die
pandemic has already cost

and the social and econom
ic effects of the health cri
sis are undermining devel
opment across the conti
nent. African governments
do not command sufficient
resources to tackle this
global challenge alone. The
U.S., as the richest country
in human history, must pro
vide far greater leadership
and resources in combating
the worst plague ever faced
by humankind.
"Mr. Secretary, your
trip to Ghana, South Africa,
Uganda and Ethiopia will
afford you the opportunity
to experience conditions in
these countries first-hand.
You must meet with Afri
can civil society groups in
these countries, as well as
with government agencies,
to truly gain an understand
ing of the concerns they
share and the challenges
they face. You will, no
doubt, leam about the offi
cial African initiative called
the New Partnership for
African Development (NEPAD). It is the most ambi
tious self-driven African
development plan for a
generation. But it is still an
emerging initiative that is
not yet fully informed by
the participation of African
civil society. It cannot become the basis for a part
nership between African
governments and rich
country governments until
it has first become a part
nership between African
governments and their own
people, ^m which there is
shared ownership reflected
through the active engage
ment of African trade un
ions and civil society
organizations. NEPAD will
be at the top of the agenda

Canada next month. We
will share our concerns
with all of the Finance
Ministers of the G8 coun
tries in advance of that
meeting.
"In the meantime, we
urge you to use your influ
ence within the U.S. gov
ernment and the World
Bank and IMF to call for a
new approach to the devel
opment challenges of
Africa, based on the priori
ties outlined in this letter."
In addition to Africa
Action and TransAfrica
Forum, U.S. groups issuing
the call included:
Rev. Dr. Wyatt Tee
Walker, President, Reli
gious Action Network
(RAN); James M. McGee,
President, National Alli
ance of Postal and Federal
Employees; Njoki Njoroge
Njehu, Director, 50 Years is
Enough Network; The Rev.
Canon Benjamin MusokeLubega, The Episcopal
Church Office of the Angli
can and Global Relations;
Dr. Hilbert D. Stanley, Ex
ecutive Director, National
Black Catholic Congress;
Rev. Elenora Giddings
Ivory, Director, Washing
ton Office, Presbyterian
Church (USA); Dr. Valora
Washington, Executive Di
rector, Unitarian Universalist Service Committee;
Naina Dhingra, Student
Global AIDS Campaign;
Deborah James, Fair Trade
Director, Global Exchange;
Lebii Spericer, ESk&mV^
Director, Washington Of
fice on Africa; Asfaha
Hadera, Executive Direc
tor, African Services Com
mittee, Inc.; Dr. Marcia E.
Sutherland, Co-Chair, Save
Africa From AIDS (SAFA)

Kamau,
2nd
Vice
President, Universal Negro
Improvement Association African
Communities
League (UNIA- ACL)
Division #330.
Africa Groups issuing
the call included:
Zackie Achmat, Chair
person, Treatment Action
Campaign (South Africa);
Mary Kusambiza
Executive
Director,
Uganda Association of
Women Lawyers (FIDA
Uganda); William Ahadzie,
Coordinator, Center for
Budget Advocacy (Ghana);
Lorato Banda, Institute for
Democracy in South Afri
ca; Dr. Willy Mutunga,
Executive Director, Kenya
Human Rights Commis
sion
Dede Bedu-Addo, Re
gional Gender Coordinator,
ActionAid Regional Of
fice, Ghana
Florence Kaddu Mulumba, Secretary, Lungujja
Women’s
Association,
Uganda
L. Muthoni Wanyeki,
Excutive Director, African
Women’s Development and
Communications Network
(FEMNET); Ngunga Tepani, Information Technology
Officer, Tanzania Associa
tion of Non-Governmental
Organizations (TANGO);
Kagqiria Mbogori, Execu
tive Director, International
Commission of Jurists
(Kenya Section); Dr. OmofolabO Ajayi, Nigerian
Alliance for Democracy;
Janet Feldman, Director,
Kenya AIDS Intervention/
Prevention Project Group
(KAIPPG/Intemational);

OBITUARIES
THE JOY OF UNSELFISH GIVING

ST.PETERSBURG

Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that
you give and each day as it comes brings a chance to
each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live, we unselfishly give.

RITES

LEWIS, EUSTACE, JR.,
80, died May 5, 2002.
Survivors include his wife,
Gwendolyn Lewis; three sons,
Denzil and Humphrey Lewis,

GLAND,
SHARAY
AMANIECE “NA-NA”, 3,
died May 10, 2002. Survivors
include Her parents, Angelena

both of Jamaica, and Kenneth
Harrison, London; two daugh
ters, Panzie and Margaret,
both of Jamaica; and several
grandchildren, other relatives
and friends. McRae Funeral

Bethune and Tajuan Gland;

Home, St. Petersburg.

maternal
Jacqueline
Bernard

grandparents,
Boykins
and

Bethune;

paternal

grandparents, Tajuana Gland,
St. Petersburg, and Taqqee
Shabazz, Pensanken, NJ;
maternal great grandparents;
maternal great great grand
mother; paternal great grandparents;one aunt; and several
uncles, great uncles, cousins,
other relatives and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

EXERCISE
DAILY •
WALK
WITH THE
LORD!

GIVE GOD WHAT’S
RIGHT, NOT
WHAT’S LEFT!

Helen Steiner Rice

Every Word
of God is
pure: He is
a shield
unto them
that put
their trust
in Him.
Proverbs
30:5

An Easy Way to Pay
In Advance For Your Funeral

"Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

GOO HATH NOT PROMISED

God hath not promised skies always blue
Flower-strewn pathways all our lives through;
God hath not promised sun without rain,
Joy without sorrow, peace without pain.
But God hath promised strength for the day;
Rest for the labor, light for the way,
Grace for the trials, help from above,
Unfailing sympathy, undying love...

PRAYER HELPS

Now Open To Serve
•A

serenity
Memorial
Funeral
Home, inc.
A Full Service Parlor

Young’s
R, % Funeral
i ^ome
A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
rniinnftr/hxeriitivp Director

• Professional Staff • Casket Display
• Cremations • Urns Available
832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-564-1408

(Comer So. GreenwoodAve.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

442-2388

The average funeral costs much less today than most people
think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost
more.
If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose a
financial burden to those left behind.
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your needs
and your budget. You choose the payment plan you want and
if you relocate - your plan goes with you.
Don't delay...
Call or Write to us today
to leam more about
funeral planning.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Customer Service Work
From Home

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Section 8 Housing

“When
Need Quality
Craftsmanship"

3, 4,5 Bedrooms For Rent
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 492-8195

(813) 244-7388

7-10 Flexible hrs./wk
Earn from $420-$4000 P/T a
month
energvplus@pwi .net
or call 1 888 460 6205

r

Lose 10, 20, 40 lbs.,
Dr. Rec - 100%
Guaranteed

ATTENTION
SENIORS
Trinity House
Apts.

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

or call 1 888 460 6248

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:

1 BR Apartments
Rent based on
income for 62+
Applications
available at

MATCH

PAR provides substance abuse and mental

African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.

1600 54th Ave. S.
St. Petersburg
727 415-3886

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

health services for families who receive

www.africanaonline.com

cash assistance or are low income fami

www.toonari.com

t£i

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

E-MAIL YOUR COPY
TO THE CHALLENGER

Bonded & Insured

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

lies. Services are offered at no cost to

MEET
YOUR

individuals and are confidential. Services

Have Fun. Make Money.
Meet People. Easy.
Start Earning Today.
$10 Investment.

727-381-2866

SUPPORT THE BLACK PRESS

EKECUTIUE SALES
Major New York company has an immediate
executive sales and marketing position available.
Individual will be marketing financial products and services, with the
opportunity to focus on the African-American community in the Tampa area.

May 25th - Groundwater: Did you know that much of our drinking water conies from under

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Must have a degree or possess a successful track record with 3-5 years sales and

neath our feet? Use the Groundwater Model to find out how water flows underground, how we
drink from it, and how, deep down inside, pollution really “hurts.” 10am-12pm at The Pier
Aquarium on the 2nd floor of The Pier. Donations appreciated.

There

is good news on the southside, and Alpine is it!

June 1st - Watershed Tour Part I: In a Watershed, a little bit of pollution goes a LONG way!

NOT a nursing home.that will jump through as many

We’ll discover watersheds through the Enviroscape and help to save our own watershed in a

hoops as we do to make our residents (and families)

Coastal Cleanup of. Spa Beach! All participants get a FREE hose sprayer (one per household,

THEPIER
AQUARIUM

Questions?
Call the Pier Aquarium at

benefit package for those who qualify.

or a prompt and confidential interview, please can or forward resume to:

Ronald I). Piccinini, CLU,
Chfc, Mony Group 3030 N. Rocky Pointe Drive Suite 800
Tampa, Florida 33607, phone 813-207-7501, fax 813-287-2247, EOE

happy and safe.

We need:

Donations appreciated.

Life is a river...
Adjust your attitude and paddle

strong communication skills. Commission and bonus plan, an excellent fringe

There are newerand fancier nursing homes, but there IS

while supplies last)! 10am-12pm at Spa Beach and The Education Station.

•LPN or RN - every other weekend, full-time, 7am-

“F1HQESRUS*

3pm and on 3-lipm.

(727) 895-7437

•CNA - 7am-3pm weekends and 3-llpm weekends

See You There!

Discount Prices

Save gas money, work close to home!

FASIS
*,* UW

s*

5ales Represents^

PVC Vinyl Fence Specialist
Chain Link • Wcod • Etc.
A/d WAIT'NG

ALPINE HEALTH & REHAB CENTER
3456 21st. Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Ph: 727-327-1988 • Fx: 727-327-7794
Swimming • Snorkeling
Camping • Canoeing • Computers

Immediate Opening
For a Newspaper Advertising Sales

553-3129 or 553-3138

Executive

Wanted: 8th Graders for Next School Year

Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa no later than 1:30 p.m.
on the indicated Bid Date(s) for the
following Project(s):
PROJECT:

PW6654; Davis Is

lands Boat Ramp Improvements Rebid
BID DATE: June 25, 2002
MATE: $650,000

ESTI

DEPOSIT: $80

SCOPE: The project provides for
construction of sheet pile breakwater
with navaids, rip-rap, additional tim
ber dock, demolition and earthwork,
new pavement and pavement over
lays, striping, signage, slab-on-grade,
fish cleaning stations, plumbing,

DIRECT#

CJULL CI2JI4IIIMIHKB

Photos By
Bill Thomas

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

PREFER OUTSIDE

• Sporting Events
• Reunions

CALL (727) 822-8996 for details
or submit resume via fax to (727)
823-2568

TIME WARNER
CABLE
BRANCH CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE
pspe*. iflqwrim,
eofspteiK fepsjraibfes camsst si
cow payitwft; rwxjgjng imsrtofy; Warning
osssh;
peowong injloetaneoot assebtos d cesfcxm tnqums

Plans and Specifica

tions for this work may be examined
at the Department of Public Works,
North, Tampa, Florida 33602. Copies

Bill Thomas Photos
Call Anytime, Day Or Night!

WEEK!

NO MONEY DOWN
NO CLOSING COSTS
Special Financing provided by

■ PsStts

Deposits should be in the form of

skills;

ilfc «s*wMI
SlidApixtefcb

Buccaneer

awy ptepar®

Ikm «

4

MORTGAGE

separate checks for each • project.

1507 4th Street North
. St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

Copies Of Standard Contract Forms

StMwest&d comfeiete, plsatw apfriy tn person effe.

and Provisions (a part of the Contract

•MlrtjTiiniir'nifi•

Documents, but not reprinted in the
Specifications) are available1 for

aaotea.

$15.00 each (non-refundable). Mail
ing is available for an additional
charge of $10.00 per set.
Check
should be made payable to the City of
Tampa. Subcontracting opportunities
may exist for City certified Women/
Enterprises

794

II

116 324 348

!s
I

1
I
!

Buccaneer Mortgage, Inc.

I'

727-898-2827
Ask for Leshana McIntosh or Tony

11
I

A copy of the current

or apply online at:

JOB HOTUNE: (727) 797-1818, Ext 8040

476 108 523

i
1

fl8.~~.BL-.,,

SkPete
usam&x
238 3 ft St M.

CA$H 3

I
i
S

1

tok iixsM sssiss
. <komx$

15 days after bid opening.

32-46-48

HS dipfews &

typing

9-10-24

f L O R I g.A
lAflO

oqvMArt; fcnowWgs ef wmptxee appScaSoeJ, CSG b&g, flwsg
wW/wtWy'‘Ssii®!p®fS«sS

Deposits are refunded if docu

ments are returned in good condition

W/MBE directory may be obtained at
www.Tampagov.net.
Phone (813)
274-8721 for assistance.

PICK OF THE

e
I
1

; wjss end twiey by

may be obtained upon payment of the
refundable deposit indicated for each

(W/MBE’s).

RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

®lje jffleehlg ffllfalknger (727)896-2922 • Home (727)825-0384

306 E. Jackson Street, 4th Floor.

Business

SION ONLY PLEASE FAX

• Sorority or Fraternity Activities

Are you purchasing a home?

Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. . PreBid Conference(s) are held at the

Minority

AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS

DC-16

Bids will be opened in the 4th Floor
Conference Room, Tampa Municipal
Office Building, 306 E. Jackson

within

MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS

• Banquets
• Weddings
• School Acttvittes

1-8OO-459-7357

June 4,-2002, 2:00 p.m.
CON
TACT: Ed Rice, AIA, 813/274-5677

set.

YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM

• Church Events

SALES EXPERIENCE

2 receivers $19.99 or
1 receiver FREE
w/ free install. Local
channels now available.
We beat all advertised
prices. New subscribers
only. Call for details.

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2

*For All Of Your Photo Needs*

Unlimited Income Potential

Mini-Satellite Dish

electrical service and lighting PREBID CONFERENCE:
Tuesday,

same location.

Contact: Dinah Davis, DON

The Weekly Challenger has an

June 10-June 27 or July 1-18, 8am-4pm
Day Camp: Ages 11-15 year old
Contact J. Edward Martin:

LEGAL NOTICE

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N„ 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
www.stpete.org
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

AVON

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

NEWS DEADLINE IS 12 NOON FRIDAY

The Pier Aquarium May/June Fun Programs

are available to adults ahd children.

THE ELKS Sunshine City
Lodge #255 and Sunshine
Temple #168 are looking for
new members. If interested,
call 898-0356 or stop by 1331
- 18th Ave. S., Thurs. thru Sun.
for more information.

The HospIce

energyplus@pwi.net

Opening May
2002

i

www.buccaneermortgage.com

Rates and loan programs are subjeetto change without notice.

City of St. Petersburg

PINELLAS COUNTY
STATE HOUSING INITIATIVES PARTNERSHIP (SHIP) PROGRAM
NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY

POLICE OFFICER

Pinellas County expects to receive $4,117,115 in SHIP funds during Fiscal Year 2002-2003 and Will accept applications under
Homeownership Strategies for housing production, preservation, and other activities included in its Housing Assistance Plan between July
1,2002 and June 30,2003. Generally, applications under Rental Strategies for housing production and preservation will be accepted from
July 1,2002 through August 31, 2002. A copy of the Housing Assistance Plan is available from the contact person identified below.

Police work involving the protection of life and property through
the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of criminal
activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area on
an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde
pendence under general direction of an administrative supervisor,
with responsibilities to include problem solving activities while
working in conjunctionb with community organizations. Includes
the use and care of firearms, communications equipment, gas
masks and other necessary equipment. This work involves the
element of personal danger and requires the exercise of consider
able independent judgement including application of policy and
procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of computers to access
information and generate reports. The Police Officer may be
assigned to a specialized unit requiring specialized knowledge,
training and work in units, such as vice and narcotics, communi
ty policing, criminal investigations, etc. Must be a high school
graduate or possess a GED certificate. We require sixty (60) col
lege hours however, applicants with thirty (30) college credit
hours are eligible to apply. Must be at least 19, and meet all other
criteria of the current “Selection Standards for Police Officer
Positions” as set forth by the City of St. Petersburg.
Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,
vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen.
Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One
Fourth Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran’s preference, documentation of status must be submitted
at time of application.

$31,877 - $48,170
NO CLOSING DATE

The geographical area covered by the Pinellas County SHIP Program is all of unincorporated Pinellas County and the municipalities of
Belleair, Belleair Beach, Belleair Bluffs, Dunedin, Gulfport, Indian Shores, Indian Rocks Beach, Kenneth City, Madeira Beach, Oldsmar,
Pinellas Park, North Redington Beach, Redington Beach, Safety Harbor, St. Pete Beach, Seminole, South Pasadena, Tarpon Springs, and
Treasure Island.
For all strategies and other activities, applications will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. Project proposals will be evaluat
ed based on the following factors: (a) economic feasibility, (b) location, (c) priority needs and (d) employment of personnel from WAGES
and Workforce Development Initiatives Programs. Technical assistance will be provided as needed to guide participants through the
application process.
~
'
.The local contact person for the Pinellas County SHIP Program is:
Larry Yancey, Senior Community Development Specialist
Pinellas County Community Development Department
600 Cleveland Street, Suite 800
Clearwater, Florida 33755
E-mail: lyancey@co.pinellas.fl.us • Phone: (727) 464-8244 • Fax: (727) 464-8254
Website: www.co.pinellas.fl.us/bcc/communitv/development.htm
NOTE: SHIP funds may NOT be used to purchase, rehabilitate, or repair mobile homes.
ALL SHIP funds will be expended in a manner which will ensure that there will be no discrimination on the basis of race, creed, color,
age, sex, marital status, familial status, handicap, religion, or national origin.
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Your
ARIES (Mar. 21- April 20) Don't let yourself get rundown.
Problems with ear, nose, or throat are likely. Don't let your part
ner get away with spending too much of your money. Hide your
cards and leam to say no.
TAURUS (Apr. 21- May 21) Be sure to get involved with those
who can introduce you to unusual forms, of entertainment. Do
not expect too much from others. Female members of your fam
ily may be difficult to deal with.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Things will be emotional with
your mate. Make love, not war, and all will be fine. You need to
keep busy doing things that you both enjoy. Difficulties with
children will surface if you try to break a promise you made.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Try not to get involved in other
people's problems. Family outings should include visiting
friends or relatives. You should be getting into self-improve
ment projects.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) You will have to be sure not to bum the
candle at both ends. Your irritability will lead to family squab
bles. Take time to reevaluate your motives regarding friend
ships.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23) Be sure to catch up on overdue cor
respondence and help those you love find solutions to their
dilemmas. You can make gains if you look at long-term invest
ments.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) You should be doing something
special with children. Your input into their activities will help
bring you closer together. You can make some favorable
changes to your looks.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) Be sure to spend time helping
children with projects that are too difficult for them to accom
plish alone. Overstatement will be your downfall. Avoid lovers
who already have a relation ship, even if it is a bad one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. 21) Get busy doing all those
things at home that you have been putting off for so long.
Someone you live with will get angry if you are neglecting your
duties.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20) Get involved in groups that
will help you meet established individuals. Romance may be
likely if you travel. Make decisions about your professional
objectives.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. 19) You need to interact with others
if you want to expand your knowledge. Reciprocate by offering
helpful hints. You can make new friends and experience new
things if you do a bit of traveling.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) Take the time to sort out your per
sonal papers and double-check your financial investments.
Enjoy the company of relatives this week. Friends and relatives
may be hard to take this week.

